




Preface
This issue of the Journal of Telecommunications and Information Technology contains eleven
papers that deal with a wide range of problems related to the security of computer and indus-
trial networks, focusing primarily on assessing risks that affect critical infrastructures, as well
as on protecting mobile service robots, the Internet of things and blockchain systems against
cyber-attacks. The articles deal also with wire and wireless communications, various aspects
of energy conservation in data centers and computer networks, and with the application of
modern multimedia techniques in didactics.

The first four papers published in this issue of the Journal are devoted to the protection of
critical national infrastructure. Research conducted in this field was inspired by the authors’
participation in the National Cybersecurity Platform – a project funded by the National Centre
for Research and Development, under the CyberSecIdent Program. The goal of this project
is to develop a comprehensive, integrated system enabling to monitor, detect and warn about
threats identified, virtually in real time, in the State’s cyberspace. Two subsequent articles
deal with the assessment of cyber risk existing at national level. Selected approaches to
cyber risk management are discussed in the paper titled A Novel Approach to National-level
Cyber Risk Assessment Based on Vulnerability Management and Threat Intelligence. Marek
Janiszewski, Anna Felkner and Piotr Lewandowski claim that there are no comprehensive
platforms for national level risk assessment. In the majority of cases, the risk is estimated
for specific institutions only. The authors propose a method for real-time risk analysis,
performed by clients at various levels, and suggest a technique used for aggregating the
results on the nationwide level. This technique allows to foresee cyber threats and to build
situational awareness by monitoring the current situation in any computer network. Another
approach to risk management is proposed by Andrzej Karbowski et al. in the paper titled
Critical Infrastructure Risk Assessment Using Markov Chain Model. Application of the
Markov chain model for the purpose of assessing the risk affecting critical infrastructure is
described in the article. In this model, specific states represent the potential security levels
of different services, assessed based on their availability. Results of preliminary experiments



performed in relation to a scenario involving two services, i.e. healthcare and power supply,
are presented and discussed. The authors argue that application of Markov chains is one of
the most promising approaches to modeling the propagation of risky events in the area of
cybersecurity. The problem of security in operational technology networks (OT) is outlined
in the paper titled On Preventing and Detecting Cyber Attacks in Industrial Control System
Networks. Adam Padée et al. provide a review of techniques for protecting and detecting
cyber-attacks affecting industrial systems. Their attention is focused on the nuclear industry.
Common components of OT security systems are described and compared with those used
in the IT domain. In the paper titled Cyber-security for Mobile Service Robots – Challenges
for Cyber-physical System Safety, Wojciech Dudek and Wojciech Szynkiewicz consider the
problem of cybersecurity of robot systems. They provide a brief overview of threats affecting
cyber-physical robotic systems, caused by cybernetic attacks, and propose methods that may
be relied upon to detect and mitigate the consequences of such attacks. The authors claim
that there is a great need to develop new solutions for securing service robots against cyber-
attacks, and present those issues regarding the cybersecurity of robot systems that still need
to be resolved.

Next two papers focus on the security of IoT and blockchain networks. In the paper titled
Battery Drain Denial-of-Service Attacks and Defenses in the Internet of Things, Philokypros
P. Ioulianou, Vassilios G. Vassilakis and Michael D. Logothetis investigate the possibility of
battery drain Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks affecting the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-
Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) of the Contiki operating system. The authors present
the results of simulation experiments that demonstrate the impact of DoS attacks on the
power consumption of IoT devices. They discuss the potential defense techniques relying
on distributed intrusion detection systems. In the paper Blockchain Networks – Security
Aspects and Consensus Models, Andrzej Wilczyński and Adrian Widłak propose a generic
architecture model of a blockchain system, and offer the concept of consensus models used in
blockchain transactions. To illustrate the performance of the proposed solutions, the results
of practical use cases are presented and discussed as well. The authors’ attention focuses
primarily on security-related aspects.

The paper titled CL-mWSNs: Cross Layer Model-Based QoS Centric Routing Protocol for
Mission-Critical Cooperative Communication in Mobile WSNs deals with efficient wireless
communication techniques and with practical application scenarios involving wireless sensor
networks (WSN). A robust Quality of Service (QoS)-centric routing protocol that exploits
dynamic network states from the various layers of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is presented.
The protocol is dedicated to mission-critical communication in mobile WSNs. Kummathi
C. Reddy, Geetha D. Devanagavi and Thippeswamy M. N. argue that their protocol ensures
high throughput, as well as minimum loss and low latency rates. The results of simulation
experiments presented in the paper confirm the efficiency of the presented technique.

Communication protocols for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) systems are investigated by
Kiyoshi Ueda and Takumi Miyoshi in their paper titled Autonomous Navigation Control
of UAV Using Wireless Smart Meter Devices. The authors introduce and describe a new
routing protocol enabling to establish a safe route based on a network of smart meters.
They propose a control method in which the UAV communicates with the nodes, acquires
information necessary for sensing its position and navigates by following the route, as if
the UAV were a data packet within a network. The current distance between the UAV and
a given node within the network of smart meters is measured by means of radio transmission
loss value. The solution may be used for performing home deliveries that rely on UAVs.

Two subsequent papers address the vital problem of infrastructure and energy conservation
in computer networks and data centers. In the paper titled Infrastructure and Energy Con-
servation in Big Data Computing: A Survey, Ewa Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz and Michał
P. Karpowicz provide a review of recent Big Data processing technologies. The emphasis is
placed on the most popular middleware and software platforms and energy saving approaches
that may be relied upon by data centers. A heuristic algorithm for energy efficient alloca-
tion of network resources, based on the current workload, is presented in the paper titled
Optimized Energy Aware Resource Allocation Algorithm Using Software Defined Network
Technology. The solution presented is based on the architecture of a Software Defined Net-
work (SDN). Ranya Al-Musawi and Obada Al Khatib present simulation results confirming



good performance of their method which allows to reduce energy consumption compared to
solutions described in literature.

The last paper, titled Multimedia Mathematical Communication in a Diverse Group of Stu-
dents, tackles the problem of learning mathematics by visually impaired persons. The em-
phasis is placed on efficiency of communication in the learning process. Jolanta Brzostek-
Pawłowska presents interactive multimedia solutions fostering mathematical communication
within a group of students with a range of diverse visual impairments, under the teacher’s
guidance. The results of qualitative surveys of the proposed approach confirm its usefulness
and positive impact on the efficiency of the work of a group learning mathematic.

We do hope that our Readers will find this issue of the Journal both interesting and enjoyable.

Ewa Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz
Guest Editor

https://doi.org/10.26636/jtit.2019.preface2
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Abstract—Real-time assessment of IT-related risks, per-

formed at the national level, is very important due to the

evolving nature of threats that may originate from individ-

ual hackers, organized cyber-criminal groups, as well as state

activities. Evaluation of risk that is based on technical infor-

mation, as well as on mutual relationships between various

institutions and services, may result in very valuable situa-

tional awareness. The paper describes (in general) cyber risk

analysis method which will be implemented in Polish National

Cybersecurity Platform.

Keywords—digital services, essential services, incident manage-

ment, risk assessment, risk management, situational awareness,

threat intelligence, vulnerability management.

1. Introduction

The main goal of the National Cybersecurity Platform

is to provide a comprehensive, state-wide view of cyber

threats in order to evaluate risks in real-time, as well as

to monitor the current status of various essential, digi-

tal services. In cybersecurity, the broader the perspective,

the more threats may be noticed. Therefore, various re-

lationships may be identified to prevent many ramifica-

tions, helping protect the essential services, their opera-

tors and, as a consequence, various entities and citizens.

The National Cybersecurity Platform consists of two types

of entities, namely the platform’s customers and its op-

erational center. Any institution may become a customer

of the platform, but essential service operators and digi-

tal service providers may be obliged to become its mem-

bers. The operational center is a central unit that provides

customers with various types of information and acts as

an intermediary in sharing information between individ-

ual users. The operational center monitors also various

events, calculates risks based on the information provided

by customers, submits information on current threat levels

and provides recommendations based on the risk analyses

performed.

Risk estimation relying on objective and quantified mea-

sures is very rare, due to the fact that it is a non trivial

task. Most solutions use qualified measures to assess the

risk affecting information systems that use different pro-

grams. Risk estimation is based on a methodology that tries

to ensure objective nature of the risk assessment process.

However, such an approach requires that the task be al-

ways performed by an analyst or auditor (with the support

of a specific methodology and a system that may facili-

tate this process). Due to the fact that the human factor

is involved, the results of such a risk assessment process

are, to some extent, always subjective. In addition, this pro-

cess is time-consuming and is repeated not more frequently

than once every few months (in most cases risk assessment

is performed annually or every other year). The fact that

such analysis often fails to focus on technical vulnerabil-

ities of software and on and other technical information

(such as Indicators of Compromise – IoC) also needs to

be taken into account. In fact, such technical information

plays a key role in assessing the level of security of a given

system or service. In addition, new vulnerabilities are still

being discovered (with new incidents and IoCs being re-

ported as well). Therefore, risk estimation should be carried

out in real-time [1]. The statements given above are true

even for individual institutions, but at a higher level (for

example – within a given economic sector) the task of risk

assessment is significantly more complicated. On the na-

tional level, due to the heterogeneity of institutions (and

sectors), the task is much more difficult, but this paper

presents a general approach which may be relied upon to

satisfy the need of quantitative risk assessment performed

on the national level.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses

works related to the risk analysis domain. Section 3 de-

scribes, in more detail, the main characteristics of the ap-

proach used to model relationships between services and

also the general approach to risk calculation. Section 4

lists and describes the sources of information which are

used to calculate risk and monitor situational awareness.

Section 5 presents the model of the proposed risk calcula-
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tion algorithm. Conclusions and proposals of future work

are provided in Section 6.

2. State of the Art

Risk management is very important, but no comprehensive

frameworks exist facilitating the performance of this task

on the national level. In most cases the problem is con-

sidered with regard to an individual institution, and cannot

be easily transposed to the national level. Still, approaches

exist which may be relied upon in a more comprehensive

manner. Therefore, this section briefly describes the most

important problems and approaches associated to risk as-

sessment.

2.1. Standards and Norms

The best-known risk management methods and methodolo-

gies include the following:

• ISO 16085:2006 – Systems and software engineer-

ing – Life cycle processes – Risk management,

• ISO 31000 Risk management – Principles and guide-

lines,

• ISO/IEC 27005:2014,

• AS/NZS 4360:2004 – Risk Management,

• COSO Enterprise Risk Management,

• FERMA Risk Management Standard,

• CRAMM – CCTA Risk Analysis and Management

Method,

• COBRA – Control Objectives for Risk Analysis,

• OCTAVE – Operationally Critical Threat, Asset and

Vulnerability Evaluation,

• MARION – Methodology of Analysis of Computer

Risks Directed by Levels,

• MEHARI – MEthod for Harmonized Analysis of

RIsk.

All standards and methods referred to above are very useful

in the context of risk management at the level of individual

organizations. Guidelines contained in the above standards

may be applied within an institution, whereas in order to es-

timate the risk on the level of the entire cyberspace, where

no access to information about the infrastructure of indi-

vidual institutions is available, such guidelines prove to be

insufficient. They may be taken into account, but unfortu-

nately, they cannot be applied directly.

2.2. Types of Tools Relevant for Risk Assessment

Risk assessment, risk analysis and risk management pro-

cesses of an organization may be supported with different

types of software, covering various domains. The most

comprehensive tool for this work is a GRC system (Gover-

nance, Risk management, and Compliance). Applications

such as IBM OpenPages (for more details, see IBM web-

site [2]) may help to define risks, connect them with the

organization’s missions, assets and responsible people, as

well as rate and manage these risks. This approach is very

much focused on the business dimension, so it lacks some

detailed technical information required by those who are

more interested in analyzing risks affecting IT assets and

resources.

To overcome those shortcomings of GRC software, some

ITAM (IT Asset Management) and Configuration Manage-

ment Database (CMDB) applications have been designed,

incorporating IT inventory risk analysis modules. ITAM

software (e.g. Device42 [3]) helps manage the IT asset

life-cycle in an organization (i.e. cost, warranty, owner-

ship, depreciation), while CMDB (e.g. BMC Discovery [4]

or Qualys Asset Inventory [5]) applications store the con-

figuration of IT assets (both hardware and software) and

their current operational status. In spite of differences in

core functionality of ITAM and CMDB applications, both

store some information about the configuration of IT as-

sets. Combining this data with information about well-

known vulnerabilities may help performing in risk analysis

and management processes.

Complex platforms composed of modules (such as ITAM,

CMDB, GRC etc.) which cooperate to cover every as-

pect of risk assessment, analysis and management are also

available. These include, for instance: RSA Archer and Ser-

viceNow Now Platform. Even if the manufacturer is not

offering its own module for a certain task, the platform can

import data from a third party application via API. A de-

tailed description of these platforms may be found on their

respective websites: [6], [7].

2.3. International Projects

While conducting research, we analyzed several inter-

national, EU-funded projects concerning IT security and

risk analysis. The most important of these include the

following: PANOPTESEC, WISER, PROTECTIVE and

NECOMA. Some of them (NECOMA or PANOPTESEC)

focus, to a more considerable degree, on IT security, while

others (WISER, PROTECTIVE) attach a greater empha-

sis to risk analysis. In the following subsections, the au-

thors’ conclusions about these projects, which are impor-

tant in the context of the objectives of the article, may be

found.

The NECOMA project [8] was driven by European and

Japanese organizations: Institut Mines-Télécom (France),

Atos Spain (Spain), 6cure (France), NASK – Research and

Academic Computer Network (Poland), Foundation for Re-

search and Technology – Hellas (Greece), Nara Institute of

Science and Technology (Japan), Internet Initiative Japan

Inc. (Japan), National Institute of Informatics (Japan), Keio

University (Japan) and University of Tokyo (Japan). The
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main goal of the NECOMA project was to create a tool for

collecting network traffic, analyzing it, identifying cyber-

attack attempts and mitigating them. The idea was to col-

lect data from network devices, such as switches, routers,

IDS, etc., and to analyze such data in a dedicated sys-

tem with the use of original algorithms. This system also

uses external databases, such as n6 [9] or PhishTank [10],

to improve the ability to detect attacks [11]. In order to

mitigate attacks, the system tries to automatically reconfig-

ure the network devices with the use of their Application

Programming Interface (API) [12]. Although risk analysis

involving threats, attacks or supervised networks was out

of the scope of the NECOMA project, we find this project

to be very interesting because the idea of an advanced net-

work traffic analysis may be relied upon to evaluate various

risks.

The PANOPTESEC [13] project was pursued by a consor-

tium comprising Institut Mines-Télécom (France), RHEA

System (Belgium), Technische Universität Hamburg-

Harburg (Germany), Universität zu Lübeck (Germany),

Nokia Bell Labs France (France), L’École Supérieure

d’Électricité (France), ACEA (Italy), Universita degli Studi

di Roma La Sapienza (Italy), Epistematica (Italy), L’Institut

national de recherche en informatique et en automatique

(Inria) (France), RHEA System (Netherlands) and RHEAT-

ECH (Great Britain). The outcome of the PANOPTESEC

project was a system that can predict paths of cyber-attacks

on the supervised IT infrastructure. To achieve this, the sys-

tem must be filled with all information about the network

infrastructure, including: devices, network connections be-

tween them, firewall rule sets, operating system version,

application version, and so on. Having this knowledge and

information about vulnerabilities in hardware and software,

the system can simulate paths of attacks or malware infec-

tions. To make this simulation more actionable, it is supple-

mented with information about mission impact in the case

of a failure of some devices [14]. Mission impact and risk

analysis must be performed by the system user (e.g. organi-

zation or company) in advance [15]. These simulations and

the potential mission impact are visualized alongside with

examples of mitigation, to help the user take the proper

action [16]. All these features make PANOPTESEC a very

promising solution in terms of analyzing the risk of IT-

related threats. Unfortunately, processing this amount of

data requires lots of computing power. Benchmarks per-

formed by PANOPTESEC authors show that the analysis

of connections between 10,000 network nodes may take up

to 1 hour [17].

WISER [18] was a project led by Atos Spain, with

other participating entities including the following: Trust-

It Services Limited (Great Britain), Stiftelsen Sintef

(Norway), XLAB Razvoj Programske Opreme In Sveto-

vanje (Slovenia), Aon UK Limited (Great Britain), Rexel

Dévéloppement (France), Domotecnica (Italy), Enervalis

(Belgium) and Aon Insurance & Reinsurance Brokers

(Italy). The product of this project is now available com-

mercially and is known as the CYBERWISER service [19].

The WISER system requires two types of input to operate.

The first type of input comes from sensors (software- and

hardware-based) which analyze network traffic and system

logs to detect cyber-attacks. The other type of input orig-

inates from a risk analysis performed for various cyber-

attack scenarios (such as denial of service attack, bypass

login by brute force or DNS login attack, compromise se-

curity via trojan-malware, SQL injection, buffer overflow,

relative path traversal, and so on) [20]. The risk analysis is

carried out using CORAS diagrams to identify attack sce-

narios with the affected assets, and DEXi or R language

to define Bayesian networks to model specific risks. With

risk-related information obtained from sensors, the system

may dynamically present the current level of threat [21].

WISER presents an interesting approach to connecting,

in real time, risk analysis to specific vulnerabilities and

threats.

PROTECTIVE [22] is an ongoing project of Athlone Insti-

tute of Technology (Ireland), Synyo (Austria), Poznań Su-

percomputing and Networking Center (Poland), The Email

Laundry (Ireland), Technische Universität Darmstadt (Ger-

many), Agency Arniec – RoEduNet (Romania), GMV Solu-

ciones Globales Internet (Spain), Cesnet (Czech Republic),

ITTI (Poland) and University of Oxford (Great Britain).

As the project will conclude by September 2019, its final

implementation date is subject to change. This project is fo-

cused on sharing threat intelligence between the platform’s

participants. At the time when this paper is being com-

piled, architecture of the PROTECTIVE system assumes

that each participant is collecting information about net-

work traffic within their organization, using a set of probes

(software and hardware) [23]. The collected data is stan-

dardized and analyzed to identify malicious or undesired

activities, or potentially unwanted applications. Based on

these findings, the system creates IoCs. IoCs may then be

shared with other participants to help them protect their

networks or identify and mitigate attacks [24]. The de-

scription of the PROTECTIVE project contains references

to risk analysis performed with regard to the participants’

assets, but it lacks any details.

Summary

Over the past five years, at least four big international

projects focused on cyber threats and/or risk analysis have

been pursued. All projects presented above propose cer-

tain interesting ideas in the field of risk analysis, infor-

mation aggregation, sharing of intelligence data, as well

as monitoring and mitigating threat. Nevertheless, none of

them are capable of monitoring the threat level nationwide.

This shows how complex the task of analyzing risk and

monitoring threats affecting the networks of organizations

and enterprises of various sizes, organizational structures,

IT infrastructures, etc. is. The National Cybersecurity Plat-

form is designed to solve this problem and help enhance

the level of cybersecurity.
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3. Approach to the Model of

Relationships between Services and

Risk Assessment

One of the main motivations of the National Cybersecurity

Platform is the implementation of the Directive on security

of network and information systems (NIS Directive, [25])

which was adopted by the European Parliament on 6 July

2016 and entered into force in August 2016. The NCP plat-

form creates a map of key services that depend on ICT in-

frastructure. It is the task of the platform to achieve several

objectives, such as monitoring the security of cyberspace,

early detection of threats and taking proactive measures to

mitigate the risks.

The risk level will be estimated for individual services, sec-

tors and the entire cyberspace of a given country based on

the vulnerabilities identified, sightings, incidents, assess-

ment of the criticality of services and based on the crit-

icality of relationships between individual services. Both

static and dynamic risks will be analyzed. Based on the risk

analysis performed in the context of services, sectors and

cyberspace of the Republic of Poland, recommendations

for platform participants will be issued using the expert

module.

Relationships between services are presented by means of

a graph depicting their mutual interdependencies, in partic-

ular as far as the aspect of security (confidentiality, integrity

and availability) us concerned. The said graph presents also

the affiliation of specific services to institutions (operators)

and sectors. The graph depicting the relationships between

key services is based on data from questionnaires completed

by the platform’s clients.

4. Information Used to Build Situational

Awareness

The following types of information may be relied upon to

analyze and calculate risk:

• vulnerabilities,

• Indicators of Compromise (IoC),

• sightings,

• incidents,

• network monitoring results (e.g. results of open port

scanning),

• inventory (software and hardware used, relationships

with services and criticality of relationships),

• catalog of services and relationships between ser-

vices.

The most important types of information are described in

the following subsections.

4.1. Vulnerabilities

One may undoubtedly argue that each software and hard-

ware component suffers from certain vulnerabilities, even if

many of them have failed to be discovered so far. However,

the claim that each software element is equally sensitive is

not true and unjustified. The normal process of revealing

a newly discovered vulnerability assumes that the vendor of

the product in which the vulnerability has been discovered

is informed first. The vendor, after conducting an investiga-

tion and relevant research, prepares an appropriate software

patch (also known as a fix or an update) which should elimi-

nate the vulnerability concerned. After preparing the patch,

the vendor informs (for example via bulletins published on

the vendor’s website) all potential users and the community

about the new fix and about the vulnerability itself. This

process is known as the process of responsible disclosure.

Vulnerabilities are discovered not only by white hats (cy-

ber security analysts whose goal is to boost the level of the

software security), but also by black hats (crackers whose

purpose is to compromise information systems to obtain

certain information or to prevent their fair use). When the

cracker finds a new vulnerability (so called “0-day”), they

try to exploit it to generate benefits, instead of informing

the vendor. Therefore, unknown vulnerabilities are asso-

ciated with an enormous potential to compromise system

security [1].

The vulnerability management system should support the

system administrator in two areas. First of all, its main

task should be to support the administrator in the process

of managing updates. The system administrator should be

able to indicate all software components making up the

system. Vulnerabilities and patches published after the last

update should be detected using an automated system that

collects information about patches and vulnerabilities ob-

tained from several different sources. Secondly, the vul-

nerability management system should assess the technical

risks associated with the software used. This risk stems

from the existing security vulnerabilities [1].

Technical vulnerability databases are very important, but

they contain information about well-known vulnerabilities

only (mainly those for which patches have been released).

To calculate risk, the administrator has to identify the pres-

ence of a vulnerable asset, and, consequently, the presence

of the vulnerability itself. Because of that, in theory, the

chances that the administrator takes corrective actions are

greater than the chances that the administrator conducts

(even in an automated manner) a risk analysis taking into

account the vulnerability concerned. After successful cor-

rection, no additional risk associated with this vulnerability

is present (due to its elimination). In practice, however,

sometimes it is not possible to apply the patch or other

proposed recommendations or such measures cannot be in-

troduced immediately. In such scenario, it makes sense to

update the risk calculations performed.

To calculate the level of risk affecting a system or a ser-

vice based on its vulnerabilities, the Common Vulnera-
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bility Scoring System (CVSS) may be used. CVSS is

a methodology that characterizes the impact of security

vulnerabilities. The CVSS score may be perceived as an

indicator of the severity of a specific vulnerability. The

CVSS score may vary from 0.0 to 10.0, where values from

0.0 to 3.9 indicate a “low” level of severity, and values

from 7.0 to 10.0 mean “high” or “critical” severity. The

CVSS result is widely used as an indicator of the sever-

ity of vulnerabilities, but not all sources of information

list it [1].

Risk calculation will be performed by each client based on

the vulnerability database shared by the operational cen-

ter. Each client should perform inventory identification,

and based thereon, they should automatically match vul-

nerabilities that may affect their systems and services.

Many approaches rely on NVD only, as the best-known

database of security vulnerabilities. However, NVD is not

the only database and it does not provide the most infor-

mation. Several limitations of the NVD database were also

indicated by the author of [26]. While conducting our re-

search, we analyzed the generally available databases of

vulnerabilities and patches. One may conclude that in or-

der to build a comprehensive database of vulnerabilities,

many sources of information about vulnerabilities should

be relied upon.

4.2. Inventory

The inventory, which can be perceived as a database of IT

assets, is crucial from the point of view of the vulnerability

management process. The inventory needs to be taken by

each client individually. However, details of the inventory

are not shared with the operations center or any other client.

Lists of software or hardware elements and applications are

used to calculate the risks which stem from the existing

vulnerabilities.

4.3. Indicators of Compromise and Sightings

Indicators of compromise are characteristics observed

within a network or a system indicating an intrusion. Ag-

gregation and provision of such information to clients may

be beneficial for security monitoring. The presence of an

artifact described by IoC (sighting) may also impact current

risk calculations.

4.4. Incidents

Incidents reported by all participants of the platform may

be aggregated by the operations center and may be used for

risk assessment purposes. Based on historical information,

the incident prediction mechanisms may be implemented.

Information about incidents reported by various institutions

may be used to identify similar features of incidents and

targeted institutions. Based thereon, the risk of the threat

propagating between services and institutions may be esti-

mated as well.

5. Risk Calculation

One of the main goals of the National Cybersecurity Plat-

form is to provide a comprehensive analysis of risks arising

from the potential exploitation of known vulnerabilities af-

fecting the company’s IT assets, as well as from potential

security incidents, such as: hacker attacks, malware infec-

tions or data breaches. The risk analysis process is divided

between clients and the NCP operations center, because the

results of this analysis concern risks at the institution- and

nationwide level. The flow of data (related to risk anal-

ysis) between the client and the NCP operations center is

depicted in Fig. 1. More details on risk analysis may be

found in the subsequent sections.

5.1. Institution Level

Risk analysis performed at the institution level concerns

cyberthreats to the company’s IT infrastructure that sup-

ports the services. The risk analysis is carried out for each

service offered by the client. The National Cybersecurity

Platform is responsible for services which are essential for

the country’s economy or security. The criteria for such

services are set out in the National Cybersecurity System

Act. The services may produce goods or may be com-

pletely intangible. For the purpose of a more detailed risk

analysis, it is important to define whether the risk analy-

sis cover intangible services rendered in an electronic form

(the so called e-service) or not.

Each client joining NCP has to fill out a questionnaire about

the services they would like the National Cybersecurity

Platform to cover (denoted as SE). The questions are related

to the following information: type of service (electronic or

not), scale of service expressed in applicable units of mea-

sure (e.g. tons of coal for mines or number of passengers

in the case of transport services) – (global criticality of the

service – CSE
g ), relevance of service for the client’s business

(internal criticality of CSE
i service), standards, procedures

and means of security incorporated to protect the service

against cyberthreats and the time needed to recover the ser-

vice after a failure (the shortest and the longest period of

time experienced before the questionnaire is filled out).

There are also questions about relationships between ser-

vices enrolled in NCP and supporting services provided

by a third party. The questionnaire examines the strength

of the relationship between such services. The client has

to declare the portion of their enrolled services that de-

pends on each supporting service (denoted as SS), as far

as their confidentiality, integrity and availability are con-

cerned. The strength of the relationship K(SS→SE ) is de-

fined as a 3×3 matrix with a numerical value for each pair

of one of the three aspects. For example, in the context

of the relationship between integrity and availability, this

value indicates the impact of the integrity of the support-

ing service being compromised on the availability of the

enrolled service. Such a relationship may be observed, for

example, if one service aggregates data from other services

9
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Fig. 1. Data flow between client and National Cybersecurity Platform’s operations center.

to return some complex datasets. If one of the data pools

loses its integrity, no access to the output dataset should be

provided, as it may be based on invalid or missing data. If

no such a relationship for a certain pair of aspects exists,

the value in the matrix equals zero. The pairs of attributes

whose consideration is mandatory are presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Strength of relationship matrices K(SS→SE ). Depending on

the character of the connected services – enrolled and

supporting service – different sets of pairs of aspects are

mandatory to be considered by the client (marked with X)

Supporting Supporting

e-service service

C I A C I A

Enrolled

e-service

C X X X X X X

I X X X X X X

A X X X X X X

Enrolled

service

C X X X X X X

I X X X X X X

A X X X X X X

Moreover, the client has to declare how long his service is

capable of running after a failure of one of the supporting

services.

All information referred to above may be updated on a reg-

ular basis, for instance every six months or once a year,

as well as when the client makes any changes to their or-

ganization that affect the previously stated answers. Such

data are referred to as static. Information about the stan-

dards, procedures and means of security incorporated to

protect the service against cyberthreats is used to calculate

the static risk affecting the enrolled service – RSE
is . These

calculations are performed by the NCP operations center.

Some information needs to be updated frequently. Clients

will be receiving a definition of new vulnerabilities discov-

ered in the software and hardware as soon as the NCP’s

operations center becomes aware of them. It is the client’s

responsibility to check if their IT infrastructure is prone to

these vulnerabilities, and if so, the client has to update the

dynamic risk indicator relevant for the enrolled service –

RSE
id as quick as possible and return the result to the NCP

operations center. To calculate the dynamic risk value per-

taining to a given service, the client has to follow instruc-

tions provided by National Cybersecurity Platform or use

their own risk calculation method, provided it takes into
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account the IT infrastructure and the presence of vulnera-

bilities. Dynamic risks may be valuable to the NCP client

as they may identify IT assets that require extra attention in

terms of cybersecurity and potential losses that may be suf-

fered in the event of a compromise, with the context of the

services supported by these assets taken into consideration.

The client’s reports on incidents detected in their infras-

tructure also constitute information that is important from

the point of view of risk analysis. These incidents may be

related to malware, cyberattacks, data security breaches or

any other cyber threats that may interrupt or completely

stop a given service. To help clients detect incidents, the

NCP operations center will provide them with indicators of

compromise (IoC) for known cyber threats. Knowledge

about the number and severity of incidents detected by

clients is used to calculate the risk of an incident affect-

ing the service, in the context of the institution – RSE
iI and

the risk of an incident affecting the service in the context

of the entire country – RSE
cI . These calculations are carried

by the operations center.

5.2. Operations Center Level

The National Cybersecurity Platform’s operations center

collects dynamic risk values for all enrolled services. The

knowledge of such values, as well as of details concern-

ing relationships between services (reported by clients in

questionnaires), the software used by the operations cen-

ter is capable of calculating how the risk of one service

affects the risk of associated services (the ones depending

on the former service). This type of risk is referred to as

external risk of the enrolled service – RSE
e . In conjunction

with dynamic risk, external risk determines the overall risk

affecting the enrolled service – RSE
o . These risks may help

clients perceive their business in the context of a network

of services.

Knowing the overall risk affecting the services and the im-

portance of those services for the country’s economy and

for the continuity of other businesses, the NCP operations

center may calculate the aggregated of all enrolled ser-

vices – RSE
a . As this risk takes into account the importance

of services at the national level (CSE
a ), it helps analysts at

the NCP operations center monitor the current level of risk

of the vulnerabilities known to be existing in supervised

services of being exploited. The aggregated risk of ser-

vices is utilized to calculate the risk for economic sectors,

groups of services or for the entire cyberspace. This will

be elaborated on in the following section.

Analysts at the operations center will have access to statis-

tics and data from sources other than the clients only. Such

additional information will be presented on a per service

basis, with the ability to aggregate it for a specific set of

services (e.g. the entire cyberspace, an economic sector,

etc.) in order to provide a quick security overview. Statis-

tical data may be presented as trends, total and averages for

a period of time defined by an analyst. Such statistics in-

cludes the following: number of incidents along with their

severity, number of detected vulnerabilities and number of

mitigated vulnerabilities. The system will also show an in-

dicator related to ongoing cyber-attacks affecting specific

services. Additional data from auxiliary sources includes

events from the n6 database [9] and the results of automatic

scans of hosts visible in the Internet. This information will

be presented on a per-service or per-client basis, depending

on how detailed the information about IP address space the

client provides to NCP is.

5.3. Risk Propagation

As mentioned above, the NCP operations center will be

able to calculate how the risk affecting one service may

impact the risks pertaining to another service. Risk prop-

agation may be monitored thanks to detailed information

about the relationships between services. The idea of risk

propagation is presented in Fig. 2. Each client has to de-

scribe the strength of the connection between their services

and the support provided by third party services. Such an

approach offers the most reliable data, as business own-

ers have the best knowledge on the degree to which their

services rely on others. Information about the connection

may be very detailed, as it may describe how the fact of

any aspect (confidentiality, integrity and availability) of the

support service being compromised may impact any aspect

of the enrolled service – up to 9 separate values of influence

are distinguished (see Table 1).

The level of reliability of information about the relation-

ships between services is a major but not the only prob-

lem experienced when monitoring risk propagation. The

other problem consists in finding a solution to cyclic rela-

tionships between services. It is possible that one service

relies on another which, in turn, depends on the first one –

this creates a loop in the graph of relationships between

services. In such a loop, the increase in the dynamic risk

affecting one of the services will boost the overall risk as

well. A higher overall risk will cause a higher external risk

affecting the dependent service. This will lead to a growth

in the overall risk of the dependent service (as overall risk

is a combination of dynamic risk and external risk). This

increase in the risk of one of the services would propagate

infinitely over all services in the loop.

Software relied upon by the National Cybersecurity Plat-

form uses a proprietary algorithm to propagate changes to

risk values between services connected within loops, pre-

venting such an infinite growth or reduction of risk due to

propagation. This makes the results of risk analysis more

realistic, as they take into account the fact the compromis-

ing of one of the services may propagate even to services

which are not directly related.

5.4. High-level Situational Cybersecurity Awareness

One of the advantages of the National Cybersecurity Plat-

form is the ability to aggregate the risks of a set of services.

It helps analysts at the operations center to assess the secu-

rity in cyberspace. An analyst may quickly check the risk
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Fig. 2. Risk propagation diagram.
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values for the entire cyberspace, for each economic sector

or for any set of services.

Aggregation may also show some emerging threats affect-

ing services in cyberspace. For example, analysts can easily

spot if the overall risk is rising in a given economic sector.

Such a situation may indicate that there is a new vulnera-

bility of some element of the IT infrastructure (software or

hardware) which is popular among services in the sector

concerned.

In addition to risk aggregation, NCP will enable aggregat-

ing other information, such as reported incidents or data

from external sources, as described above. For example,

it may be helpful in identifying if cyber-attacks are aimed

at a particular type of services or a specific industry, as it

will identify the service for which the incident has been

reported over the past few weeks.

Such a detailed insight into the level of risks experienced

so far, as well as into incident reports, sightings and other

security-related data, helps both analysts at the operations

center and NCP clients manage their risk and keep the

essential services safe from cyberthreats.

6. Summary and Future Work

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the approach pro-

posed is the first which may be applied at the national

level. The novelty of the approach is based on real-time

risk analysis performed by clients at various levels. Because

of a unified and quantitative methodology is used, the re-

sults may be aggregated on the national level. Based on

the risk calculation approach proposed, one may foresee

threats and build situational awareness by monitoring the

current situation. The proposed approach requires further

research and verification in the operational environment,

but it seems to be rather promising.
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Abstract—The paper presents application of the Markov
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1. Introduction

As stated in Directive (EU) 2016/1148 of the European

Parliament and of the Council of the European Union [1],

magnitude, frequency and impact of security incidents are

increasing, and represent a major threat to the functioning

of networks and information systems. Those systems may

also become a target of deliberate harmful actions intended

to damage or interrupt their operation. Such incidents may

impede the pursuit of economic activities, generate substan-

tial financial losses, undermine user confidence and cause

major damage to the economy. The security of network

and information systems is explained in [1] as the ability

of network and information systems to resist, at a given

level of confidence, any action that compromises the avail-

ability, authenticity, integrity or confidentiality of stored,

transmitted or processed data, as well as of the related ser-

vices offered by or accessible via such network and infor-

mation systems. Any reasonably identifiable circumstances

or events exerting a potential adverse effect on the security

of network and information systems are defined as risk.

The European IEC/ISO 31010 Standard [2], being the

main document concerning risk assessment and risk man-

agement (i.e., the measures to identify the risk of specific

incidents, as well as to prevent, detect and handle such

incidents and to mitigate their impact), lists as many as

31 risk assessment techniques including, inter alia: Delphi

method, hazard analysis and critical control points, sce-

nario analysis, fault tree analysis, event tree analysis, reli-

ability centered maintenance, Markov analysis, Bayes nets.

A review of various risk analysis methods used in network

applications may be found in [3].

Markov analysis seems to be one of the most promising

approaches adopted in the domain of network and informa-

tion systems – it is used when the probability distribution

of a future state of a system depends upon the distribution

of its present state [4]. In this work we take into account

the most important criterion – availability – understood as

the ability of an ICT service to perform its agreed function

when it is required. Availability is defined by reliability,

reparability, ability to provide the service, efficiency and

security.

2. Application of the Markov Chain

Model in the Cybersecurity

The basic idea behind the concept of a detection and pre-

vention system is to attempt to provide information about

potential events that have not yet taken place, depending

on the current and historical knowledge about the same or

similar events that occurred in the past. The more actual

data are available, the more accurate predictions should be

generated, and the evaluation of the consequences of future

incidents will be more realistic.

In the case of multistage processes with a finite num-

ber of possible states, the Markov chain model is an at-

tractive option. In particular, this model is more general

than the Bayesian network model which refers to directed

(rather small) and acyclic graphs (DAG), because it allows

feedback.

When building a dynamic discrete Markov process model,

we introduce a finite set of states Si, i ∈ I in which the sys-

tem may be at a given stage (time interval) [4]. Next, we

estimate the probabilities of transitions between states in

the successive stages, corresponding to successive time in-

tervals. The probabilities pi j(k) = P(S j(k +1)|Si(k),m(k))
of transition from state Si in stage (time instant) k to the

state S j in stage k + 1 may depend on the external values

m(k) concerning, for example, emerging threats, such as

possible failures of supporting services or actions enhanc-

ing security of the system. If at instant k one can determine

the current state of the system, then for a given number of

consecutive moments, one may perform a simulation anal-

ysis of the future behavior of the system.
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Being able to modify the values of transition probabilities,

we can influence the evolution of events. In the case of

fixed pi j values, we can determine the probability of the

system reaching certain states in the long term, by solving

a system of ¯̄I linear equations.

An interesting method of assessing the risk affecting

a system model, having the form of a Markov chain, was

proposed by Afful-Dada and Allen [5]. They introduced

a cost function for various decisions related to defense

against threats. Using transition matrices, they count not

only the expected value of the cost (in their case it is a for-

mulation with an infinite time horizon and a discount), but

also its variance, and then they illustrate both on a box-and-

whisker plot.

In article [6], an innovative probabilistic approach is

proposed, called advanced probabilistic approach for net-

work-based intrusion detection systems (APAN). It does

not only detect the presence of an attack. It also provides

an assessment of the degree of its risk, using a probability

scale.

The paper by Ye et al. [7] presents a technique to detect

cyberattacks by detecting anomalies, and discusses robust-

ness of the modeling technique applied. In this technique,

the Markov chain model represents the profile of net-

work event transitions under the system’s normal operating

conditions (the so-called normal profile). The lower the

probability that the observed effects are consistent with the

Markov chain model for the normal profile, the more likely

it is that the observed effects are anomalies resulting from

cyberattacks and vice versa.

Here, we use the Markov chain model for states defined in

a way that is similar to those used in the works mentioned

above, and assess the risk of unfavorable events through

calculation of an indicator concerning availability, which is

a function of the current state of the system. The situation

is assessed, as in [8], from the point of view of a nationwide

Operations Center (OC).

3. Threat Imaging Model

Let us introduce a description of a dynamic model in the

form of a Markov chain operating a set of discrete states

characterizing the behavior of a given service. The tran-

sition from one state to another may take place under the

influence of events observed in the local digital space, as

well as in connection with events regarding the information

systems of other services.

The basic state of the service r model is the state Sr
0

in which we deal with the normal situation. We assume

that r = 1, . . . ,R. In this state, of course, there are threats,

including those related to IT space (both to the local

part of this space and to IT systems of other platform par-

ticipants).

As a result of the materialization (in different scales) of

these threats, the state of service r may change. Then,

transition to a state Sr
i occurs, which indicates an appro-

priately increased state of emergency. Let us assume that

level i may take values from 0 (normal situation) to nr (state

of the highest threat in the field of cybersecurity). The sub-

sequent states may be, in particular, related to the breach

of availability of the relevant elements of IT systems. The

number of states may be different for the models of indi-

vidual services, allowing to increase the flexibility of the

proposed description.

Let us also assume that state Sr
nr+1 corresponds to the ex-

treme (critical) situation in which the provision of a given

service is no longer possible, at least at the lowest satis-

factory level. This state, from the point of view of the

cybersecurity analysis, may be considered as terminal. Af-

ter it has been achieved, further activities related to a given

service must take place on a different plane.

The transition from state Sr(k) = Sr
i at a given moment

(stage) k, to Sr(k + 1) = Sr
j at moment k + 1, where j > i

or j < i, takes place with a given probability pr
i j(k), which

may be dependent on the state of other services at time k,

i.e., on:

S−r(k) = (S1(k), . . . ,Sr−1(k), Sr+1(k), . . . ,SR(k)) , (1)

as well as on some external variables concerning, for in-

stance, potential failures of supporting services or actions

enhancing system security at OC level that we may mark

as m(k). Thus

pr
i j(k) = pr

i j(S
−r(k), m(k)). (2)

In fact, in the case of service r, only a subset of the entire

set of states of other services S−r(k) should be considered,

limited to those services on which service r depends.

We will further consider vector S−r(k) in this sense. In

turn, service r may exert an impact on other services. The

period of time between consecutive transition moments k
and k +1 is assumed to be fixed.

In the simplest case, it may be assumed that the sets of

all possible states for all services have the same number of

elements, that is:

n1 = n2 = . . . = nR = n (3)

and
¯̄I 1 = ¯̄I 2 = . . . ,= ¯̄IR = n+2 , (4)

where Ir is the set of all possible states of the service

r = 1, . . . ,R. Then, the Markov chain equation for stage

probability distributions may be written in the matrix form:

π(k +1)T = π(k)T P(k) , (5)

where π(k) is the vector of probabilities of all possible

state level combinations of dimension (n + 2)R and P(k)
are (n + 2)R

× (n + 2)R matrices build of pr
i j(k) given by

Eq. (2).

Such a description allows us to illustrate well the general

situation, assuming that at a given stage the OC knows

the states of models of particular system services. It is
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possible to assign to these services various criticalities

corresponding to the assessment of the relative importance

of a given service from the point of view of the functioning

of the entire state organism.

The basic difficulty associated with the presented approach

lies, of course, in determining the subsequent time stages k,

including the intervals between the successive moments,

and in estimating the probability values pr
i j(S

−r(k),m(k)).
One may consider obtaining such estimates as unrealistic

and, therefore, reject the proposed approach. However, the

question arises what it should be replaced with, while main-

taining the ability to perform a dynamic assessment of the

situation and to generate sensible recommendations. In par-

ticular, there is no other way to enable the OC to conduct

simulation analyses related to the future behavior of the

entire IT infrastructure.

It must be admitted that the estimation of the required prob-

abilities will be, to some extent, of subjective and coarse

nature, especially during the initial period of the opera-

tion. The introduction of different variants of these esti-

mates, corresponding to more or less cautious assessments,

is also possible. Of course, the information needed for this

purpose must be provided by the operators of individual

services. In particular, knowing actions m(k + l) for sub-

sequent stages, e.g., l = 1, . . . ,L, proposed by the OC, the

operator of a given service r should be able to present the

operator’s estimate of value pr
i j(S

−r(k+ l),m(k+ l)) at time

k+ l, taking into account the impact of the current state of

other services, or rather the IT systems of these services,

on possible changes in the status of its part of the model

used at the OC level. In particular, the terminal state of a

relevant auxiliary service will have a very significant im-

pact on the probabilities of adverse changes in the service

status.

At this point, it is worth noting that current state Sr(k) of

service r, transferred to the OC level, will in fact be an

appropriate aggregate of a much more detailed depiction

of the status of a given service considered at the level of its

operator. This means that the operator must play a leading

role in determining the structure and parameters of the ser-

vice model used by the OC. In this approach, descriptions

of individual services may be modified as and when a need

arises.

4. A Real Life Example

Let us suppose that we are considering a system in which

a service corresponding to r = 1 means the provision of

health care services by, say, a specific hospital. Service

r = 2 is related to the supply of electricity to the network

to which the hospital is connected. Of course, the hospital

may use, in the case of a failure resulting in the lack of

energy supply, its own electricity generator. However, let

us assume that the generator’s capabilities are limited and,

at least in the long term, it may happen that the hospital will

suspend the provision of all or at least a significant portion

of medical services in the absence of energy supplied from

the external network.

Thus, we consider a system composed of two entities, i.e.,

r = 1,2. Let us distinguish, in the case of each service,

outside of the normal state (labeled with “0”), only one state

of heightened IT risk (labeled with “1”), related to, say,

an identified violation of susceptibility from a particular

set, i.e., n1 = n2 = 1, and, of course, the state of inability

to provide this service (labeled with “2”). Let us assume

that the threat (including of IT-related nature) of service 1

depends on the current state of service 2, while service 2

does not depend on the condition of service 1.

Let us suppose that one may estimate, based on the anal-

ysis carried out at the level of operators, in the system’s

normal state, described by pair (S1
0,S

2
0), the probabili-

ties of an increased risk of relevant IT infrastructures,

i.e., respectively, p1
01(S

2
0) = 0.01 and p2

01(S
1
0) = p2

01(S
1
1) =

p2
01(S

1
2) = p2

01 = 0.005 (we assume that S1 has no influ-

ence on S2). Let at the same time p1
02(S

2
0) = 0.001 and

p2
02(S

1
0) = p2

02(S
1
1) = p2

02(S
1
2) = p2

02 = 0.001 – we assume

that in the normal state, the probability of withholding the

services in question is very small. The values of proba-

bilities refer to, say, the time interval between moments k
and k + 1 equaling one day. In the case of changing the

time scale considered in our model, these values have to be

changed accordingly.

Then, in the situation when S1(k) = S1
0 but S2(k) = S2

1, i.e.,

an increased risk has taken place in the service model as-

sociated with the delivery of energy, we evaluate p1
01(S

2
1)

equal to 0.1. In this case an increased risk of informa-

tion services 2 associated with the observed digital attack

and the violation of the corresponding susceptibility of the

operator of the service increases the potential threat to ser-

vice 1. At the same time we can estimate p1
02(S

2
1) as equal

to 0.05 – we seriously expect that the observed increased

risk of service 2 (S2(k) = S2
1) makes it possible to suspend

the provision of service 1.

Further, when S1(k) = S1
0 but S2(k) = S2

2, i.e., service 2 is

not provided, we assess p1
01(S

2
2) as also equal to 0.1, but,

at the same time p1
02(S

2
2) = 0.4 – the probability of inter-

rupting the operation of the hospital is high. This means

that the lack of service 2 does not influence, in itself, the

state of IT security of service 1, but substantially decreases

the ability to maintain service 1. If we are able to de-

termine, in a similar manner, the value of the probabil-

ity p2
12, e.g., p2

12 = 0.2, and of other necessary probabili-

ties, including the return to normal states p1
10(S

2
0), p1

10(S
2
1),

p1
10(S

2
2), p1

20(S
2
0), p1

20(S
2
1), p1

20(S
2
2) and finally p2

10 and p2
20,

we can, starting from any state at time k, conduct further

simulation analysis of the system behavior. We can also

calculate stationary probabilities which allow to assess the

long-term behavior of the entire system if external and in-

ternal conditions remain unchanged.

This example clearly shows how many values of relevant

probabilities need to be estimated in order to be able to

dynamically analyze the development and propagation of

threats. It seems that little can be done about it. It is nec-
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essary to count on the fact that the development of threats

within a given service will actually depend on the condition

of a few other services. This should, to a large extent, alle-

viate the difficulty of estimating a large number of probabil-

ities. The example also shows that dynamic threat analysis

limited to the analysis regarding the nearest time perspec-

tive in the currently observed condition of services only,

requires knowledge of the values of probabilities related to

this state. If, suppose, our exemplary system is currently in

state S1(k) = S1
0,S

2(k) = S2
1, then, for such an analysis, we

need to know the values of p2
10, p2

12 and, as specified above,

p1
01(S

2
1) and p1

02(S
2
1). In particular, knowing the approxi-

mate values of these probabilities, we can, being also aware

of the short-term effects of individual states expressed in

the appropriate scale, determine the expected value of these

effects, i.e., the degree of a given risk.

5. Implementation and a Numerical Test

In order to test the behavior of the Markov model presented

above, it was implemented using Java language and Java FX

framework. It is concerned with the availability aspect of

two services considered in Section 4, but, for simplicity,

we assumed that they both have two states only: normal

(labelled with “0”) and failure (labelled with “1”). In other

words, we assumed that there are no higher threat states

(n1 = n2 = 0). The two services from Section 4 are En-

ergy supply provided by Power plant in Energy sector and

Health care provided by Hospital in Health sector. The re-

lationship between them is depicted, in the form of a graph,

in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Graph depicting the services.

When configuring the model, the user enters the number

of iterations (stages), the transition matrix P and the vector

of initial input probabilities π(0). If we assume that each

service can have two states, this matrix will be of size 4×4
(Fig. 2). Accordingly, the vector of input probabilities

has 4 elements (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Transition matrix.

Fig. 3. Probabilities and risk index vector.

There is also a certain cost, here named “risk index”, of

being in state S. It will be denoted hereafter by g(S). The

total level of risk R at time k can be interpreted as the

expected value of this cost:

R(k,S(0)) = R
(

k, [S1(0),S2(0)]
)

= E
S(k)

g(S(k)) . (6)

The vector of probabilities π and the value of R were

calculated for subsequent iterations k = 1, 2, . . .. They are

presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. For example,

for k = 10, πT = [0.4252 0.0104 0.2983 0.2661] and

R = 33.29.

Fig. 4. Time series of probabilities of different states of the

Markov chain.
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It is clearly visible, that the probability of the system staying

in the initial “sane” state decreases with time. Also, the

probability of the service S1 being available despite the

service S2 being shut down remains very low, regardless of

time (line labeled (S1
0,S

2
1) in Fig. 4).

Fig. 5. Time series of the total risk level R.

The written shell is general and has a convenient graphic

interface. It is easily configurable and can be used to model

much more complicated systems.

6. Perspectives

The model was created as part of the National Cybersecu-

rity Platform (NCP) project. In addition to offering other

functionalities, the platform is responsible for simulation

and modeling of interactions between critical services, es-

pecially through ITC infrastructure, in a way similar to the

SACIN framework described in [8].

The data necessary for creating the model of interconnec-

tions are collected through a survey. The provision of a full

probability matrix is unlikely with this method. A mech-

anism mapping the strength of connections between the

services declared in the questionnaires and the Markov

model must be created. Moreover, the influence of one ser-

vice on the other is expressed with three dimensions taken

into consideration: confidentiality, integrity and availabil-

ity, following the general pattern described, for instance,

in [9], while the model presented above deals with avail-

ability only.

7. Conclusions

Application of Markov chains is one of the most promising

approaches to modeling the propagation of risky events in

the area of cybersecurity. In this model, states represent

the possible levels of security of different services assessed

from the point of view of their availability.

This model has been implemented and preliminarily tested

on an example concerning two services: healthcare and

power supply. It must be significantly expanded to address

the full range of NCP-related needs.
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Abstract—This paper outlines the problem of cybersecurity in

OT (operations/operational technology) networks. It provides

descriptions of the most common components of these sys-

tems, summarizes the threats and compares them with those

present in the IT domain. A considerable section of the paper

summarizes research conducted over the past decade, focus-

ing on how common the problem is and in which countries it

prevails. The article presents techniques most commonly used

in the protection of these systems, with many examples from

the nuclear industry given.

Keywords—attack preventing, cybersecurity, industrial control

systems.

1. Security of Industrial Control

Systems

It is common belief that cybersecurity threats affect primar-

ily typical IT systems, such as databases, web servers or

corporate LANs, and that the main focus of cybercriminals

is on confidential information stored in these systems. This

image somewhat overshadows an equally important ques-

tion of the security of Industrial Control Systems (ICS).

The approach to the issue has begun to change recently,

with the discovery of Stuxnet worm and with the subse-

quent publication of Blackout – a novel by Marc Elsberg.

Cybersecurity of ICS has been gaining more and more pub-

lic attention since that time. Despite such a recent growth

in popularity, security issues related to ICS have a much

longer history. It dates back to the year 1982, when CIA

agents, in response to the large-scale efforts of the soviet

National Security Committee (KGB) to bypass the embargo

and steal Western technology, designed special software, in-

stalled it on programmable logic controllers through a chain

of fictitious companies, and sold them to Russians. This has

eventually led to a huge explosion of the Trans-Siberian gas

pipeline, severely affecting the Soviet economy [1]. This

historical example is interesting, because it shows that nei-

ther the Internet (which did not exist at that time in its

current form), nor direct access to the facility being tar-

geted are necessary to perform a successful attack.

Another interesting example is a local Polish case that is

much more recent than the previous one, as it occurred in

2008 in Łódź. A fourteen-year-old boy modified an old

TV remote and used it to arbitrarily change the settings of

the city tram system switch points. Using this device, he

caused several road accidents and tram collisions. As he

testified later, he did it “just for fun”, and he got the knowl-

edge necessary to build the remote talking to old engineers

at tram depots.

This example shows that no extensive resources are nec-

essary to exploit an ICS, and that there are more ways

to attack an ICS than just via a typical IT system or net-

work [2]. This problem has been gaining in importance,

as with advances in automation, more processes vital to

the economy can be targeted by cybercriminals. It is also

harder to protect them by physical isolation, because many

of these systems require constant external control and up-

dates from the outside.

Technically, there are two types of advanced, distributed

ICSs: Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)

and Distributed Control Systems (DCS). They share many

common features, and the boundary between them is not

sharp, but it is usually assumed that SCADA systems fo-

cus on data gathering, while their DCS counterparts – on

Table 1

ICS systems components

Low level (field devices) High level (central systems)

PLC – Programmable Logic HMI – Human-Machine
Controller Interface

RTU – Remote Terminal Unit FEP – SCADA servers

IED – Intelligent Electronic Front End Processors
Device

Historians (for storing
logs, etc.)
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processes. This implies that DCSs are process state driven,

and SCADAs are event driven. This makes DCSs harder to

protect, because disturbing process continuity or integrity

may lead to severe consequences. There are several com-

ponents of these systems that have standard names which

are abbreviated in the same way. The most popular of them

are shown in Table 1.

SCADA and DCS systems may ultimately serve the same

purpose, but while SCADA vendors concentrate on provid-

ing higher-level functions and human operator interaction,

and assume that lower-level components can be provided

by different vendors as long as they implement standard

protocols, DCS solutions are generally sold as a whole,

with low-level control elements included. DCS systems

may use proprietary protocols for internal communication.

They may be supplemented with some high-level applica-

tion servers and SCADA components from other vendors,

but the core of the system remains homogenous.

The ISO/IEC 27005 (Information Technology – Security

Techniques – Information Security Risk Management) stan-

dard defines vulnerability as “a weakness of an asset or

group of assets that can be exploited by one or more

threats”, where “assets” are defined as anything that has

a non-zero value to the organization. This definition, con-

trary to more specific ones, e.g. those used by the Internet

Engineering Task Force, is so general that it can be applied

to ICS and IT systems alike. The main difference appears

to be in the relative value of the assets (listed in Table 1).

In IT systems, the threat hierarchy is described with the

CIA acronym: confidentiality, integrity, availability. The

order of the threats reflects their importance. Usually,

the most severe consequences are associated with infor-

mation leaks (which are, in most cases, irrecoverable),

then with breaching the system’s integrity (which can

be restored using backups or through system reinstalla-

tion), and ultimately with rendering the system inacces-

sible, e.g. by means of a Distributed Denial of Service

(DDoS) attack which often requires considerable resources

and is effective only as long as the attack takes place.

In ICS the threats are similar, but their hierarchy is re-

versed (AIC instead of CIA), because availability of the

system has usually the biggest influence on safety, espe-

cially for DCS. The biggest risks are associated with render-

ing the system inoperable, because it means losing control

over industrial processes and may lead to catastrophic con-

sequences.

Unauthorized alteration of the system’s state is the second

item in the list. It may lead to severe implications as well,

but if the system is still operational, more or less success-

ful countermeasures may be immediately applied by the

facility staff, thus minimizing the negative consequences.

ICSs are also equipped with many independent safety de-

vices and procedures, so it is hard for the attacker to

turn them all off. This minimizes the impact of unau-

thorized alterations as long as the system remains oper-

ational as a whole. Information loss is by far the least

important factor – information stored in ICSs comprises

mainly monitoring data and logs. Someone may use this

data to gather some knowledge about the system and launch

a more successful attack in the future, but disclosure of

this information does not pose any immediate risks to the

process.

There is also a difference at the other end of the defini-

tion, concerning “weakness”. In IT systems, especially in

lower layers of the OSI model, we have just a few stan-

dardized and well described protocols, such as Ethernet,

IP, TCP/UDP etc. In ICS, in turn, the situation is a bit

more complicated, because many vendors of the compo-

nents listed in Table 1 utilize their own, proprietary pro-

tocols which are not disclosed to the general public. This

makes the security analysis of the system harder and means

that many more unknown factors need to be dealt with. An-

other problem consists in inherent lack of security of some

of the protocols used in ICSs, even those that are open

standards with publicly available specifications. The very

popular Modbus protocol may serve as a perfect example

here. It originates from simple point-to-point serial connec-

tions, so it lacks any encryption and security mechanisms,

but now is commonly used over Ethernet networks1. In this

case, it is sufficient for the attacker to obtain physical ac-

cess to any of the network components (cables, switches) to

be able to control the entire system. There are also exam-

ples of ICS equipment where, although encryption is im-

plemented, weak algorithms and/or self-signed certificates

are used.

2. Statistics and Geographical

Distribution of Potentially

Insecure ICS

The reasons outlined in Section 1 create a strong belief

that the best solution to ensure the security of ICS net-

works is to isolate them completely from the Internet and

to maximally restrict access to them. This recipe is true

and confirmed by a vast majority of ICS security special-

ists (cf. [4] as an example), but it is equally true that it often

impairs the functionality and accessibility of specific solu-

tions. ICSs seldom serve company clients directly via the

Internet, so remote access to them may be very limited, but

is often hard to eliminate completely due to such reasons

as software upgrades, configuration changes and supervi-

sion over the system performed by engineering team mem-

bers. For these reasons, the engineering side usually stands

in opposition to security people. For the former of these

two groups, restricting remote access to the system actually

lowers the safety level of the industrial process, because it

drastically increases their response time to any problems,

especially outside normal working hours, and increases the

amount of work needed to fix them. This is the reason

why too strict a policy enforced by the security team may

1 Since 2018, some security extensions to Modbus have been introduced,

but most of the equipment present on the market does not support them

yet [3].
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Table 2

Number of indexed systems for each query, data taken from [8]

Shodan query Connections Category Note

Niagara+Web+Server 2794 HAN/BMS Web server for EMS/BMS

TAC/Xenta 1880 BMS Self certs for HTTPS

i.LON 1342 BMS Primarily for energy

EnergyICT 585 RTU Primarily energy

Powerlink 257 BMS/HAN

/BroadWeb/ 148 HMI Known vulnerabilities

EIG+Embedded+Web+Server 104 Embedded web server

CIMPLICITY 90 HMI Zero config web view

SoftPLC 80 PAC Eastern Europe

HMS+AnyBus-S+WebServer 40 Embedded web server

ioLogik 36 PLC Small vendor

Allen-Bradley 23 PAC

RTS+Scada 15 SCADA Runs on FreeBSD

SIMATIC+NET 13 HMI Affected by Stuxnet

Simatic+S7 13 PLC Affected by Stuxnet

Modbus+Bridge 12 Protocol bridge IP to Modbus

ModbusGW 11 Protocol bridge

Reliance+4+Control+Server 10 SCADA

Simatic+HMI 9 HMI Affected by Stuxnet

Cimetrics+Eplus+Web+Server 6 Embedded web server

A850+Telemetry+Gateway 3 Telemetry

ABB+Webmodule 3 Embedded web server

CitectSCADA 3 PCS

Modicon+M340+CPU 3 Protocol Bridge

webSCADA-Modbus 3 HAN

RTU560 2 RTU Web interface

WAGO 2 Telemetry

eiPortal 1 Historian

NovaTech+HTTPD 1 Embedded web server Substation automation

Total 7489

be in fact counterproductive, because then the engineering

people may set up their own backdoors to the system, re-

maining outside any control or supervision of the security

people.

These may take the form of unauthorized VPN tunnels,

sometimes disguised in some other protocols to avoid de-

tection and closure by the security team, or even worse,

GSM modems connected directly to the industrial systems,

completely bypassing all levels of security within the cor-

porate network. This is not a purely theoretical threat, as

poorly secured VPN tunnels were used as an attack vector

in the recent successful attack on the Ukrainian power grid

that took place on December 23, 2015 [5]. As far as GSM

modems or other communication devices that completely

expose the industrial system components via the Internet

are concerned, they are, quite incredibly, much more com-

mon than one could expect.

Cryptographic tools, mainly encryption of web traffic, are

nowadays rarely used in ICS (both DCS and SCADA), but

are seriously considered as a future standard [6]. Manage-

ment of cryptographic keys and optimization of resources

are subjects of extensive discussions. In 2009, John Math-

erly created Shodan – search engine indexing services ex-

posed to the Internet [7]. Two years later, E. P. Leverett,

a student at Cambridge University, wrote a set of queries

for Shodan that are based on signatures of the most popular

ICS components. Although the list includes some popular

BMS vendors as well, it is partly justified, because BMS

often control factory premises and have access to deeper

parts of ICS networks. A detailed description of the tests

may be found in [8].

A look at the geographical distribution of these systems is

interesting as well, because it is common belief that the

problem of ICS security exists only in developed countries.
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Table 2 shows that the problem exists all over the world,

on all continents. Indeed, most of the indexed systems are

located in developed countries with large numbers of indus-

trial users, such as the United States of America, Sweden,

the Netherlands or Canada. However, there are interesting

exceptions, e.g. a relatively low number of connections in

China, despite their big industry, rapid economic growth

and large number of users. But this may be attributed

rather to a relatively low number of IP numbers assigned

to China, so the scale of the problem is probably the same

Table 3

Number of indexed systems per country, data

taken from [6]

Country Count Country Count

United States 3920 Greece 10

Sweden 442 Israel 10

Netherlands 370 Luxembourg 9

Canada 365 South Africa 9

Finland 301 Philippines 8

Norway 271 Thailand 7

Denmark 194 Turkey 7

Poland 191 Mexico 7

United Kingdom 122 Malaysia 6

Portugal 93 Singapore 5

Germany 92 Panama 4

Czech Republic 90 Puerto Rico 4

Spain 86 Hong Kong 3

Australia 81 Serbia 3

Ireland 76 New Zealand 3

Taiwan 66 Argentina 2

Japan 59 Chile 2

Italy 57 Croatia 2

France 53 Iceland 2

Slovenia 50 Indonesia 2

Korea, Republic of 41 Dutch Antilles 2

Belgium 39 Albania 1

Russian Federation 37 Armenia 1

Switzerland 34 Bermuda 1

No country
31 Faroe Islands 1

information available

China 29 Guernsey 1

Brazil 27 Iran, Islamic Republic of 1

Cyprus 23 Jersey 1

Estonia 20 Kazakhstan 1

Austria 17 Vietnam 1

Slovakia 16 Macedonia 1

Hungary 14 Namibia 1

India 14 Trinidad and Tobago 1

Romania 13 Latvia 1

Ukraine 12 Kuwait 1

Lithuania 12 Malta 1

Bulgaria 10 Total 7489

as in other industrially developed countries, just hidden in

private subnets used by Internet operators or in the IPv6 ad-

dress space. Nevertheless, exposing ICS components even

in a private network of a large Internet operator is only

a little less dangerous than doing it openly on the Inter-

net. It is of particular interest for the authors of this paper

that a relatively high number of exposed systems exist in

Poland, despite the fact that most operators have not been

assigning, for a few years now, public IP addresses to their

users by default. It is a feature that has to be paid for ex-

tra. This increases the probability that these exposures are

intentional rather than accidental.

The results published by Leverett stirred up a vivid discus-

sion about cybersecurity in modern industry and inspired

many other researchers to follow with similar tests. Es-

pecially interesting is work [9] by Roland C. Bodenheim,

because he repeated exactly the same queries as Leverett

two years later, in 2013. Although one may expect that the

number will drop because of increasing awareness of the

problem, the actual result is reverse. The total number of

connections raised from 7489 in 2011 to 57409 in 2013. It

is more than 7500% increase in just two years. Following

huge media interest in the results of the searches, authors

of Shodan limited the access to the search engine, so it is

harder to find data from the next years, but extrapolating

the growth from 2011–2013, there is no reason to believe

that the trend is no longer present.

3. Protection of ICS Against the Attacks

Absolute safety against cybercrime is a goal that is impos-

sible to attain. Even if we imagine we have perfectly de-

signed system running bug-free code, there is always some

space for human error. There are several ways to lower the

probability of successful break-in and minimize the impact

if such event occurs. They are in principle similar to those

used in IT systems, but not all techniques used for IT can

be applied also to ICS. For example, penetration or red

team tests are generally avoided, as they may impair the

industrial process and lead to irrecoverable damage. They

may be tried in simulated environments mimicking parts of

the real system, but this severely limits usefulness of these

methods. Also whitebox tests are often hard to conduct,

because, as stated in Section 1, many components utilize

proprietary hardware architectures with closed-source soft-

ware. Security of the system begins with proper design.

It is especially important with ICS, where large parts of

the system (e.g. aforementioned Modbus network) lack any

security mechanisms at all.

There are many publications covering different aspects of

ICS security, but it is hard to find a general and up-to-

date guidebook thoroughly covering all the aspects, from

technical designs, through staff employment to operational

procedures. There is one special branch of the industry

though, where such guidebooks exist and are constantly

updated and improved. It is the nuclear energy industry.

They are necessary because of potentially catastrophic con-
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sequences of a security breach there. The standards are

created and maintained by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA). Their quality is proven in practice, be-

cause up to now there were only several publicly known,

successful cyber break-ins to nuclear facilities [10]. And

the only one that really inflicted some damage to the in-

dustrial process was with Stuxnet worm in 2010 on Iranian

military factories for uranium enrichment. These factories

were outside IAEA control then and were using illegally

acquired ICS components (because of embargo). Other at-

tempts, like the one in 2014 in South Korea, did not affect

anything besides office computers of the company staff, not

reaching any of the critical systems. The reason for this is

that there are strict design requirements, described in [11],

and compliance with them is later checked at the licensing

stage.

One of the most important general design rules, formulated

in [11], is defense-in-depth – there have to be as many in-

dependent levels of protection as possible, and a single

point of failure which exposes vital parts of the system

disqualifies the design. Such a point of failure does not

have to have the form of a physical entity. For example, it

may be the same model of firewall used to separate differ-

ent network levels. If a remotely exploitable vulnerability

is found in its software, access to all network levels may

be obtained. The defense-in-depth rule is well known in

the IT security world, but is rarely strictly obeyed. In the

nuclear sector, it is been applied to the construction of re-

actors almost since the beginning of their commercial use,

so naturally it is also strictly required in the field of cyber-

security. Security checks of industrial facilities must deal

with the problem outlined at the beginning of this chapter.

Therefore, a strong emphasis is placed on security assess-

ments considered to be the most effective way of prevent-

ing break-ins. There are many good general guides on how

to perform a cybersecurity assessment of an ICS, so the

process will not be described in detail here. [12] may be

a good starting point. But in this aspect, the nuclear indus-

try also has its own procedures that are worth mentioning.

In the book [13], there is a detailed guide on how to per-

form a security assessment of the entire facility, including

such aspects as physical access and human resource poli-

cies. Apart from the questions devoted directly to the pro-

tection of radioactive materials, this publication may serve

as a good basis for performing cybersecurity assessments

in any advanced industrial facility.

4. Software

Because of very limited access of ICS systems to the In-

ternet, no automatic software updates may be performed.

Moreover, such an approach is discouraged in the case of

production systems. Availability and security of industrial

processes come first, so if the software patch fixing some

less important security issues contains a bug or a change in

the functionality, the entire process is jeopardized. There-

fore, complicated procedures regarding the installation of

new software versions are usually in place at industrial fa-

cilities, including thorough tests performed in simulated

environments, and possibly even with some quarantine pe-

riods. On the other hand, updates are necessary, especially

when a severe security flaw or a functionality problem is

detected. Propagation of information about the vulnerabil-

ities and updates constitutes another problem. Unlike in IT

systems, where information about vulnerabilities found in

most of the popular operating systems and applications is

available at a single location, e.g. NVD (National Vulnera-

bility Database), it is much harder to identify such a service

for ICS. Most big vendors publish their own security bul-

letins in different formats and with different access rules.

There are several national CERTs aggregating such infor-

mation and republishing it, but the range of covered vendors

may vary. The most complete and verbose are the ser-

vices maintained by the American ICS-CERT [14]. There

is a certain problem with them though – preparation of such

data takes time, so alerts and advisories are often published

by ICS CERT with a delay of several days compared to the

original publication by the vendor of the affected system.

System administrators interested in getting the information

immediately are still forced to check security bulletins of

the vendors of all the components used in the system. This

does not guarantee anything, though. Many PLCs are now

built using standardized x86 or ARM architectures, so they

often share many operating system components with IT sys-

tems. When analyzing publications in NVD and security

bulletins of the ICS component vendors, it may be noticed

that bug reports (and software patches) in the latter case

may appear even a year after their initial publication in

NVD. This means that very dangerous periods are expe-

rienced when unpatched ICS components can be attacked

by relying on general purpose IT exploits. This constitutes

another reason for keeping ICS networks as isolated from

the Internet as possible.

The last aspect requiring consideration is personnel train-

ing. All the people in the organization should know and

understand the security policy, including engineering team

and even office staff which has nothing to do with plant op-

erations. Recent successful break-in examples, like the one

in Ukraine [5], show that the first stage of the attack usually

consists in spear phishing targeted at several people within

the organization. Getting inside the internal network, even

via office computers, gives the attacker numerous oppor-

tunities to spread the infection further. This is where the

defense-in-depth paradigm shows its usefulness, because

the aforementioned attack in Korea in 2014 ended within

the office network – the attackers were not able to breach

deeper levels of security. The results gathered by Leverett,

Bondenheim and others, as cited in Section 2, show indi-

rectly the danger of too tight security policies. Even if the

policy is known by the engineering team, when it feels it

hinders their work, they will look for a way to go around

it. This may result in fully exposed systems using unau-

thorized modems, etc. That is why it is equally important

to ensure that the technical people responsible for plant

operations have real influence on security policies. This
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cannot work one way, because an enforced policy written

without taking into account any feedback will be generally

contested.

5. Detection of Successful Attacks

Advanced persistent threat (APT) attacks are extremely

hard to prevent and detect, as they use some sophisticated

social engineering techniques often paired with 0-day vul-

nerabilities and structural weaknesses of the organization.

Traditional means of detection, like antivirus software, are

not sufficient to stop this kind of attackers. That is why

specialized Security Operations Centers (SOCs) have been

becoming ever more popular recently. The idea of SOC is

to proactively analyze network traffic and logs in order to

detect any suspicious behaviors.

A detailed setup falls outside of the scope of this article,

but there are many commercial products helping in per-

forming task, or even companies that may provide a com-

plete SOC as an outsourced service. It is worth mentioning

though that it is possible to set up a functional SOC us-

ing open source tools, such as Elasticsearch + Logstash +

Kibana (ELK), Bro network monitor, topped off by the Mal-

ware Information Sharing Platform (MISP). Especially the

last of these tools is very useful, because it is constantly fed

with information by a very large community of users, so

indicators of compromise (IOCs) are quickly recognized.

Such a setup is being successfully used at the European

Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) and other in-

stitutes federated in the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid

(WLCG), including the National Centre for Nuclear Re-

search in Poland [15].

Detection of backdoors using modems and other means of

independent, unauthorized communication outside of the

facility is another topic that is not necessarily covered even

by a well setup SOC. The risk of installation of such de-

vices can be minimized with proper policies (e.g. forbidding

bringing any USB devices or mobile phones into the crit-

ical areas of the facility). It cannot be eliminated entirely

though, without very expensive and troublesome means of

security. Monitoring of Shodan results in search for com-

pany’s specific equipment by the security team is not an

effective means of protection. Shodan indexes new sys-

tems in approx. 19 days [9], and, as stated earlier, does

not cover private networks of Internet operators. It is also

not easy to use Shodan for malicious purposes, because

of strict limits on the number of results in the free, anony-

mous version. For this reason, cybercriminals use their own

botnets to do the same work, and their indexing schemes

may be different. The use of radio-frequency (RF) shield-

ing or signal jammers may be an effective way of ensuring

protection of critical assets, but effective shielding is very

expensive and jammers are usually forbidden by law. It is

possible, though, to monitor RF signals in the area and even

identify active client stations, in a search for unauthorized

ones. The required hardware is expensive and difficult to

come by, but good results can be achieved even with soft-

ware defined radio. Example of such an application may

be found [16].

6. Conclusions

This article presents the scale of the problem of in-

secure ICS systems. The data summarized in the paper

and available in cited publications shows an alarming

trend in the security of ICS/OT networks. Strong evidence

exists that the number of ICS installations without proper

isolation of components from the Internet is growing,

despite the increasing level of awareness of the problem

among ICS vendors and despite constant presence of this

topic in the media. This can be partially attributed to the

threat hierarchy outlined in the introduction to this arti-

cle. When availability of the process is treated as the most

important asset, cybersecurity issues are often overlooked,

because their direct impact on availability is delayed in

time.

The paper outlines several good practices on how to im-

prove cybersecurity of ICS/OT networks, with references

to more detailed sources of information, e.g. the process of

establishing a simple SOC using open source tools to facili-

tate the detection of attacks. It also mentions the problem of

locating unauthorized RF devices and ways to detect them.

The article shows how standards set for the nuclear indus-

try may be used to protect critical assets in other domains

where ICS are used, with references to detailed guidelines

included. These simple countermeasures may increase the

security of the systems at a relatively low implementation

cost. More in-depth methods, such as introduction of cryp-

tographic measures to ICS (e.g. with new versions of the

Modbus protocol [3]) are deliberately skipped in this paper

because they often require serious changes of the architec-

ture of the system and its components.
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Abstract—A review of the known and an indication of the new

threats for cyber-physical robotic systems, caused by cyber-

netic attacks, serves, in this paper, as a basis for the analysis

of the known methods relied upon to detect and mitigate con-

sequences of such attacks. A particular emphasis is placed on

threats specific for cyber-physical systems, as they are a fea-

ture distinguishing these systems from their traditional Infor-

mation and Communication Technologies (ICT) counterparts.

Based on the review of literature and own analyses, unresolved

issues regarding the cyber-security of robot systems are pre-

sented and discussed.

Keywords—cyber-security, mobile robot safety, robot, robot

threats.

1. Introduction

Robots are commonly considered as devices that sense

their environment with receptors and act upon the envi-

ronment with effectors to accomplish a given task. Their

intelligence, imperative to act, and the tasks they exe-

cute are managed by a control system. The control sys-

tem, using sensory data and models, plans high-level ac-

tivities and commands the effectors to execute elementary

actions or movements. Service robots are well-equipped

with a variety of sensors in order to perform complex

robotic tasks (e.g. door approaching and opening [1]) and

to store classified data (e.g. medical information [2], door

lock types [3]).

Development of robot control systems, with utilization of

complex control and planning algorithms included, has

a strong impact on the robot’s requirements regarding com-

puting power and memory size. Instead of increasing on-

board robot computational resources, developers of robot

software commonly distribute processing operations be-

tween the built-in computer and a cloud. A machine backed

with cloud computing technology is not only able to accom-

plish more complex tasks, but is also capable of sharing its

knowledge and experience with other devices [4].

Furthermore, there are platforms that remotely provide

robotic applications to perform diverse tasks [5]. The con-

cept behind such platforms is to not only to deliver services

which are typical of connected robots, but also to provide

independent applications. After an application has been

downloaded from the cloud, it takes control of the robot’s

sensors and effectors. The hazard detection application [6]

is an example of a solution that takes advantage of dis-

tributed robot software. In addition, work has been per-

formed to develop cloud services suited for robots [7], [8].

Connection of robots to clouds brings about many other

benefits, e.g. the ability to integrate the robot with a net-

work of devices, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) or

wireless sensor networks [9], [10] where the machine is

able to sense the environment with distributed sensors and

act upon the enivronment with external effectors, being a

part of a distributed network.

Distribution of the control system between the on-board

computer and a cloud, and its integration with IoT opens

new research paths. One of them focuses on the design

of a distributed robot software architecture [11] and on the

development of a software framework by means of which

this concept may be implemented. The key issue that needs

to be considered in the design process is the requirement

for a short response time. A significant share of robot

control systems requires real time constraints to be satis-

fied [12]. Additionally, end users expect responsivity, i.e.

a short lead time between task request and the beginning

of its execution. Robot software architectures should also

be developer-friendly. Fast prototyping and quick imple-

mentation of robot tasks should be considered a standard

requirement.

Another research area that is crucial for the integration of

robots and IoT is cyber-security of such distributed systems.

A robot, being a software-controlled machine, should be

well tested against various cyber-attacks and developers of

robot systems should be aware of vulnerabilities of robot

programming frameworks and components. However, most

of the projects implement its own connections with the

cloud (sometimes even as plain text, as it’s not the main

scope of these works), and robot control system designers

do not pay enough attention to protect the systems against

cyber-attacks.

As robots are connected to the Internet and rely upon sen-

sors and effectors, they are considered to be cyber-physical

systems (CPS) [13]. While no commonly accepted defini-
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Fig. 1. Example of criteria for classification of cyber-attacks.

tion of CPS exists, we may state that it is a specifically de-

signed network of collaborating components used to mon-

itor and control the physical world. There are two types of

components: “cyber” (computation, communication) and

physical (e.g. sensors, effectors). Such components are in-

tegrated, their operation is monitored and managed [14]. It

is expected that CPS, when connected to the Internet, may

revolutionize many areas, e.g. transport, healthcare, manu-

facturing, agriculture, military, civil and space engineering.

Many attacks on CPS area have been identified and catego-

rized to date [14], [15]. Some examples of criteria used for

the classification of cyber-attacks are: attack vector (route

or means by which the attacker acquires access to a system

or network), impact on the system, object of the attack.

Specific cases for each of those types are presented in

Fig. 1. The examples of consequences of a CPS cyber-

attack include the following:

• physical damage to a CPS device and/or objects

within its environment,

• financial and image-related losses of the user/de-

veloper,

• injuries or death of people.

More threats and potential consequences of cyber-attacks

on CPS are discussed in [16].

Many types of devices are classified as CPS and they differ

in terms of the potential threats and consequences of cyber-

attacks. Robots are usually well-equipped with sensors

(e.g. RGB, RGB-D, IR and time-of-flight cameras, mi-

crophones, inertial measurement units, laser scanners, IR

emitters) and they are able to move around. Therefore,

this type of CPS should be considered as particularly vul-

nerable to a wide range of risk categories arising from

cyber-threats.

In this paper we present cyber-attacks that are specific for

CPS, methods for identification of such cyber-attacks and

tools to protect against them. Section 2 contains an analysis

of the different types of cyber-attacks, methods of their

detection and CPS security-related issues. In Section 3,

a survey of issues related to cyber-security of robots, based

on the analysis performed, is presented. Section 4 discusses

future work and research areas in the field of robot cyber-

security.

2. Cyber-security in Cyber-Physical

Systems

Stuxnet was one of the first worms used against CPS [17].

It was discovered in June 2010 and was used to attack in-

dustrial installations. Its impact was huge – the authors of

the report [17] estimate that approximately 100,000 hosts

from over 155 countries were infected. The successor of

this worm – Industroyer malware – was used in a cyber-

attack on Ukraine’s power grid that deprived a part of its

capital, Kiev, of power for an hour [18]. The next recent

attack relied on ransomware with which the Office of Urban

Transport in San Francisco (SMFTA) was infected. In Oc-

tober 2016, a hacker hashed 900 computers that belonged to

the SMFTA. The attack disabled the ticket distribution sys-

tem and the value of the ransom required was 73,000 USD.

It is quite obvious that the problem of cyber-security in

cyber-physical systems is essential not only for the indus-

try, state offices and city authorities, but also for almost

every single person. The cost of the ransom, repairs of

damaged systems, reconstruction of important data is huge

and may impact the reliability of a company, a govern-

ment or any other attacked institution. Some countries have

established organizations to coordinate various aspects of

cyber-security and cyber-attack mitigation efforts. In the

US, such an entity is known as The National Cyber-security

and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC). In its

2016 report [19], the organization published statistical data

pertaining to incidents that have been identified and tech-

nologies used during the attacks. Figure 2 is based on

data from this report and presents the prevalence of known

threat vectors in CPS. Based on its annual reports, NCCIC

released a cyber-security review tool – the Cyber Secu-

rity Evaluation Tool (CSET). It contains a set of question-

naires, analyzes the answers given and generates a set of

graphs and plots that visualize the strong and the weak

points of the system concerned. The program gives also

recommendations to enhance the level of protection. Many

projects and papers are available that refer to methods used

for anomaly, breach and cyber-attack detection and defense

in CPSs [15], [20], [21].

It should be noted that the above analysis is focused on

industrial installations based on the CPS concept. Techno-

logical evolution makes it possible to create CPS devices

that are used in private homes, e.g. small service robots,
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Fig. 2. Prevalence of known threat vectors in the case of CPS [22].

toys and appliances connected to the Internet. A robot that

has been conquered poses an obvious physical threat resi-

dents (especially the young ones). Such a device may also

exert a strong impact on human privacy and compromise

sensitive data (bank accounts, passwords, etc.), or may be

used to blackmail the device user. By collecting informa-

tion, a corrupted robot may be also used as an element of

a more sophisticated attack. In contrast to industry work-

ers, people at home are neither aware of cyber-security, nor

trained on how to diagnose a cyber-attack.

The security of CPS is mainly based on seven security

functions that have been proposed for IT systems in the

ISO/IEC 10746-3 [23] standard:

• access control – prevents unauthorized interactions

with an object,

• security audit – ensures that security-related infor-

mation is collected and monitored. Such information

is analyzed to review security policies and proce-

dures,

• authentication – guarantees that a given object is

identified properly,

• integrity – detection and/or prevention of an unau-

thorized creation, alteration or deletion of data,

• confidentiality – prevents unauthorized disclosure of

information,

• non-repudiation – provides assurance that a given

object is/was involved in all or part of the interaction,

• key management – provides mechanisms for the

management of cryptographic keys and includes all

of the following key-related operations: generation,

registration, certification, deregistration, distribution,

storage, archiving and deletion.

The above functions are used to achieve three main security-

related objectives:

• integrity – maintaining the reliability of data sources,

• availability – providing access to the system and its

services,

• confidentiality – hiding data from unauthorized

objects.

The authors of [24] reveal that although CPS are based on

information systems, there is a need to widen the definition

of integrity, availability and confidentiality due to physical

elements of CPS. For example, providing integrity in CPS

means also an ability to remain operational in the case of

an attack on sensors or effectors. Furthermore, availabil-

ity of CPS should take into consideration a scenario in

which an attack is performed on the network of sensors,

control-related transmissions and on actions performed by

effectors. One of the tasks of CPS is to register information

about its environment. Because of that, in many applica-

tions there is a high risk of corruption of the user’s privacy.

Moreover, reasoning about the state of CPS based on its

inter-component communication is yet another important

threat.

In order to perform the aforementioned security functions,

system developers rely on a variety of tools to secure

CPS. The classification of tools that were presented in [24]

(Table 1) is used as well. Prevention tools are used to limit

the range of threats to the system. Every object of the sys-

tem and any object that cooperates with the system should

be identified, should operate with a limited access, and

messages that the objects exchange should be protected.

Reactive tools comprise a collection of mechanisms that

are activated during an attack. Intrusion Detection System

(IDS), for example, observes the communication patterns

and behaviors of objects within the entire system [25], [26].

Its role is to identify any exceptional situations, behaviors

or any undesired actions within the system that may be

the trace of an attack. The attacker’s model is a profile of

threats and potential attack scenarios affecting the system.
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Table 1

Tools and functions used for securing cyber-physical systems

Prevention Reaction
Adversary

model

Authentication Intrusion Detection System
Assumptions of

probable attacks

Access control Key revocation Threat profile

Redundancy of communication channels, Identifiers of trusted

diversity of technology and secure methods system elements

Message signatures and freshness

Managing access privileges

of system components

Tools for security verification

It offers a whole picture of the system’s security, and as

the development of the adversary model progresses, secu-

rity updates are released.

3. Mobile Robot Cyber-security Survey

Robots are complex CPS systems, thus their cyber-security

still poses a big challenge. Frequently, security systems

developed for conventional information systems are insuffi-

cient and cannot be implemented in a scenario with mobile

robots. Some of the security systems demand too much

computational and storage resources, while others are in-

correct due to insufficient experimental data or inaccurate

adversary models. Most of works described in the literature

consider the detection of an attack on a robot system only.

There are many works regarding IDS, and some studies

on securing specific components of the robot system. Ta-

ble 2 shows the selected, recent works that consider the

implementation of cyber-security functions in the robotics

domain. The survey presents a comparison taking into ac-

count the following aspects:

• considered security functions and attack vectors,

• methods used to establish the security function,

• data needed by the method to realize the function,

• purpose of the solution (prevention against an attack,

detection of an attack and reaction in the case of an

attack).

The first two papers [21], [27] are concerned with the prin-

ciples of research on robot cyber-security and with a gen-

eral analysis of the issue. In [21], authors present a study

and some clues for conducting experiments related to robot

cyber-security, in the event of a sensor spoofing attack1.

Furthermore, the work presents an analysis of machine

1 Set of attacks that are based on imitations of the system’s elements

and that rely on injecting crafted data packets into the communication

network of the system.

vulnerabilities and attack detection methods. The purpose

of the work is to maintain proper behavior of the system.

However, the authors do not address the problems of ensur-

ing the privacy of users (e.g. confidentiality of user data).

Paper [27] describes the process of research platform de-

sign, as well as presents metrics and key performance in-

dicators for robot security analysis.

Recent works concentrate on the threat detection aspect.

Authors of [28], [29] propose an algorithm to detect an

attack based on the network traffic analysis, data gath-

ered and the physical system parameters. The algorithm

relies on machine learning and rule tracking methods.

Papers [30], [31] present algorithms which are also based

on machine learning. This work, however, uses them to

secure the Real-Time Locating System (RTLS). Based on

data gathered by the localization system, the algorithm

identifies a potential attack.

Detection of the attack on the robot system has also been

considered by the authors of [32]. Their solution is based

on confronting sensor data with the robot motion dynamic

model, and on identification of potential anomalies. In

work [33], a security audit of a popular robot programming

framework – ROS – is described. The authors identify a po-

tential threats, propose lightweight security mechanisms for

the application level and a key management component for

the ROS framework. Most of the above works focus on

the prevention and detection aspects of the security system.

In paper [34], authors describe the recursive state estima-

tor that compares the calculated state with measurements

obtained from redundant sources. The algorithm returns

a high variance of measurement noise for the compromised

sensor driver. The solution requires a well-defined noise

profile for every sensor used. An inaccurate profile for

a given sensor may result in the rejection of most of its

measurements, or in the acceptance of data crafted by the

attacker.

The most recent work [35] targets securing the successor

of ROS – ROS2. A new release of the framework is ex-

pected to be more suitable for real world applications and

for implementing robots to the IoT environment. The work
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Table 2

A survey of recent studies on implementation of cyber-security functions in the robot systems

Work
Cyber-security

function
Attack vector Method used Data required Purpose

[21]
Security audit,

integrity

Injection,

sensor spoofing,

hidden attacks

Penetration

testing

Tests results

and conclusions
Detection

[27] Security audit DoS
Construction of the research

platform, determination of

key performance indicators

Analysis of the

platform tests
Prevention

[28], [29]
Access control,

integrity

DoS, data

injection,

malware

Tracking of the defined

rules, machine learning

Network traffic, obtained data,

robot speed, physical vibra-

tion, power consumption

Detection

[30], [31] Integrity
DoS, sensor

spoofing
Machine learning

Data from the RTLS

localization system
Detection

[32] Integrity

Sensor spoofing,

logic bomb, signal

interruption,

physical damage

Comparison of real-time

data with dynamics model

of the physical system,

anomaly spotting

Dynamics equations

of the physical system
Detection

[33]

Security audit,

key management,

non-repudiation,

confidentiality

Injection,

unauthorized

access, DoS

Threats analysis,

penetration tests

Conclusions and results

of the tests
Prevention

[34] Integrity Sensor spoofing Sensor data fusion
Redundancy of

data sources
Reaction

describes the implementation of a secure data distribution

service (DDS) into the ROS2 framework. The method pro-

vides valuable tools for securing robot systems that utilize

the ROS2 framework and offers procedural provisioned ac-

cess control policies for the software layer. Moreover, the

authors of the article show a method for the verification of

compliance between generated transport artifacts and deci-

sion point implementation.

4. Research Paths in Cyber-security

for Robots

Our analysis of the literature regarding cyber-security of

robots has identified numerous open research issues. The

most obvious one is the fragmentary character of secure

systems. Juxtaposition of potential threat vectors that are

typical of CPS (Fig. 2), and of the security solutions pro-

posed in the literature shows some crucial gaps in the robot

security systems.

For example, there is a shortage of methods protecting

against spear phishing2. Gaps in the robot cyber-security

system may provide access to a considerable amount of

crucial, personal information about the victim and his or

her family. Such information may be used, for instance, to

submit blackmail or ransom demands. Moreover, an at-

tacker using an unsecured robot may gain access to confi-

dential information or the victim’s passwords.

2 Directed form of a phishing attack. Fake messages are being sent to

a specific organization or person in order of gain access to confidential

information.

In order to develop a secure robot system, a need exists

to design a security policy for such a system. This is-

sue is another research area that required more attention.

The abovementioned CSET tool that verifies the security of

CPS is a good clue for the task of designing a similar tool

suitable for robot systems. It should take into account the

vulnerabilities, threats and attack vectors that are specific

for robot systems.

One of the greatest challenges in the field of robot security

is the design of a range of methods that will cover ev-

ery aspect of service robot cyber-security. Service robots

usually utilize a control system that is extremely complex

and often distributed across the network. Furthermore, it

is well equipped with a great variety of sensors that are

used to investigate the environment. The first step in the

design of a security system for such a robot is to define

threats and vulnerabilities of a typical service robot con-

trol system. This step should be followed by the design of

secure methods and tools. Figure 3 presents the result of

a preliminary analysis of such system threats. The analysis

has rendered the following conclusions.

A robot application that uses a low-level robot controller

gains access to critical information about the environment

and the robot itself. Furthermore, it has the ability to com-

mand robot effectors. Therefore, every application that may

interact with the low-level controller should require authen-

tication. Such a security mechanism is especially crucial

in a situation in which robot applications are downloaded

from a remote repository.

Developers of low level controllers should take into ac-

count a possibility of the attacker hindering communication
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Fig. 3. Examples of threats to a complex, distributed control

system of a service robot.

with hardware. One of the possible solutions is to develop

a built-in IPS3 into the robot system, or at least provide in-

terfaces to integrate one. This kind of security mechanism

depends on the robot structure and the equipment (espe-

cially the sensors) used. Therefore, it is difficult to devise

both a complete and a universal model of a security system

for robots.

Nowadays, when robots frequently utilize cloud computing,

developers should address the issue of secure communica-

tion between these entities. As information exchange is

performed by two computers through the network, this as-

pect of the robot cyber-security domain is similar to the

well-known security aspect of information systems. The

main differences are in the data that is transferred and in

the Quality of Service (QoS) required, as some parts of the

robot system are controlled in real time.

Developers of robot systems and providers of remote ser-

vices for robots should define and disseminate standards of

secure communication applicable to robot systems, so that

various types of robots could take advantage of services

rendered by different providers.

Another remark based on the cyber-security analysis of the

service robot system performed is that the current classifi-

cation of cyber-attacks (Fig. 1) is insufficient and needs to

be supplemented with new subgroups.

Taking into account that both robot structures and their

software are frequently application-specific, the design of

a robot security system model is necessary. It would em-

power developers of a dedicated robot system to deliver

more secure machines. Moreover, there is another crucial

3 IPS (Intrusion Prevention Systems) is designed to protect the secured

system from attacks by detection of an intrusion and prevention from

carrying out of one. IPSs are either software or hardware based.

area in the field of robots cyber-security that has not been

addressed so far, namely design and implementation of re-

action methods relied upon in the event of a cyber-attack.

The easiest one would be to restart the robot software from

a backup. However, in some configurations and during exe-

cution of some tasks, the machine should not be shut down.

Such a reaction may result in damage to the robot or the

environment, or may even may threaten the health or life

of people present nearby.

5. Summary

Service robots are equipped with many types of sensors.

They acquire a lot of information about the surrounding

environment. Access to such data has to be well protected,

or an unauthorized person may collect confidential informa-

tion about the user or even take over control of the robot

to inflict damage on the environment or its owner. Leak-

age of confidential information may be related to: presence

of people, passwords and logins, banking information and

many other domains.

Moreover, media reports about attacks on the privacy of

many people will undoubtedly have a negative impact on

the sale of service robots. Hence, the interest of potential

investors in financing research in this area. In addition to

known types of attacks on IT systems, service robots may

be affected by specific attack vectors, and after by-passing

security, the attacker will have access to a well-equipped

spying device. Therefore, security solutions used in tra-

ditional ICT systems are not sufficient for robotic system

applications.

It is necessary to develop appropriate methods for securing

service robots against cyber-attacks. Several such meth-

ods are already known, but they do not provide consis-

tent and comprehensive protection against all known at-

tack vectors. New and robot-specific solutions are still ex-

pected in response to the newly identified vulnerabilities

and threats. Additionally to the development of new se-

curity features and identification of new threats related to

the service robots operating in domestic environment, it

is necessary to devise a comprehensive protection module

that will be easily integrable with service robot controllers.

Such a module should be configurable due to a variety

of machine structures and applications, whereas it should

not significantly affect the implementation of the task itself

while working in the mode of identification of a potential

attack. In addition, invention of cyber-attack detection and

defense methods that depend on the task being currently

performed is needed.
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Abstract—IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy

Networks (RPL) is a popular routing protocol used in wireless

sensor networks and in the Internet of Things (IoT). RPL was

standardized by the IETF in 2012 and has been designed for

devices with limited resources and capabilities. Open-source

RPL implementations are supported by popular IoT operating

systems (OS), such as ContikiOS and TinyOS. In this work, we

investigate the possibility of battery drain Denial-of-Service

(DoS) attacks in the RPL implementation of ContikiOS. In

particular, we use the popular Cooja simulator and imple-

ment two types of DoS attacks, particularly version number

modification and “Hello” flooding. We demonstrate the im-

pact of these attacks on the power consumption of IoT devices.

Finally, we discuss potential defenses relying on distributed in-

trusion detection modules.

Keywords—battery drain, ContikiOS, Cooja simulator, denial-

of-service, intrusion detection, IoT, RPL.

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) has found numerous applica-

tions in different domains, such as home automation, in-

dustrial control, health monitoring, intelligent transporta-

tion, and smart grid [1], [2]. IoT devices usually have

limited resources, low computational power, small batter-

ies, as well as limited memory and storage. Nevertheless,

IoT devices are able to collect data, exchange small pieces

of data through the Internet or directly with other devices,

and perform lightweight computations.

Many IoT networks rely on the IPv6 Routing Protocol for

Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) [3]. In 2012, the

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standardized RPL,

which has been designed for resource-constrained devices.

Open-source RPL implementations are supported by well-

known IoT operating systems (OS), such as ContikiOS [4]

and TinyOS [5].

Nowadays, many security approaches and cryptographic

mechanisms exist for securing traditional networks. How-

ever, oftentimes these measures cannot be applied to IoT

devices due to their limited capabilities mentioned above.

As a result, many IoT devices are equipped with weak or no

security measures [6] and become targets of cyberattacks.

Such attacks have multiplied over the past years [7]. Re-

cent examples of cyberattacks include the Mirai botnet [8]

and its evolution, Chalubo botnet [9], which exploited the

default/weak passwords or OS vulnerabilities in more than

100,000 IoT devices (such as IP cameras and home routers)

and launched Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks

affecting multiple targets. Such incidents suggest that IoT

devices offer weak security and that proper defenses should

be implemented to secure consumers, businesses and criti-

cal infrastructure.

Many attacks on IoT devices that have been launched re-

cently exploit the properties of RPL and typically include

DoS [10], [11] and routing attacks [12], [13]. Detection

of and effective defense against such attacks is currently an

open research problem [14], [15].

In this paper, we consider the RPL implementation of Con-

tikiOS, namely ContikiRPL [16]. We focus on two popular

types of DoS attacks: “Hello” flooding [11] and version

number modification [17], [18], which can drain the batter-

ies of IoT devices. We have implemented these attacks us-

ing the Cooja simulator [19], which is used to simulate the

behavior of ContikiOS. We demonstrate how these attacks

may impact the power consumption of IoT devices and ren-

der some devices unreachable. Following the presentation

of our simulation results, we discuss potential defenses and

detection approaches. In particular, we propose a modular

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) that comprises a set of

distributed detection modules and a border router acting as

a centralized detection module.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2,

we describe the Cisco 7-layer IoT model we have adopted.

In Section 3, we briefly review the possible attacks in IoT

networks. In Section 4, we demonstrate the most significant

IDS solutions currently existing for IoT. In Section 5, we

describe our “Hello” flooding and version number modifi-

cation attack launched with the use of the Cooja simulator

and present the simulation results obtained. In Section 6,

we present our proposed IDS design. In Section 7, we

conclude and discuss potential future research directions.
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2. Cisco’s 7-Layer IoT Model

In this work, we adopt Cisco’s 7-layer model [20], as it is

one of the most detailed IoT references. Figure 1 shows its

layers. In this paper, we mostly focus on layers 1–3.

Fig. 1. Cisco’s 7-layer IoT model.

Beginning from layer 1, smart or physical devices transmit

or receive data. Layer 2 refers to the connectivity among

the devices, located within the same network or across mul-

tiple networks. In many implementations, data may be

transferred reliably between IoT devices using the exist-

ing network infrastructure. Layer 3 includes functionalities

related to data analysis and transformation. Specifically, the

processing of network packets occurs in that layer, so that

packets are understandable to the higher layers. Layer 4

is where data is accumulated and is available for use by

specific applications. Data is abstracted in layer 5. In other

words, data from various sources is collected and processed

to be easily accessible by applications. IoT applications

read the information in layer 6. The top layer, layer 7, is

where the end user’s business processes live. The IoT sys-

tem will become useful only when people cooperate and

make use of IoT applications and their data.

3. Attacks in IoT

The majority of IoT devices have weak or no security at all,

making it easy for an attacker to exploit them. As a result,

critical information may be stolen from devices or they

may be used to cause harm in other networks. Below, we

briefly review the most significant attack types against IoT

devices. The 7-layer model by Cisco is assumed to describe

attacks.

At the layer of physical devices, replacing firmware of

a smart device with its malicious counterpart could per-

mit the attacker to read data in transit or data stored in

the device. Another method of hardware exploitation is the

non-network side-channel attack. In that attack, electro-

magnetic signals of the device are monitored by the attacker

to expose the status of the device. DoS attack constitutes

another threat for smart devices. Resource exhaustion and

battery draining are some examples of DoS attacks [21].

In these attacks the attacker may prevent a device from

sleeping by periodically transmitting “Hello” messages or

may drain the limited power resources by submitting heavy

computational tasks. Apart from DoS attacks, the adver-

sary could attack the network by cloning a node. In this

way, packets received by the node could be redirected or

modified.

At the connectivity level, eavesdropping is a popular attack

method in which the goal of the attacker is to export con-

fidential information including usernames and passwords.

Therefore, the attacker may learn about the network infras-

tructure, enter and modify device data or steal important

information. Also, at this level, devices are vulnerable to

Man-in-the-Middle (MitM), routing and replay attacks [22]

in which attackers try to spoof and drop packets or even

modify routing information. In addition, connectivity level

DoS attacks may exert a negative impact on the perfor-

mance of the IoT network. Some examples of DoS attacks

include packet flooding and signal jamming, whose goal

is to corrupt the device’s communication signal. Last but

not least, IoT devices may be exploited and transformed

into bots to carry out DoS attacks against selected targets.

Chalubo and Mirai botnets are the most recent examples of

this threat [8], [9].

At the edge computing level, servers could be exploited by

injecting malicious input and stealing important data. Sim-

ilarly, attackers may try to leak information from a device

or server to learn which services are used in the vulnerable

IoT network. Database warnings or errors, for example,

provide valuable information to attackers.

4. Intrusion Detection Systems for IoT

Over time, IDSs have been considered by researchers as

security measures for keeping IoT networks secured. How-

ever, traditional network detection algorithms have different

requirements than those based on IoT. Thus, adapting tra-

ditional methods in IoT environments is a challenging task.

Certain IoT characteristics, such as the limited processing

power of intelligent devices, different network structures

and a variety of IoT device protocols, introduce new chal-

lenges which an IoT-based IDS must take into account [23].

Below, we present the latest IDS solutions for IoT.

The first developed IDS that aims at protecting smart

devices irrespective of specific IoT protocols or appli-

cations is Kalis [24]. Kalis is a network-based, hybrid

signature/anomaly-based, hybrid centralized/distributed,

online IDS. The detection strategy selected depends on

the specific features of the protected network. Further-

more, Kalis obtains knowledge from network-installed mod-

ules and tries to prevent intrusion by taking into account

the current topology of the network and by conducting

traffic analysis. Moreover, it can be extended to support

new protocol standards and may improve detection perfor-

mance by allowing knowledge sharing between the nodes.

It is implemented on routers using the OpenWRT firmware

[25]. Evaluation is performed using 6 TelosB devices pro-

grammed in TinyOS [5]. Experimental results show that

Kalis achieves 100% accuracy in detecting most of the at-

tacks. Thus, it offers better detection performance than

Snort [26] and other traditional IDS solutions.
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Svelte IDS is another interesting work in the field [27]. This

is an anomaly- and signature-based IDS, developed to pre-

vent RPL-based routing attacks affecting IoT devices [3].

Some of the attacks considered include selective forward-

ing, sink-hole attack and spoofed or altered information. As

far as the approach to node placement is concerned, Svelte

has a centralized module, called 6LoWPAN border router

(6BR), which carries out heavy calculations, and a number

of resource-restricted modules monitoring network devices.

The 6BR consists of three components. The first one is the

6LoWPAN mapper which gathers information from sensors

to regenerate the network. The second component is the

detection system which uses the obtained information to

detect potential intrusions. The third component is a mini

firewall that prevents the entry of malicious traffic into the

network. In IoT devices, the first and third components are

integrated.

Although quite a few IoT-based IDSs have been developed

recently, current solutions have certain constraints. Kalis,

for example, requires deployment of detection modules spe-

cific for the attack type. This could create a complex net-

work resulting in poor detection performance. Additionally,

it utilizes Wi-Fi for communication. This means that inter-

ference between smart sensors and Kalis nodes could occur

if nodes are in close proximity. Svelte has also some limi-

tations as it is a host-based IDS, meaning that the sensor’s

software must be modified. This, however, would be very

challenging for larger networks, which is a typical case in

many IoT application domains. Another major issue is that

Svelte has a high false detection rate. This was proved

by Matsunaga et al. [28], who proposed a scheme to re-

duce false detection rate. However, further experiments are

needed to ensure that the solution is robust and scalable.

In conclusion, a technologically enhanced solution is

needed to protect IoT networks against several possible at-

tacks. We considered the aforementioned limitations during

the design of our proposed IDS.

5. Implementing Battery Drain DoS
Attacks in Cooja

Before designing an effective IDS, the initial step is to im-

plement and study the impact of several attacks on each

device and on the entire network. After that, by launch-

ing attacks using various configuration parameters and in-

tensities, different detection methods can be implemented,

tested, and enhanced.

We use the Cooja simulator [19] for testing and experimen-

tation, which is becoming increasingly popular among IoT

researchers. It is also particularly suitable for experiments

in the real world, since the developed applications can be

directly uploaded to real hardware. Cooja can be used to

simulate the behavior of ContikiOS – a popular open source

IoT operating system [29].

In this work, two IoT-specific DoS attacks have been imple-

mented in Cooja, namely version number modification and

“Hello” flooding. These attacks exploit the RPL protocol’s

features and affect the power consumption of IoT devices.

Cooja provides an implementation of the RPL protocol,

called ContikiRPL [16].

5.1. RPL Overview

RPL organizes nodes along a destination-oriented, directed,

acyclic graph (DODAG) [30]. The root node initiates the

creation of graphs by regularly generating DODAG infor-

mation object (DIO) messages, which are advertised via

link-local multicasts. DIO messages include such informa-

tion as identity of the root, the metrics used for routing and

the depth of the originating router (called “rank”).

The “Hello” flooding attack in RPL occurs when a large

number of DODAG information solicitation (DIS) messages

are transmitted by the malicious node to other nodes. This

causes the recipient nodes to reply by sending DIO mes-

sages. Consequently, network floods with packets and the

node’s batteries are drained. Similarly, in the version num-

ber modification attack [18], the malicious node changes

the DODAG version number before forwarding the received

DIO messages to the next hop. Nodes receiving a malicious

DIO message with the modified version number reset their

trickle timer, store the new version number in their mem-

ory and advertise it to their neighbors via DIO messages.

Note that the root uses the version number to control the

so-called ”global repairs” of the RPL network and to en-

sure that the latest routes are available to nodes in DODAG.

Global repair is the repair mechanism that is initiated by

the root to rebuild the network. During this process, it in-

creases the version number of RPL DODAG and the whole

DODAG is reconstructed. This method ensures a loop free

and optimized tree based on the objective function used.

Still, this makes IoT nodes perform useless computations

and waste their energy. Thus, modifying the version num-

ber will cause unnecessary global rebuilds of the DODAG,

create loops in the topology, as well as exhaust the nodes.

5.2. Simulation Scenarios and Results

Below are two scenarios, simulated in Cooja, which show

the effects of the DoS attacks mentioned above. Applica-

tions of the UDP client-server model are used on top of

each node. Seven Tmote Sky nodes [31] were simulated

running ContikiOS. The network, depicted in Fig. 2, con-

sists of one server (root node with ID 1) and six client

nodes with IDs from 2 to 7.

In the first scenario, no compromised nodes exist. Each

node is configured to send messages to the server at spe-

cific intervals. These messages contain various informa-

tion about the sending node, such as its battery indica-

tor and temperature. In the second scenario, node 7 is

malicious/compromised and performs DoS attacks. Specif-

ically, node 7 has been configured to transmit a big number

of DIS messages to its neighbors. In addition, it changes

the DODAG version number, so that global repairs are

initiated.
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Fig. 2. Network topology for Cooja simulations.

The simulation time in our experiments in each scenario

is 10 min. The configuration used for each node is shown

in Table 1. The server is the receiver of all messages ex-

changed in the network. As a result, it is always powered

on. The Radio Duty Cycle (RDC) driver is responsible

for saving as much as possible power for the device. Con-

tikiOS implements several RDC drivers, but the server uses

NullRDC, which does not save power. The Medium Access

Control (MAC) driver is responsible for reliably transfer-

ring packets via the radio medium. If any collisions occur,

it re-transmits the packets until they are delivered. All

nodes in our scenarios use the Carrier Sense Multiple Ac-

cess (CSMA) driver at the MAC layer to guarantee packet

delivery. In contrast with benign and malicious nodes, the

server does not transmit DIS messages.

Benign nodes send data to the server. They are configured

to send a DIS message every 60 s until they successfully

join the network. The malicious node broadcasts 80 DIS

message every second, thus launching the “Hello” flooding

attack. Benign and malicious nodes in this scenario are

configured to use NullRDC as RDC driver and CSMA as

MAC driver. This setup will keep the devices always on.

In the first scenario, the network topology is formed as

shown in Fig. 3. The numbers displayed on each link indi-

cate the expected number of transmission (ETX) that a node

Fig. 3. Scenario 1 (normal operation): network topology.

needs to make to the destination in order to successfully

deliver a message. For instance, the ETX value of node 4

next to the server (node 1) is 8. In Fig. 3 we also note

that messages of node 7 must be transmitted via nodes 3, 2

and 4 to get to the server. Note that node 7 is not malicious

and runs the same code as all other nodes in this scenario.

In Fig. 4 the power consumption of each node is shown.

Measurements were collected using the PowerTracker tool

in Cooja. As expected, all nodes are almost always on

(99.87% of the time, on average) and have very low values

of radio TX and radio RX. This is normal for small-sized

networks.

In the second scenario, nodes use the same RDC and MAC

driver configuration as before. Node 7 has, however, been

modified to transmit 80 DIS messages and to increase the

DODAG version number before transmitting the received

Table 1

Types and configuration of nodes

Node type Description
Radio Duty
Cycle (RDC)

Medium Access
Control (MAC)

RPL conf. (DIS interval)

Server
Receives messages without
doing any processing or
sending acknowledgments

NullRDC CSMA —

Benign node
Creates a mesh network by
using RPL protocol and sends
data to server

ContikiMAC or
NullRDC

CSMA 60 s

Malicious node

Uses RPL protocol to broadcast
DIS control messages to
neighbors (flooding attack) and
modify version number

ContikiMAC or
NullRDC

CSMA Every second
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Fig. 4. Scenario 1 (normal operation): power consumption mea-

surements.

Fig. 5. Scenario 2 (attack): network topology.

DIO messages to the server. Changing the version number

leads to global repair and to the formation of two different

DODAGs. Every few minutes, global repair is triggered.

As a result, the routes change quickly. The topology of

the network is therefore not stable and some nodes may be

disconnected from the server or from other nodes. There is

one such situation Fig. 5, where at that particular moment

nodes 5 and 6 do not have a route to the server. The impact

of the attack is demonstrated in Fig. 6, which shows the

measurements of power consumption. In adjacent nodes 3,

5, and 6, the attack caused high radio RX, and high radio

TX in node 7. As a result, both malicious/compromised

and neighboring nodes are depleted of energy.

Fig. 6. Scenario 2 (attack): power consumption measurements.

In the previous scenarios, nodes used the same RDC and

MAC drivers. However, using a different RDC driver may

produce different results. In ContikiOS, ContikiMAC is

Fig. 7. Scenario 1 using ContikiMAC: power consumption mea-

surements.

another option for RDC driver. For this reason, the two sce-

narios were repeated using the ContikiMAC RDC driver in

benign and malicious nodes, while keeping the same MAC

driver. Starting with the normal scenario, the nodes’ power

consumption is shown in Fig. 7. As expected, Contiki-

MAC enables sleep mode and this is clearly shown by the

very low percentage of radio on for all nodes except for the

server.

In addition, radio TX is 0.45%, on average, which means

that nodes sleep most of the time and send very few pack-

ets within the network. Average radio RX is even lower

than radio TX, because it is the server that is the destina-

tion of the majority of packets. The corresponding network

topology is shown in Fig. 8. It may be noticed that all

nodes communicate with the server by using their next hop.

Fig. 8. Scenario 1 using ContikiMAC: network topology.

Fig. 9. Scenario 2 using ContikiMAC: power consumption mea-

surements.

Using the same node configuration, the second scenario

with a malicious node was repeated. In this case, the power

consumption of nodes is affected by the malicious node, as

shown in Fig. 9. Although nodes should be sleeping most of

the time, they are ON for 50% of the time. This is true for

the server as well. The difference compared with the nor-
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Fig. 10. Scenario 2 using ContikiMAC: network topology.

mal scenario is about 35%, which is significant. The reason

for this behavior is caused by the fact that the malicious

node 7 broadcasts DIS messages requiring a DIO reply

from its neighbors. This is also the reason why nodes 3, 5

and 6 have the highest radio RX percentage in comparison

with other nodes. These nodes are closer to node 7 and

are more affected than other nodes. Furthermore, node 7

transmits all the time and has, therefore, the highest per-

centage of radio TX. Looking at the network topology in

Fig. 10, one may see that some links have unusually high

ETX values. The reason for that are the global repairs ini-

tiated, which assign different ETX values to links. Nodes

located near the malicious node have a worse ETX value

in their links in comparison with other nodes. Moreover,

the malicious node is not shown in the presented network

topology because it never joins the DODAG and, therefore,

no information is sent to the server.

6. Proposed IDS

6.1. Architecture and Components

In addition to the typical sensor nodes, two new types of

devices are considered: i) IDS routers for the handling of

both the detection module and the firewall, and ii) sensor-

like devices, called IDS detectors, for the monitoring and

transmission of suspicious traffic to the router. In a typical

scenario of a small IoT network, one IDS router acts as

the border router (BR) of the network, while several IDS

detectors are deployed near the nodes. This scenario is

demonstrated in Fig. 11. This means that devices that need

to communicate with an external server send all requests via

the IDS router. The router analyses all passing traffic, and

determines whether or not the sending node is malicious.

IDS detectors monitor packets to help detect malicious

nodes. Malicious devices may try to interrupt normal net-

work operation internally without having to communicate

with the router or external networks. In such cases, detec-

tors log packets and if the behavior of a node corresponds

to a known attack, relevant information is sent to the IDS

router.

In the scenario shown in Fig. 11, we have 5 Tmote Sky sen-

sors and an IDS consisting of one router and 2 detectors.

Fig. 11. High-level IDS architecture

The router is Internet connected and has two components:

a detection module and a firewall. These components con-

tribute to the internal and external protection of the net-

work. The detection module executes specific algorithms

to determine if malicious nodes exist or not in the network,

while the firewall generates and enforces rules for stopping

malicious traffic. The detectors are wired to the router in

order to prevent interference or eavesdropping via a wire-

less channel. If the communication of the router and the

detectors needs to be wireless, a proper secure wireless

communication scheme will be used (e.g. [32]). IDS de-

tectors capture any traffic exchanged among nearby sensors.

Afterwards, a decision whether traffic should be forwarded

to the router or not is taken based on a lightweight algo-

rithm. We assume that detectors are resource-constrained.

Algorithms that need heavy calculations or large memory

are therefore not appropriate.

Collaboration between the router and the detectors helps

monitor traffic from both internal and external interfaces.

Some malicious devices, for example, may attempt to com-

municate with a remote & control server to download ma-

licious files or instructions [33]. Other devices that are

compromised may exchange traffic locally. The presented

design takes all types of communications into account in

order to block malicious nodes. The router captures Wi-Fi

and IEEE 802.15.4 traffic. It is also capable of detecting

attacks from ZigBee and IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless

Personal Area Network (6LoWPAN) devices [3].

The proposed IDS stores malicious patterns in the router’s

detection module in the same way as other signature-based

solutions. The router connects the internal network to

the Internet and is assumed to have sufficient computing

power to execute algorithms required to detect various at-

tack types.

6.2. Mitigating Attacks

As mentioned earlier, the goal of the proposed IDS is to

detect and prevent a large number of different types of
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attacks, for instance DoS attacks that may occur in IoT

networks to exhaust sensor node batteries. Moreover, rout-

ing attacks usually exploit RPL which is a routing protocol

that many smart IoT network sensors currently use. Selec-

tive forwarding, sinkhole attack and clone ID are some of

other well-known routing attacks [23], [34], [35].

The previous attacks can be detected using various tech-

niques. Measuring the packet dropping rate, packet send-

ing rate, the received signal strength (RSS), packet inter-

val, and monitoring the number of node IDs in the network

are some of the mitigation methods [36]. Specifically, the

packet sending rate could be a good metric for detecting

malicious nodes, as smart devices do not exchange many

packets. A device that behaves abnormally and sends too

many packets could be considered a malicious one.

Another useful metric is the packet interval. Each device

is configured to communicate with other in specific time

intervals. Malicious devices could exploit this feature and

send more requests in small intervals. Our IDS can detect

this behavior by taking into account the time intervals of all

nodes in the network and by calculating the average time

interval which will be considered normal behavior. Thus,

any node exceeding the normal packet interval threshold

will be considered as malicious. A threshold-based detec-

tion is a lightweight mechanism that allows IDS detectors

to perform fast calculations and detect compromised nodes.

According to [6], these well-known attacks may have a sig-

nificant impact on the availability, as well as on the integrity

of IoT systems.

Regarding the scalability of the proposed IDS, it is expected

to have good efficiency even in large networks. To ensure

that, only the suspicious traffic will be forwarded from de-

tectors to the router. This means that detectors will per-

form some specific computations (e.g. packet sending rate

and packet interval) and will forward the node’s traffic to

the router for further investigation (e.g. signature matching)

only if the metric of interest is above the threshold value.

Apart from that, the router will have an overall picture of

the network and will block suspicious nodes.

6.3. Detection Module and Firewall

As mentioned before, the detection module at the router

plays an important role in the proposed IDS. This compo-

nent determines if a node is malicious or not. Decision

will be taken based on the information collected for each

individual device. For example, a device sending a large

number of packets with a high rate or a node with RSS

value above the threshold value may be regarded as mali-

cious. As a consequence, that device may be removed from

the network, its IP address will be blacklisted, a proper fire-

wall rule will be generated and the network administrator

will be notified. However, complex attacks, such as selec-

tive forwarding, are not easy to detect and may need more

time to identify. For this reason, the detection module will

store signatures of known IoT malware. Packets matching

a stored malicious signature will be blocked and the source

and destination nodes will be blacklisted.

The firewall at the router is added as an extra layer of

protection. The IP addresses of malicious nodes will be

blocked if they match any stored firewall rules. The detec-

tion module will proceed to banning a node from the net-

work only if it has information of its malicious behavior.

In this case, a new firewall rule will be created including

the IP of the node, and traffic between the node and the

Internet will be stopped.

As regards the strategy of placing IDS modules, two

methods are usually distinguished: network-based and host-

based [36]. In the network-based method, the agent is

placed near the base station, so that it can monitor the

traffic sent by the devices, creating an additional commu-

nication overhead. In the host-based method, the agent is

embedded in all nodes, consuming a significant portion of

the node’s resources and energy. In this work, a hybrid

approach that combines both methods, has been followed.

A centralized node (i.e. the router) keeps signatures, ana-

lyzes traffic and detects sensor or Internet attacks. Some de-

centralized nodes (i.e. detectors) execute lightweight tasks,

such as monitoring and sending suspicious packets to the

router. The advantage of this placement strategy is that

traffic can be captured and attacks can be detected from all

network segments. Furthermore, deploying detectors near

sensors helps detect attack attempts faster and more effi-

ciently, instead of waiting for the malicious packets to pass

via the router.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we studied the impact of battery drain DoS

attacks on IoT devices. Cooja simulator is the platform

chosen for implementing IoT-based attacks. It supports

application development for ContikiOS. The demonstrated

scenarios include attack scenarios where a compromised

sensor performs DoS attacks based on “Hello” flooding

and version number modifications. As demonstrated, the

attack may negatively affect the energy consumption of IoT

devices.

We also proposed a new IDS for securing IoT networks

and devices. The proposed IDS follows the hybrid place-

ment approach for effective detection of intrusions origi-

nating both from external and internal networks. Some of

the advantages of the proposed IDS are: i) no firmware

modification of IoT devices is needed, ii) the detectors are

wired to avoid jamming and other wireless attacks, iii) sup-

port for generic IDS modules, and iv) support for hetero-

geneous devices (e.g. ZigBee and 6LoWPAN).

As a future work, we plan to simulate attacks on larger

networks of different topologies. In addition, the “Hello”

flooding attack will be further studied using different tem-

poral and spatial distributions of RPL messages. Apart

from that, we aim to develop and test the proposed IDS

in Cooja. IDS performance will be evaluated by simulat-

ing attack scenarios and obtaining useful metrics, such as

detection rate and false positives rate. The IDS will be

tested for DoS, routing and other types of attacks. Finally,
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to test their performance in a real world IoT environment,

IDS modules will be imported into ContikiOS.
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Abstract—Data integration and fast effective data process-

ing are the primary challenges in today’s high-performance

computing systems used for Big Data processing and anal-

ysis in practical scenarios. Blockchain (BC) is a hot, mod-

ern technology that ensures high security of data processes

stored in highly distributed networks and ICT infrastructures.

BC enables secure data transfers in distributed systems with-

out the need for all operations and processes in the network to

be initiated and monitored by any central authority (system

manager). This paper presents the background of a generic

architectural model of a BC system and explains the concept

behind the consensus models used in BC transactions. Secu-

rity is the main aspect of all defined operations and BC nodes.

The paper presents also specific BC use cases to illustrate the

performance of the system in practical scenarios.

Keywords—blocks, cryptography, ledger, proof of work.

1. Introduction

Over the few past years, the Blockchain (BC) became the

topic of interest for many engineers and companies, espe-

cially from financial and ICT sectors. This makes BC one of

the most popular technologies used in ICT infrastructures

developed for the needs of public institutions, financial mar-

kets, cloud storage systems and many other domains [1].

BC may be defined as a decentralized computer network

without a central management unit. Data stored in BC

blocks within such a system may be efficiently protected

against external attacks. Data in a given block cannot be

modified without an additional, significant power supply

for the ICT infrastructure, which is usually not provided

(it would rapidly increase the cost of energy used in BC

nodes). In BC networks, the extra supervised transactions

are not necessary (no central authority), each node is au-

tonomous and may take decisions about transactions based

on consensus procedures. This prevents any data manip-

ulation and intrusions aimed at impersonating entities and

performing unauthorized operations. Such consensus mod-

els define crucial procedures of the process of creating the

chain of BC blocks and data transactions.

In this paper, the backgrounds of the BC architectural

model and the consensus procedures are presented, and

security-related issues affecting the entire BC system and

the users’ actions are illustrated. Unlike in existing pa-

pers and other publications concerned with BC essen-

tials [2], [3], the BC system is shown from the ICT and

engineering perspective, where the BC network may be ap-

plied as a potential supportive technology used for data and

task processing in HPC computing environments (such as

clouds, grids, fogs, etc.) Based on the authors’ experience

with BC technology, the practical scenario BC use cases

are demonstrated.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

the background of BC architecture is defined, and some

most important security issues are presented. Section 3

presents the proof of work, proof of stake and round robin

consensus models. In Section 4 the main use cases of BC

are specified. The paper ends with a short summary given

in Section 5.

2. Blockchain Backgrounds and

Security Aspects

Pursuant to the most popular definition of a BC system,

Blockchain is a distributed ledger of records in which data

transactions and other system information may be specified.

From the technological point of view, BC may be defined

as a technological protocol that allows the exchange of data

between different users in a network (usually external- or

end-users) without the need for intermediaries [4]. The

following characteristic properties of BC technology may

be distinguished:

• no central authority – there is no need for a central

system manager that decides whether any operation

in BC is performed in accordance with the accepted

rules or regulations,

• immutability – the transactions saved in a chain of

blocks cannot be modified, which guarantees the im-

mutability of data stored,

• security – cryptographic methods are used in the

consensus models and for the protection of transac-

tions,

• transparency – resources and transactions of each

public address are available for viewing by anyone

with access to BC,
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• efficiency and higher speed – traditional processes

of concluding transactions confirmed by a central

system manager are time-consuming and may fail

easily because of human errors – in BC, the con-

firmation of a transaction is automatic, which makes

the whole process much faster,

• cost reduction – Blockchain excludes the involve-

ment of external parties or intermediaries in the pro-

cess to provide guarantees, which may lead to a re-

duction in maintenance costs, for instance no need to

employ personnel operating and controlling the pro-

cesses of accounting for money in banks.

2.1. Blockchain Architecture

Blockchain architectural models may be classified into the

following network categories: private, public and permis-

sioned.

Private BC networks have an owner (usually a company,

the society or a public entity) that decides about the ac-

cess to BC nodes and data. Private BCs are usually non-

decentralized networks, however cryptographic protocols

are used to secure the transactions. The most popular ex-

ample of such systems is Multichain BC [5].

In public BC networks, any external user is capable of

reading and easily modifying the ledger of records. The

most popular examples of such systems are Bitcoin [6]

and Litecoin [7]. In permissioned BC networks, there is

a consortium of users or a privileged user who may grant

the next node the permission to write or read from the

block or blocks after verification of identity. The popu-

lar example of such a system are R3 (banks) [8] or EWF

(energy) [9].

Fig. 1. Blockchain network.

Figure 1 shows an example of a BC network. One may

observe that the nodes in a BC network are not always con-

nected with all remaining nodes. There is no central unit

and it is possible to connect an external, additional node

to the existing network at any time. Hence, the model is

very dynamic. The network consists of nodes confirming

transactions (establishing the consensus), mining nodes re-

sponsible for adding blocks to BC, and users who have

addresses and who upload data which are then placed in

transactions.

2.2. Blocks and Merkle Tree

BC transactions may be defined by a list of the following

attributes:

• transaction identifier – ID,

• transaction sender,

• transaction recipient,

• digital transaction signature,

• transaction data.

Each transaction must be approved by the majority of BC

node administrators (users), usually at least 50% of the

entire network.

Fig. 2. Abstract model of BC blocks.

All parameters of the approved transaction are added to the

block. The block is the main module of any BC node. The

number of transactions in a given block (the block volume

or block capacity) is defined depending on the standards

defined for the entire BC system. An abstract model of

a BC block is presented in Fig. 2. Each block is defined

by the following components:

• block number,

• hash of current block,

• hash of previous block,

• timestamp,

• nonce – this is the number sought by the mining node,

its finding usually consists in the solution of the hash

function and makes it possible to add a block to the

blockchain,

• the Merkle tree hash (calculations of this value are

shown in Fig. 3),

• list of transactions (tx0, tx1, . . . , txn) – each tx means

the next transaction stored in a given block.
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Fig. 3. Merkle tree.

A detailed description of the block components is available

in [10].

The data stored in the blocks are protected and encrypted

by using the cryptographic methods specified for a given

BC network. Usually, these include public and private keys,

digital signatures and cryptographic hash methods, such as

the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) [11].

Each block must be hashed, thus creating a digest ID which

represents the block. Any change of data stored in the

block will change the hash value, which ensures data immu-

tability [12].

The Merkle tree presented in Fig. 3 is an important compo-

nent of the block model. It merges the hash values of data

in the block until the root of the tree (the top hash value)

is generated [10].

2.3. Conflicts and Resolutions

Once the transactions in the block have been completed and

the consensus has been reached by the network, the block is

added to BC. However, sometimes, when the block is being

attached to BC, conflicts arise. Such situations occur if

node A creates block n and distributes it to other nodes and,

at the same time, node B also creates block n and distributes

it to the other nodes. The blocks will not be the same in the

entire network, because each of them may contain different

transactions. These problems generate temporary different

versions of blocks (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Blockchain in conflict.

Blockchain systems usually deal with this problem by wait-

ing for the next block to join BC. The longer chain wins

and is treated as correct, while the shorter one is removed.

2.4. Security Aspects

Security in BC networks is usually defined as the need to

protect transaction- and data-related information in a block.

This means that threats and external attacks need to be

detected and prevented. Joshi et al. in [13] present the

main safety procedures in BC:

• defense in penetration – a strategy in which many

data protection measures are used, based on the fact

that many data protection layers are more effective

than a single layer,

• minimum privilege – access to data is limited to the

lowest possible level,

• manage vulnerabilities – checking security vulner-

abilities and patching them,

• manage risks – identification and control of risks in

the environment,

• manage patches – patching faulty parts of the source

code.

BC systems rely on numerous techniques to achieve an ade-

quate security level, mainly for data security purposes, and

also for the verification of the nodes’ ability to perform

specific operations. The concept of accepting the longest

chain of blocks as authentic also protects against 51% of

attacks and forks problem.

2.5. Cryptographic Methods Used in BC Systems

A asymmetric key cryptography is usually used in BC sys-

tems for the authorization of processed transactions [14].

A private key is used to sign transactions, a public key to

identify addresses assigned to the user and to verify the

signatures generated with the use of private keys. Due

to asymmetric cryptography, it is possible to determine

whether the user who sends a message to another user has

a private key with which the message has been signed, and

thus whether he has the right to send it.

In Fig. 5 the process of signing and verifying transactions

in BC systems is presented. The transaction is signed with
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Fig. 5. Asymmetric key cryptography.

a private key, then it is forwarded, together with the sig-

nature and the public key, to the recipient. Based on this

information, using the verification algorithm, a node in the

network may authorize the received transaction.

3. Consensus Model

The acceptance of BC system joining procedure by an ex-

ternal user results in the user’s adaptation to the initial state

of such a system. The initial BC state is recorded in the

genesis block [10], which is always a “head” component in

the chain of the blocks. This means that every block must

be added to BC after the genesis block, based on consen-

sus method that has been agreed upon. Regardless of the

method, each block may be validated independently by each

external user (the block is valid). Having the initial state

and the ability to verify every block, the external users can

agree on the system’s current state.

The following procedure should be implemented in the pro-

cess of defining of the chain of blocks [10]:

• the initial state is defined globally and must be ac-

cepted by all external users,

• the external users agree to the consensus method by

means of which blocks are added to the BC system,

• each block is linked to the previous block with

a specified hash value,

• users may verify each block.

Note that the genesis block is the initial block in the chain

and its hash value is set to 0. Through block validations,

external users may easily verify the integrity of the BC

system. This renders the system distributed and there is no

need to have any third-party authority for setting/defining

the system’s current state. The agreement (consensus) of

the active nodes and users in the system is necessary for

adding new blocks into the system. The consensus method

must work even in the presence of potential malicious users

attempting to disrupt or take over BC. The major consensus

models are presented later in this section.

3.1. Proof of Work Consensus Model

The proof of work (PoW) consensus model is the most

popular agreement method in BC. Here, each external user

may add a new block to the existing chain after solving

a computationally intensive puzzle. The solution to this

puzzle is called the “proof” of the work the user has per-

formed. The puzzle should be defined based on the follow-

ing conditions:

• the process of solving the puzzle should be com-

plex – the puzzle should be non-trivial and difficult

to solve,

• verification and validation of the solution should be

easy to process.

Simple validation of the puzzle solution enables the pro-

posed blocks to be validated by other mining system nodes

and users. Negative validation of the proposed block au-

tomatically rejects the blocks from the chain. The process

of solving puzzles conducted by a node does not increase

its probability of solving the puzzles faster in the future.

Below, we present a simple example of such a puzzle,

where a node using the SHA-256 [11] algorithm must find

a hash value meeting the following criteria:

SHA256(“test”+nonce) = hash value starting with “00”

The string “test” is appended to the value of nonce, and

hash value is calculated. Nonce is a numerical value that

changes after each hash calculation. This operation is re-

peated until the result has the form of a hash starting with

“00”. Some results are presented below:

SHA256(“test1”) = 1B4F0E9851971998E732078

544C96B36C3D01CEDF7CAA332359D6F1D83567014

1B means “not solved”

SHA256(“test2”) = 60303AE22B998861BCE3B28

F33EEC1BE758A213C86C93C076DBE9F558C11C752

60 means “not solved”

SHA256(“test304”) = 009FA371CD0B736AB80E8D

55C5741944DD0E740BBD92C97808F740A03722576B

00 means here “solved”
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The above puzzle is not difficult to solve, but with each ad-

ditional “0” in the expected hash value, i.e. “000”, “0000”,

“0000. . .”, the degree of its complexity increases. The

higher the computing power of the mining node, the greater

the probability that it will find the solution faster. After

finding the solution, the mining node sends the block with

the correct hash to other nodes. The recipient’s nodes ver-

ify that this operation has been carried out correctly. If

the verification renders a correct result, they add the block

to their chain of blocks and they continue to distribute it

further over the network. The PoW has been designed for

networks where there is no trust. Both high performance

and low performance computing units are capable of solv-

ing the puzzle correctly.

However, the main disadvantage of this approach is the

consumption of considerable amounts of electricity. Due

to the growing difficulty with proofs of work, nodes com-

bine into “pools” or “collectives”, where they solve puzzles

together and then share the reward. Sharing the problem,

each of the nodes may attempt to solve the puzzle at equal

intervals:

• node 1: check “test1” to “test100”,

• node 2: check “test101” to “test200”,

• node 3: check “test201” to “test300”,

• node 4: check “”test301” to “test400”.

This strategy allows to find the solution more quickly thanks

to the cooperation of several nodes. The most popular sys-

tems in which PoW is applied include Bitcoin, Litecoin and

Ethereum Dogecoin.

3.2. Proof of Stake Consensus Model

In the proof of stake model, the consensus between network

blocks is not achieved by mining nodes, but through the

minters having stake/tokens. The higher the stake of a given

user, the more likely they are to join the block to BC.

Fig. 6. PoW vs. PoS models.

Let’s assume a simple network with 100 tokens, without

specific minimum resources needed to participate in the

mining process. With 20 tokens, we get a 20% chance to

“mine” another block.

Systems using this consensus include, for example, De-

cred [15] or Peercoin [16]. In some implementations, older

tokens have more purchasing power when mining, which

may lead to monopolization of the network, i.e. a situation

in which users with large resources are getting rich faster

than others, and their advantage is growing continuously.

There are methods to prevent such situations, which involve

the introduction of limited life-time resources, for instance

the user must wait, after a successful block check, a certain

amount of time before proceeding to confirm the next one.

This system is safe until one of the nodes takes over 51%

of tokens. In Fig. 6, a simple comparison of PoW and PoS

models is presented [17].

3.3. Round Robin Consensus Model

In some systems with a certain level of trust between mining

nodes, there is no need of using complicated algorithms to

reach the consensus, and the determination of which node

will add the next block to BC may be performed alter-

nately. This method is known as the round robin model

and is usually used in private BC networks. The publish-

ing of successive blocks is carried out alternately by nodes

within the network. If a given node has the right to join

the block (its turn has come), but for some reasons it does

not join it or is not available, an element of randomness is

introduced. This approach does not require high computa-

tional power, because there are no cryptographic puzzles to

solve here. Nevertheless, a certain level of trust is required,

and this model does not work well in open networks (public

Blockchains).

4. Blockchain Use Cases

There are many applications that rely, to a lesser or higher

degree, on the basic BC principles. Initially, BC was

used in digital currency systems. Currently, it is also im-

plemented in voting systems, identity management, smart

cities and many other types of applications. Those that

deserve particular attention include the following:

• Guardiam – is a token for a new global safety re-

sponse network that provides a framework for dis-

tributed emergency response systems for places in

the world where no emergency numbers are avail-

able [18],

• Blockchain Charity Foundation – it is a non-profit

foundation whose task is to transform philanthropy

by building a decentralized charity foundation, sup-

porting sustainable development and ensuring that no

one is left behind [19],

• Power Ledger – a system that allows customers to

choose a source of electricity, enabling trading elec-
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tricity with their neighbors and ensuring a fair return

on investment, where energy is stable and affordable

for everyone [20],

• EthicHub – a system whose aim is to provide all

customers, with individual investors included, with

the same access to traditional financial services by

democratizing finances and making available invest-

ment opportunities around the world [21],

• Grassroots Economics & Bancor – decentralized BC-

based community currencies in Kenya, aiming to

combat poverty by encouraging local and regional

trade [22],

• VeChain – decentralized platform in which compa-

nies may easily establish contacts and make transac-

tions without intermediation [23].

The above examples show that the use of this technology

not only ensures high security and quick execution of trans-

actions, but also enables to solve problems that have not

been solved in any other ways. First of all, it fosters devel-

opment in areas where technological progress is very slow

and where access to technology is very limited. Smart

city use cases need to be taken into consideration as well,

involving for instance car navigation systems, where the

protection of personal data is important [24]. Current solu-

tions, such as Google Traffic or Waze, are a specific type of

a black box solution and do not offer sufficient guarantees

to those concerned with their privacy.

5. Conclusions

Blockchain technology is the direction in which the industry

will be heading over the coming years. The use of crypto-

graphic algorithms ensures appropriate level of security that

is required by most ITC environments. Full transparency

and data integrity make it suitable for use in many data

processing-related domains. Decentralization and the lack

of a central supervisor makes the processes where a veri-

fication unit is needed faster and more efficient, due to the

lack of the human factor and full automation. The trust

built by nodes within the network ensures that all opera-

tions are carried out in accordance with the rules defined

for a given network. Many systems based on Blockchain

technology are already in existence. They are subject to

continuous improvement and their number may be expected

to grow.
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Abstract—The paper presents a robust QoS centric routing

protocol for mission-critical communication over mobile Wire-

less Sensor Networks (CL-mWSN) that exploits dynamic net-

work states from the different layers of the IEEE 802.15.4 pro-

tocol stack to make the routing decision. The CL-mWSN pro-

tocol exploits three key layers: application layer, network layer

and MAC layer. It exhibits proactive network and node table

management, service differentiation, fair resource scheduling

and congestion detection, avoidance at the network layer, as

well as dynamic link quality estimation and packet injection

rate estimation at the MAC layer to assess its candidature

as the best forwarding node for QoS-centric mission-critical

communication. Simulation reveals that the proposed routing

model exhibits higher throughput, minimum loss and deadline

miss ratio that augments QoS provision in mobile WSNs.

Keywords—cross-layer signaling, link quality estimation, quality

of service, wireless sensor networks.

1. Introduction

Over the past few years, the development of wireless com-

munication technologies has demanded mobile Wireless

Sensor Networks (WSNs) to serve numerous applications

in which assuring QoS-centric and reliable communication

is a must. The application-specific demands and customer

preferences have turned Quality of Service (QoS) demands

into the decisive selection criterion. Such demands have

motivated the academia sector to design a more effective

and cost-efficient communication system, with WSNs being

considered a broad research domain.

Unlike classic WSN systems with static network deploy-

ment, mobile WSNs received more attention in terms of

their further optimization. Relevant augmentation could

turn mobile WSNs into a low-cost and efficient alternative

for the classic ad-hoc networks or mobile ad-hoc networks

(MANETs). Mobile WSNs may rely on random deploy-

ment of nodes across the network, enabling the nodes to

communicate in an ad-hoc manner. However, such node

deployment and mobility patterns might impose variations

in topology, network states and node characteristics, such

as congestion, buffer unavailability, data drop, link outage,

etc. These adverse effects could cause a deterioration in

QoS and unreliability of communication. In mobile WSNs,

some or even all nodes may function as a router to support

communication between two hosts in typical communica-

tion environments. This may be achieved by employing

multi-hop transmissions. Noticeably, being a decentralized

network solution, the inclusion of mobility in mobile WSNs

could make network management highly complicated and,

hence, could adversely affect the satisfaction of required

QoS levels.

In mobile WSNs, each node relies on a routing model to

perform communication with neighboring nodes, or for-

wards data to the next hop towards the destination. If two

sensor nodes are within radio range, they may communicate

directly. Otherwise, multi-hop transmission is used to for-

ward data to the next hop node to ensure that it is reliably

received at the destination. In static WSNs, routing may

be performed through reactive node management, while in

mobile WSNs classic reactive routing cannot be applied due

to network parameter changes, meaning that a well-defined

proactive network management approach and good network

awareness are required. In mobile WSNs, the selection of

the best forwarding node (BFN) plays a vital role.

With the aforementioned motivations taken into considera-

tion, the emphasis of this research paper is placed on de-

veloping a novel and robust BFN for communication pur-

poses. In WSNs, the communicated data may be of two

types: real-time data (RTD) and non-real-time (NRT) data,

where the delivery of RTD, which commonly has the form

of event-driven critical data, often dominates the prioritiza-

tion process to assure timely data delivery at the destination.

On the other hand, NRT data may also be of significance

for meeting user demands. QoS-centric resource provision

to RTD while ensuring the maximum possible availabil-

ity of resources for NRT may be of utmost significance

for maintaining the optimized trade-off between these two

types of data communication. In such cases, identification
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of RTD among the data sequence containing NRT may play

a decisive role in QoS-centric resource allocation and pri-

oritization.

To meet this demand, various service differentiation (SD)

approaches may be applied. The use of a well-planned SD

scheme can assure both RTD as well as NRT data classifi-

cation that, in turn, may help in optimal resource allocation

to meet QoS needs. This may help the MAC and network

layers understand the nature of the data and perform optimal

resource scheduling. For the provision of QoS, the other

key demand is timely data delivery, where selecting a node

with the shortest holding period or considering packet ve-

locity may be suitable for BFN. In addition, this may assist

the PHY layer in performing dynamic power management

(DPM) and link-adaptive transmission scheduling [1].

The other shortcomings of mobility include congestion and

link vulnerability. Hence, assessing these two parameters

at the node level can help MAC select only the node with

optimum parameters (congestion-free and higher link qual-

ity) to make the transmission decision. Therefore, retriev-

ing these key parameters (link quality, congestion, resource

availability, packet velocity, etc.) and sharing them across

the layers of the protocol stack may ensure optimal BFN

selection to guarantee the provision of QoS over mobile

WSNs. In practice, these dynamic network parameters can

be estimated at the different layers of the protocol stack, and

can be shared, at a later phase, with other layers to make

the optimized routing decision. The use of a cross-layer

network design (CND) may be a novel solution enabling to

achieve the desired results.

In this paper, a robust and efficient routing protocol named

“QoS-centric routing protocol for mission-critical commu-

nication over mobile WSNs (CL-mWSN)” has been devel-

oped. As a QoS-centric solution, our proposed CL-mWSN

intends to achieve high packet delivery ratio (PDR), higher

throughput, minimum packet drop, low latency and end-

to-end delay, as well as maximum possible resource (i.e.

bandwidth) utilization [2]. The proposed CL-mWSN can

be stated as a geographical forwarding routing protocol, as

it exploits dynamic network parameters to make the rout-

ing decision. To ensure network awareness, CL-mWSN ap-

plies the proactive network management approach, where

node parameters are estimated dynamically and updated

proactively to make optimized BFN selection. Unlike clas-

sic routing protocols, where single parameters – such as

residual energy, link quality, signal to noise ratio (SNR),

etc. – are used to perform BFN selection, CL-mWSN ap-

plies multiple parameters obtained from the different lay-

ers of the protocol stack for routing-related tasks. Here,

CL-mWSN exploits the following key parameters: buffer

capacity, packet velocity, link quality, distance, etc. to per-

form BFN selection, in order to ensure reliable data trans-

mission with a minimum probability of data drop (due to

the minimum or negligible probability of link outage), and

a minimum deadline miss ratio (DMR). CL-mWSN intends

to develop a highly robust resource scheduling scheme that

could ensure optimal resource provision to event-driven

RTD data, while ensuring that a maximum amount of re-

sources is available to NRT data. Undeniably, it may play

a significant role in managing the optimized QoS trade-

off for both RTD and NRT data. The CL-mWSN proto-

col incorporates enhanced service differentiation and fair

resource scheduling, proactive network management, con-

gestion detection and routing decision model at the link

layer, dynamic link quality and packet injection rate esti-

mation at the MAC layer, and power switching at the PHY

layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack. The overall

routing has been developed using the Matlab simulation

platform, where the simulation output has exhibited higher

PDR, packet loss ratio (PLR) and DMR results compared

to other state-of-art technologies.

Table 1

List of used abbreviations

Variable Description

NTable Proactive node table

BFNi Best forwarding node

N j Number of nodes (one hop distant nodes)

Eucld Euclidean distance in between the best
forwarding node to the nearest destination

EuclF Euclidean distance in between the best
forwarding node and the source node

Td i Residual deadline time

d j
i Euclidean distance between the forwarding

node i and the nearest sink j

CNIr Cumulative congestion degree

CNINRTMem Minimum buffer available in NRT traffic
with FIFO based storage

CNIRTDMem Minimum buffer available in RTD traffic
with prioritized queuing-based storage

CNINRTMemMax Maximum buffer capacity of NRT traffic

CNIRTDMax Maximum buffer capacity of RTD traffic

N Total nodes in the network

CNIri Cumulative congestion degree for i-th node

η Dynamic link quality

α Weight parameter

Nrx Total number of the received packets

Ntx Total number of the transmitted packets

Vt Speed factor

Di
ESD Distance between source to destination

Di
ENS Distance between one hop neighbor node

to the destination

ARTT Ti Average round trip time

CRMi Cumulative rank matrix

ω1/ω2/ω3 Weight parameters

The remaining sections of the paper are structured as fol-

lows. Section 2 discusses the related work, while the pro-

posed routing model and its implementation are presented

in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the results obtained and is

followed by conclusions and future work recommendations.
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The list of abbreviations used in this paper is presented in

Table 1.

2. Related Work

To achieve energy-efficient cooperative MIMO networks,

Peron et al. [3] developed a cross-layer architecture where

they applied PHY and MAC layers. In their proposed

method, the authors estimated the outage probability

based on power transmission estimation at PHY layer.

In addition, at MAC layer, they examined different chan-

nels taking more time and energy, based on which they

performed energy-efficient cooperative MIMO communi-

cation. Su et al. [4] developed a cross-layered coopera-

tive transmission model which was applied in an interfer-

ence channel in conjunction with cooperative interference

between transmitters to achieve cell-edge throughput op-

timization. To assist efficient resource allocation in coop-

erative communication, they introduced an enhanced dirty

paper coding at the PHY layer which rendered a better

achievable rate region. Furthermore, they developed a co-

operative transmission scheduling model at the MAC layer

that enabled cooperative nature as per channel condition

variation. Their model was found to be better in terms of

throughput.

Rao et al. [5] performed optimum power allocation and

resource management by exploiting the cross-layer model

for throughput optimization in WSNs. Chen et al. [1] fo-

cused on ensuring reliable data transmission over WSNs,

where they recommended a scalable, energy-efficient, and

error-resilient routing model. To achieve the desired result,

the authors developed a cross-layer model-based distributed

energy-efficient and reliable routing protocol, where they

amalgamated the network layer and power allocation policy

at the PHY layer. To perform BFN selection, the authors

considered the route with minimum power consumption and

higher end-to-end reliability.

Mythrehee et al. [2] developed a cross-layered underwater

wireless sensor networks (UWSNs) routing protocol that

applied the adaptive neuro fuzzy-based interference system

for measuring the depth of the sensor nodes, and the game

theoretic model for localization of the sensor nodes at the

upper layer of the sea.

Patil et al. [6] focused on throughput optimization of

WSNs using the cross-layer routing model. The authors

recommended maintaining a timely data delivery capac-

ity in WSNs and, therefore, they developed an integrated

cross-layer model. The cross-layer model they proposed

focused primarily on memory allocation and power allo-

cation functions for WSNs. Imen et al. [7] focused on

energy-efficiency and increased life span of WSNs. The au-

thors stated that the available zone routing protocols (ZRP)

cannot deal with the adverse factors affecting the network,

especially in large scale networks, and hence proposed a hi-

erarchical cross-layer model based on the routing protocol

(H-ZRP). Their model was found better in terms of packet

loss rate and transmission rate.

Wan et al. [8] developed the QoE-oriented cross-layer re-

source allocation model for open wireless networks (OWN),

with a mapping function applied between the service rate

and the mean opinion score for best effort services. Ozen

et al. [9] developed a two-tier SD and multi-rate trans-

mission model for the cross-layered MAC design, which

was used for QoS-centric communication over multimedia

sensor networks (WMSNs). Wang et al. [10] developed

an adaptive-opportunistic aloha (A-OAloha) for the UAV-

WSN system to support network efficiency. A-OAloha was

in fact a cross-layer model developed for successful data

transmission and energy optimization over WSNs.

Chen et al. [11] developed novel wireless networked control

systems (WNCSs) for which a cross layer network design

was suggested to achieve network awareness under criti-

cal real-time traffic variations. Their proposed cross-layer

model adaptively adjusted the control period to achieve im-

proved resource utilization while maintaining timely data

delivery. Mezouary et al. [12] developed a cross-layer

model-based SD scheme to classify data as RTD and NRT

traffic in WSNs. They combined the parameters from the

MAC layer and the network layer to augment throughput.

Peng et al. [13] focused on balancing the trade-offs between

different activities, such as energy consumption and packet

collision, proposing a cross-layer routing model in conjunc-

tion with a directed spanning tree routing algorithm. The

algorithm they proposed resolved the key issue of undesired

energy exhaustion during the transmission.

Xiong et al. [14] developed a cross-layer architecture-

based MAC optimization model for WSNs. The authors

applied a special inference ruler for MAC by employ-

ing computational geometry methods. Mishra et al. [15]

also recommended the cross-layer WSN design to achieve

QoS in WSNs. Neela et al. [16] developed an adaptive

cross-layer model to augment the functions of the dif-

ferent layers. In opposition to classic routing and MAC

layer (RMC) protocols using clustering, they proposed

Enhanced-RMC (E-RMC) to achieve a higher network

lifetime. Singh et al. [17] developed a cross-layer con-

tention-based synchronous MAC protocol for WSN with

multi-hop transmission. Considering the limitations of

multi-hop transmission, such as reduced PDR and higher

end-to-end delay, the authors proposed a cross-layer con-

tention-based synchronous MAC protocol that collects the

request-to-send data process in the data window and the

confirmation-to-send data process in the sleep window to

increase efficiency.

Anugraha et al. [18] focused on augmenting cooperative

relaying in interference-limited multi-hop networks to

achieve multi-rate transmission and power control. They

developed a cross-layer flow-based routing model that

jointly augments the routing parameters for better schedul-

ing. Peng et al. [19] focused on congestion avoidance in

multi-hop transmission-based WSNs and proposed a cross-

layer model-based information exchange over a cross-layer

design established between MAC and routing layers. Yuan

et al. [20] developed a multi-hop virtual multiple-input-
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multiple-output (VMIMO)-based cross-layer routing proto-

col design that augments energy efficiency, reliability and

end-to-end QoS provision over WSNs. They achieved bet-

ter energy exhaustion and an optimized set of transmissions.

A similar effort was made by Shan et al. [21] who devel-

oped a QoE driven cross-layer resource allocation model for

high traffic services over the OWN downlink. Similarly, the

cross-layer model has been applied for ad-hoc and MANET

purposes as well [22]–[29].

In [22], Gawas et al. developed a cross-layer model-based

cooperative routing model over vehicle ad-hoc networks

(VANETs). The authors developed the cross-layer model

to ensure reliable data transmission for safety-related mes-

sages, with minimum end-to-end delay. Their model fo-

cused on achieving one-hop relay node, to ensure a reli-

able message broadcast. Rath et al. [23] proposed a QoS-

oriented cross-layer routing model using network layer in-

formation and relying on exchange with other layers. They

derived the rate monotonic algorithm (RMA) and earliest-

deadline-first (EDF) scheduling to achieve a low deadline

miss rate.

Shafi et al. [24] developed a cross-layer design-based co-

operative routing model over VANET to achieve higher

throughput and low loss ratios. Unlike [22], Gawas et al.

focused, in [25], on achieving multilayer functionality from

the PHY layer to the routing layer, to accomplish co-

operative communication over MANET. They developed

an adaptive cross-layered cooperative routing algorithm

(ACCR) which exploits channel state variations to select

the cooperative MAC model by employing spatial diver-

sity information. Similarly, in [26] they proposed the

IEEE 802.11e enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA)

routing protocol for QoS-centric multimedia transmission.

They focused on MAC optimization and MULTI-metric

link disjoint multi-path routing (CMMR). They used MAC

queue utilization, node density degree, and mobility to

achieve channel-state awareness and routing decision ca-

pabilities.

In [27], PHY and MAC layers were used to design a cross-

layer routing model for VANET. Nithya et al. [28] devel-

oped a QoS-centric multi-hop ad-hoc routing protocol by

amalgamating MAC layer contention resolution and TCP

layer congestion control. To achieve congestion control,

they the applied Fibonacci sequence. Elias et al. [29] de-

veloped a random network coding (RNC)-based routing

model for cooperative communication over VANET. They

proposed the RECMAC model to achieve higher transmis-

sion reliability and throughput values.

3. Proposed CL-mWSN Protocol

To ensure QoS and reliable data communication over mo-

bile WSNs, optimized forwarding path selection is vital.

Excessively high topological variations may occur, pre-

dominantly under dynamic topology conditions, which may

force the network and the nodes to undergo severe transi-

tions, and may result in network parameter changes. BFN

selection is a highly intricate task under such conditions.

While performing BFN selection under such conditions,

maintaining efficient (network) information is a must, which

may help in making optimized, proactive routing decisions.

BFN plays an important role in QoS-centric and reliable

transmission over mobile WSNs. To achieve it, we as-

sume that each deployed node has information about nodes

located at the distance of one-hop. Here, to deal with dy-

namic topology, a proactive node management and routing

protocol has been proposed.

In the proposed routing protocol, each node possesses

a routing protocol that assists it in obtaining node infor-

mation from different layers of the protocol stack. With

QoS objectives considered, the proposed model exploits

dynamic link quality, congestion probability at the node,

buffer availability, packet velocity, packet injection rate or

velocity, etc. These parameters may be applied to examine

the suitability of a given node to become BFN for reli-

able data transmission. On the other hand, selection of

the BFN depends, primarily, on multiple parameters, such

as buffer capacity, packet injection rate, link quality, etc.

The proposed routing protocol exploits those parameters

from the different layers and enables reliable data trans-

mission. In addition, considering mission critical commu-

nication purposes, where enabling timely data delivery is of

utmost significance a novel service differentiation and fair

resource scheduling model is developed in this research pa-

per. The proposed SD model is capable of classifying data

as RTD and NRT – a feat that has been augmented further

by a novel QoS-centric fair resource allocation strategy.

Fig. 1. Proposed cross-layer architecture-based QoS-centric rout-
ing protocol for mobile WSNs (CL-mWSN).

A snippet of the proposed cross-layer architecture is given

in Fig. 1. CLmWSN exploits the network layer and the

MAC layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack. At the

network layer, the CL-MWSN protocol is capable of ser-

vice differentiation and fair resource scheduling (SDFRS),
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dynamic congestion detection (DCD) and proactive net-

work/node table management. Similarly, at the MAC layer

of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, packet injection rate of ve-

locity (per node) and dynamic link quality have been esti-

mated.

As stated in Fig. 1, CL-mWSN exploits primarily the ap-

plication, network and MAC layers of the IEEE 802.15.4

protocol stack. The CL-mWSN model applies different

functions to different layers. The key functions of the CL-

mWSN routing protocol are:

• proactive network table management,

• service differentiation and fair resource allocation,

• congestion detection and avoidance model,

• dynamic link quality measurement,

• packet velocity measurement,

• cumulative rank matrix estimation and best forward-

ing path selection.

3.1. Proactive Network Table Management

Typically, nodes in classic mobile WSNs having their pa-

rameters, such as energy capacity, maximum buffer capac-

ity, radio range, etc. defined, and due to the dynamic topol-

ogy of the network, key parameters, such as link connec-

tivity and buffer availability may change over time. Such

changes may even be triggered by varying payload con-

ditions, varying signal-to-noise ratio or link connectivity

changes. In certain situations a node might may be for-

warding data for a long time, which prevents data from

reaching its destination within the defined time limit. Un-

der varying topological conditions, a node may suffer from

buffer deficiency and may require an additional buffer to en-

sure a reliable data transfer. Similarly, over the simulation

period in mobile WSNs, the inter-node distance may vary

and link connectivity may be subject to change as well. In

such conditions, static or predefined parameter-based rout-

ing decisions can lead to link outages.

Due to considerable variations in network parameters, up-

dating these parameters pro-actively is unavoidable. In

other words, to cope with their dynamic topology, mobile

WSNs require robust, proactive network management and

a node table updating strategy. With this motivation in

mind, the CL-mWSN protocol proposed in this paper re-

lies on proactive network and node table management that

enables dynamic network or/and node parameter updates

to assist reliable BFN selection and routing decision pro-

cess. It leaves out the continuous node discovery phase – an

approach that reduces signaling overhead and energy con-

sumption. In the proposed routing approach, node parame-

ters are updated dynamically, which facilitates swift routing

decision making. Each node maintains details of the single-

hop neighboring node by transmitting a beacon message.

The message comprises significant information about the

node, along with its characteristics, such as NodeID, high-

est buffer capacity, current (available) buffer status, node

position, packet holding period, current packet velocity, dy-

namic or current link quality, etc.

The three parameters: NodeID, node position and current

link quality are communicated through the beacon mes-

sage or ACK. This reduces computational cost and mem-

ory usage. Each control packet comprises 42 bytes and is

split into three fields; NodeID (16 bits), current node status

(192 bits to store link quality, current buffer availability)

and node position field (128 bits). Each transmitting bea-

con message collects information on the on-hop neighbor-

ing node, which is updated continuously. One of the key

issues in mobile WSNs is packet collision during transmis-

sion and, therefore, to avoid it, the node multicasts a beacon

message that operates in coordination with an offset timer.

In the proposed CL-mWSN routing protocol, the use of

the offset timer is based on a normal homogeneous distri-

bution approach. Once a request for packet transmission

has been received, the node resets its off-set timer. Here,

a node located at the one-hop distance updates the nearest

destination in the table.

Let N j be the one-hop distant neighbor and BFNi be the

potential or most suitable forwarding node. The node table

is updated using Eq. (1), where EuclF and Eucld signify

the Euclidean distance in between the best forwarding node

and the source node to the nearest destination:

NTable = {BFNi ∈ N j|Eucld −EuclF ≥ 0} . (1)

3.2. Service Differentiation and Fair Resource

Scheduling

To ensure QoS-centric communication, data awareness

and associated resource scheduling play a decisive role.

There are numerous application environments where the

provision of sufficient resources (i.e. buffer) for a successful

or QoS-centric transmission is a must. In mobile WSNs dif-

ferent data types may be communicated, including RTD and

NRT data. The provision of sufficient buffer or bandwidth

for RTD data is a must. However, maintaining an optimized

amount of resources for NRT data may be of utmost sig-

nificance as well. In the CL-mWSN routing protocol, both

RTD and NRT data have been considered. Here we assume

that data could be classified into two broad types, RTD

and NRT. Once the data has been identified, CL-mWSN

intends to allocated resources to each data type, while

maintaining an optimized amount of resources for RTD

data and the maximum possible amount of resources for

NRT data.

Each node is assigned with two distinct types of equal ca-

pacity buffers for RTD and NRT data. In the CL-mWSN

model, where a node experiences a complete buffer exhaus-

tion for RTD data and requires additional buffer capacity

for a successful transmission, it may borrow the supple-

mentary buffer capacity from the NRT buffer, where the

data are stored in the normal FIFO manner. In mobile

WSNs, both RTD and NRT buffers may be filled. In that
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case, CL-mWSN applies a fair resource scheduling ap-

proach (i.e. SDFRS), in which to meet the buffer-related

demand for RTD data, NRT drops the recently added data

to the FIFO queue. Although the data elements are stored

in FIFO, the fact that a few recently connected elements are

dropped cannot affect the overall performance in a signifi-

cant manner. On the contrary, in major classic approaches,

to provide additional buffer for RTD, the buffer for NRT

is cleared or emptied completely, which is in violation of

network QoS. Meanwhile, the proposed routing protocol

enables optimal resource provision to RTD, while ensuring

the maximum possible amount of resources for NRT, there-

fore balancing the resource utilization trade-offs to assure

proper QoS. This mechanism allows to avoid long waiting

times or holding periods at the, which ultimately augments

overall network performance.

3.3. Congestion Detection and Avoidance Model

During a transmission over mobile WSNs, there is always

the probability of a data flow that may as a result may

impose congestion on a node. The probability of con-

gestion increases considerably when we are dealing with

mobile topology, which in turn increases the probability of

a packet drop and retransmission, thus causing a QoS viola-

tion and energy exhaustion. To deal with this problem, the

authors have recommended a timer-based transmission. In

this mechanism, each node may transmit a beacon message

to multiple nodes in the network whose frequency could be

controlled through a predefined timer called the offset timer.

Upon receiving a transmission request, CL-mWSN at first

resets the associated timer, which eliminates ACK from the

node. this also makes the proposed system computation-

ally efficient and reduces signaling overheads. In addition,

CL-mWSN avoids the storage of any significant paths or

node-related information. Due to the dynamic topology,

a node may receive more request to carry payload, exceed-

ing its maximum carrying capacity, and buffer availability

may vary over the simulations period, thus increasing the

probability of congestion. This often results in a data drop

and retransmission, causing energy exhaustion. To alleviate

this problem, the CL-mWSN model implements a conges-

tion detection and avoidance model (CDAM) that continu-

ously assesses dynamic buffer capacity and the remaining

buffer availability of node to detect congestion. It exploits

the maximum buffer capacity of a node and the current

buffer availability to assess the congestion probability at

a node in a mobile WSN.

Upon transmitting the beacon message, the node may re-

trieve resource availability (i.e. buffer availability) of a one-

hop distant node. To ensure the provision of QoS and a re-

liable transmission, a node with sufficient buffer availability

may be efficient enough.

Upon identifying a node whose buffer availability is lower

than the memory expected or required for data transmis-

sion, CDAM avoids that node to assist the CL-mWSN-

based BFN selection. Only a node with a sufficient buffer

availability and with the congestion-free status is selected

for BFN formation. This reduces any likelihood of a data

drop, retransmission, end-to-end delay and energy con-

sumption, which, in turn, augments QoS assurance in mo-

bile WSNs.

In addition, the proposed CL-mWSN model functions in

conjunction with the above stated SDFRS model that ap-

plies two distinct buffers for RTD and NRT data for each

node, which fosters better resource management and al-

lows to avoid congestion. As already discussed, in the SD-

FRS model, RTD data is stored in a prioritized manner,

while NRT data is stored based on the FIFO methodol-

ogy. As each packet is assigned in a real time applica-

tion, with a predefined deadline, it requires the data to

reach it within that deadline to make an optimized deci-

sion. TheCL-mWSN model offers a higher priority to RTD

data, while offering the maximum amount of resources to

NRT data. In this model, to ensure delay the respective

deadline time. To achieve this objective, CL-mWSN con-

siders the distance between the source sensor node and the

sink. Noticeably, to facilitate the highest possible prior-

ity for event-driven RTD delivery over mobile WSNs, it is

inevitable to have the minimum value of TRatio:

TRatio =
Td i

d j
i

, (2)

where Td i signifies the residual deadline time, while d j
i

states the Euclidean distance between the forwarding node i
and the nearest sink j. The deadline time is estimated by

using the arrival time of the individual packet. Td i is up-

dated for each packets before transmitting, and the queue

time is subtracted from Tdi . Here, we use current buffer

availability information to estimate the congestion proba-

bility at a mobile WSN node. In addition, the CL-mWSN

model introduces a parameter called node congestion index

(NCI), which comprises node information along with its as-

sociation with a neighboring node subset Sn. We estimate

NCI using Eq. (3), where CNINRT Mem and CNIRTDMem sig-

nify the memory available in the NRT-related normal FIFO

queue, and the RTD-related buffer in the prioritized queue,

correspondingly. CNIRTDMax and CNINRT MemMax signify

the highest memory or buffer capacity of the RTD and the

NRT data. Thus, the overall CNI for connecting nodes in

Sn may be obtained as:

CNIr =
CNINRT Mem +CNIRTDMem

CNINRT MemMax +CNIRTDMax
+

N

∑
i−1

CNIri . (3)

Estimating the memory or the buffer available at each node

and the associated congestion probability, the routing model

decides whether that node qualifies to become the forward-

ing node. A congestion-free node with sufficient buffer

availability is considered to be used as a forwarding node

or for path selection purposes. This assures reliable data

transmission over mobile WSNs with the lowest possibility

of data drops and overflows. In addition, such an approach

avoids the problem of packet collision.
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3.4. Link Quality Measurement

To ensure the provision of QoS in mobile WSNs, one needs

to assess the quality of the link between the resilient com-

munication, RTD transmission is scheduled based on par-

ticipating nodes dynamically, in order to characterize the

suitability of a node for becoming a BFN. Mobility could

result in topological changes and, hence, inter-node dis-

tance variations. Fixed radio range dynamics may cause

link quality variations based on inter-node distance. In such

conditions, assessing link quality dynamically to decide its

suitability for selecting a reliable forwarding path may be

vital. The CL-mWSN model applies a proficient dynamic

link quality estimation model at the MAC layer of the IEEE

802.15.4 protocol stack. Details of the dynamic link qual-

ity estimation model can be found in [30]. The CL-mWSN

model applies the current ratio of received packets to esti-

mate link quality:

η = α η +(1−α)
Nrx

Ntx
. (4)

In the above equation, η represents dynamic link qual-

ity. The packet received ratio defines the efficiency of the

communication link. The remaining parameters Nrx and

Ntx represent the total number of received and transmit-

ted packets, respectively. Here, α remains within the range

of 0 to 1.

3.5. Packet Injection Rate Estimation

Selecting a node and, hence, the path with the minimum

holding period specific for each node may be vital to reduce

latency or end-to-end delay that eventually determines the

provision of QoS. In the CL-mWSN model, we estimate

the packet injection rate or the holding period of a given

node, i.e. the time over which the node withholds data

before forwarding it. A node with a minimum holding

period or a maximum packet velocity or injection rate is

considered for BFN selection. Here, we have applied the

packet delay parameter to estimate packet velocity at each

node. In CL-mWSN, packet delay is applied to estimate

the inter-node distance between neighboring nodes and the

nearest destination. CL-mWSN applies Euclidean distance

and relative distance, round trip time (ARTTTi), etc., to

estimate packet velocity. The Euclidian distance is obtained

between the source and the nearest destination, while the

relative distance is obtained between the neighboring node

and the nearest destination.

A speed factor Vt is obtained using:

Vt =
Di

ESD −Di
ENS

ART TTi
. (5)

Applying Eq. (5), we have estimated the packet veloc-

ity (Vpacket ), using Eq. (6). Vpacket signifies the highest

rate of data transmission at a given transmission power

rating (Ptx):

Vpacket =
Vt

RMaxSpeed
. (6)

In Eq. (6), Di
ESD signifies the Euclidean distance between

source i and the destination node. Di
ENS represents the dis-

tance between the source and the (nearest) sink. RMaxSpeed
denotes the maximum possible speed of radio signal in air.

In CL-mWSN the speed of radio signal is assumed to be

equal to the speed of light, and round trip time is estimated

as the time difference in time between packet transmission

and reception of the acknowledge (ACK) signal:

ARTTTi =

N
∑

i=0
Ri

At − vi
Pt

N
. (7)

In Eq. (7), variables Ri
At and vi

Pt signify the time of receiv-

ing ACK and of packet transmission, respectively. The N

states the total packets transmitted. Thus, estimating the

packet velocity for each node we have used it as a node

specific parameter to decide its suitability to be a BFN or

path.

3.6. Cumulative Rank Matrix Estimation and Best

Forwarding Path Formation

Once the dynamic network parameters of the participating

nodes, as referred to above, have been estimated, they were

used to select BFN. for this purpose, we estimated a (node)

rank parameter called cumulative rank matrix (CRM) –

Eq. (8). As already stated, CL-mWSN applies three key

network parameters: congestion probability, dynamic link

quality and packet injection rate or velocity, to select the

best forwarding path. This is followed by best forwarding

path formation and data transmission. The proposed CRM

value is obtained using:

CRMi = ω1 ηi +ω2CNIi +ω3Vpacketi . (8)

In the above equation, ω denotes the weight parameter

which can be decided based on network preferences or

based on a specific environment. CRM signifies the cu-

mulative rank of node i. Noticeably, ω is assigned in such

a manner that
3
∑

i=1
ωi = 1. The variable η denotes the dy-

namic link quality.

Algorithm 1: Best forwarding node selection

1. Input: NTable, CNIr, Vpacketi , ηi, single –
hop node information

2. Output: CRMi, BFNi
3. Initiate threshold (CRMMax = −1);

4. Foreach node i in NTable do

5. Calculate CRMi −ω1. ηi ·Single –
hop Node[i]. η +ω2. CNIi ·Single –
hop Node[i]. CNIi +ω3. Vpacketi ·Single –
hop Node[i]. Vpacketi ;

6. If CRMMax ≤CRMi then

7. Select BFNID = i;
8. End

9. End
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Table 2

CL-mWSN protocol parameters with their function

802.15.4 OSI layer Parameter Function

Proactive node table – Eq. (1) Proactive network table management

Network layer Buffer availability-congestion – Eq. (3) Congestion detection avoidance model

Data type classification (RTD & NRT) Service differentiation and fair resource scheduling

MAC layer
Dynamic link quality – Eq. (4) Link quality measurement

Packet velocity – Eq. (6) Packet rate injection estimation

Upon estimating CRM of each participating node, the es-

timated rank CRMi∈TotalNodes is updated in the decreasing

order, and a node with the maximum CRN is considered as

BFN for further data transmission over mobile WSNs. Al-

gorithm 1 for BFN selection is then prepared for simulation

purposes.

4. Results and Discussion

To examine the efficiency of the proposed CL-mWSN, we

have compared its performance with other existing state-

of-the-art cross-layer architecture-based routing protocols

considering the parameters shown in Table 2.

The majority of the existing approaches rely on single

parameter-based routing decision-making schemes, where

the emphasis is placed on augmenting PHY and MAC [3],

[4], [9], [12], SD functions [9], congestion avoidance at

MAC [19] etc. However, very few efforts have been made

to make the routing decision while considering the type of

data and its priority, to ensure deadline sensitive commu-

nication [12]. On the contrary, it is a fact that inclusion

of these all factors, network condition-aware routing with

synchronized cross-layer information may improve BFN se-

lection and routing decisions.

With this motivation, in this research a reference model

has been developed that combines the major efficacies of

multiple contributions made, such as in [3], [4], [9], [12],

[19], [22]. Although in [3], the authors considered only the

MAC and PHY layers where throughput and link-outage

probability (at MAC) were used to perform PHY switch-

ing control, they could not address other aspects, such as

packet transmission rate or packet velocity of a node, which

is a must for deadline-sensitive, mission-critical communi-

cation. Similarly, in [9], the focus was on employing the SD

model to achieve multi-rate transmission for data-specific

transmission; however, they could not address such issues

those referred to in [3], or even in our work. In addition,

they applied a classic prioritization scheme, which offered

less or even no concern to fair resource scheduling for NRT

data. Even the existing cross-layer protocols have failed

to assess whether and how (i.e. up to what extent) their

proposed resource scheduling affects QoS-centric delivery

of NRT data. Similarly, authors in [22] developed cross-

layer based cooperative routing model, where they focused

on achieving a minimum delay. Therefore, they estimated

the one-hop relay node to ensure reliable message broad-

cast over VANET. They also applied MAC and transport

layers to perform adaptive transmission rate control. How-

ever, they could not deal with other adverse effect caused

by mobility. The work done in [31] looks better, as the

have tried to implement multiple network parameters (of

static WSN), such as velocity, energy to perform one-hop

relay node identification or selection. This model could not

offer the provision of better SD. Noticeably, the aforemen-

tioned routing cross-layer models [3], [4], [9], [12], [19]

have implemented a cross-layer model, but for static WSNs

only. They have not addressed the exceedingly dynamic

topology of a mobile WSN. Under such conditions, devel-

opment of a suitable reference model based on certain ex-

isting works referenced in [3], [4], [9], [12], [19], [22], [30]

is inevitable, as it may help in assessing proposed model by

applying common performance characteristics. With this

motivation, a reference model, similar to the method sug-

gested in [30], has been designed, amalgamating almost

all features of or intentions referred to in [3], [4], [9],

[12], [19]. Thus, the reference model [31], hereinafter re-

Table 3

Experimental setup

Parameter Specification

Operating Windows 2010, 8 GB RAM,
system Intel Core i5 processor

Simulation tool Matlab 2012b

Protocol CL-mWSN

Data link CSMA

Physical IEEE 802.15.4 PHY

MAC IEEE 802.15.4 MAC

Mobile nodes 60

Radio range 100 m

Packet
10 s

deadline time

Mobility Circular

Weight ω1(LQE) = 0.4, ω2(Cong) = 0.3,
parameters ω3(P Vel) = 0.3,

Simulation
480 s

period

Payload
250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500,

1750, 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000
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ferred to as the ”existing system”, combines the efficacies of

other models and implements the SD model, packet velocity

etc. to perform RTD and NRT data delivery. The perfor-

mance comparison has been done for both CL-mWSN and

existing systems [31]. Before discussing performance re-

sults obtained, the key parameters used in the experimental

setup are presented in Table 3.

As depicted in Fig. 2, the CL-mWSN protocol exhibits

higher PDR (98.4%) for RTD - a result that is higher than

in the existing model [31]. The existing cross-layer model,

say real-time power aware routing protocol (RPAR), has

exhibited a PDR of 93.1%. Therefore, CL-mWSN has ex-

hibited approximately 5.3% more PDR than the existing

routing protocol.

Fig. 2. PDR performance for RTD data.

Fig. 3. PLR performance for RTD data.

As far as NRT-related performance is concerned, Fig. 3

shows the PDR value of the proposed routing model

(93.8%). This result reveals that CL-mWSN exhibits higher

PDR while ensuring the maximum possible resource allo-

cation and, hence, preserving QoS for NRT transmission.

This signifies the robustness of the proposed routing model.

Noticeably, even in mobile scenarios, PDR performance

(98.4%) for RTD traffic over mobile WSNs confirms ro-

bustness of the proposed routing model. Such a result al-

lows to avoid the probability of retransmission and, hence,

ensures proper QoS with minimum bandwidth utilization

and transmission-related energy consumption.

PLR performance for RTD traffic typical of our proposed

CL-mWSN model is depicted in Fig. 3. The CL-mWSN

protocol exhibits a lower PLR (1.6%) than the existing

cross-layer routing protocol, RPAR (6.9%). This efficacy

backs up the robustness introduced in the proposed rout-

ing model. Unlike existing routing protocols, CL-mWSN

employs different and dynamic network parameters to per-

form BFN or neighbor relay node selection, which eventu-

ally allows it to exhibit higher QoS provision levels. The

higher throughput or PDR performance by CL-mWSN re-

sults in more successful data delivery and, hence, alleviates

the probability of retransmission, which makes it energy

efficient as well as resource efficient. The use SDRCRF

makes CL-mWSN efficient and robust enough to ensure

higher PDR for RTD, and guarantees uncompromised per-

formance for NRT traffic.

PDR performance for NRT traffic is shown in Fig. 4. PLR

for NRT traffic is presented in Fig. 5, where CL-mWSN

has outperformed RPAR. CL-mWSN has exhibited PLR of

merely 6.2% for NRT traffic.

Fig. 4. PDR performance for NRT data.

Fig. 5. PLR performance for NRT data.

The use of the novel SD model has strengthened CL-

mWSN ensuring optimized resource allocation for RTD

traffic, while maintaining the maximum possible resources

for NRT traffic under congestion and resource-constrained
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conditions. FIFO-based scheduling for NRT and last packet

drop for accommodating RTD traffic are the parameters that

allow CL-mWSN to exhibit a minimum drop of NRT data.

This makes the proposed system robust for both RTD and

NRT traffic transmissions.

Fig. 6. DMR performance of routing protocol.

DMR performance is depicted in Fig. 6. Based on the re-

sults obtained, one may easily visualize that CL-mWSN

exhibits lower DMR than the existing routing models [30].

This can be the result of deadline time (per packet) based

data prioritization and resource allocation. Now, taking

into consideration of all results discussed above and their

respective significance, one may conclude that CL-mWSN

performs better than other routing models, with its effi-

cacy being relevant for used in real-time mobile WSN ap-

plications.

5. Conclusion

It may be stated that the proposed routing model offers

a number of contributions, such as enhanced service dif-

ferentiation and fair resource scheduling for different traffic

types, while ensuring optimal PDR for RTD with allocat-

ing the maximum possible amount of resources to NRT.

This allows the proposed system to achieve an optimized

tradeoff for RTD and NRT transmissions over WSNs. Simi-

larly, the inclusion of packet velocity of each node, describ-

ing the rate at which a given node may transmit data, has

helped CL-mWSN ensure timely data delivery. Congestion

avoidance and selection of the best forwarding note based

on dynamic link quality also enabled the proposed routing

protocol to achieve a maximum packet delivery ratio, a min-

imum packet loss ratio and, hence, a minimum retransmis-

sion probability, which eventually makes it energy-efficient.

Therefore, the overall performance of the proposed routing

protocol makes it robust enough to satisfy QoS demands in

mobile WSN communication systems, which may be great

significance for the IoT ecosystem as well. Although the

proposed system attempts to add the greatest value to the

routing model, it could not address the issue of dynamic

power management and multi-rate switching control, which

could have resulted in ensuring more bandwidth-efficient

routing and in achieving higher energy efficiency.

In the future, efforts need to be made to incorporate the

cross-layer design model with QoS-centric PHY switching

or dynamic power management, in order to increase energy

and resource efficiency.
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Abstract—In preparation for the upcoming home delivery

services that rely on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), we

developed a new multi-hop radio network that is laid over

a smart meter network transferring electric energy informa-

tion only. In this network, a UAV follows, for navigation pur-

poses, the topology of a virtual network overlaid on the phys-

ical smart meter network. We established a service manage-

ment control method which does not rely on image analysis or

map information processing, i.e. processes that consume pre-

cious power resources of the UAV. Instead, navigation is based

on the routing technology. The current distance between the

UAV and a node of the smart meter network is measured by

means of the radio transmission loss value, therefore deter-

mining the position of the UAV. A two-layer network model

has been proposed. One layer consists of a network of nodes

in a residential area with scattered buildings – a location that

is safer to navigate – while the other is an access network of

nodes in a densely populated area. Then, we proposed meth-

ods to determine the direction of movement towards the next

hop node on the data-link layer and the end node on the net-

work layer, which is the target destination. We implemented

a software-based test system and verified the effectiveness of

the proposed methods.

Keywords—ad-hoc network, routing, smart meter network, UAV

delivery.

1. Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) control technology has

been attracting a lot of attention recently. Introduction of

UAVs is expected to bring about a reduction in labor costs

and an improvement in the efficiency of home delivery ser-

vices. The number of home deliveries increases every sin-

gle year, and methods guaranteeing that the deliveries will

be made in a secure and rapid manner need to be devel-

oped. Road traffic jams become an ever more burdensome

phenomenon, as the volume of goods distributed grows.

Workforce shortages caused by a decrease in the number

and the aging of truck drivers become a serious social prob-

lem as well. The unmanned home delivery technology re-

lying on mobile equipment is expected to be able to solve

such problems. Home deliveries performed without visual

observation of UAVs become ever more efficient. However,

navigation management systems and crash prevention tech-

nologies still need to be improved. Methods used to deter-

mine the position of UAVs and to ensure identical delivery

routes using enormous amounts of mapping and GPS data,

as well as images sourced from UAV-mounted cameras and

requiring real-time analysis, have been researched. Also,

some methods used to pinpoint the position of the destina-

tion are known, but they include image analysis and map

information processing, which consumes precious power

resources of any UAV.

On the other hand, wireless devices known as “smart, next-

generation electricity meters” [1] have been installed in

each house in Japan. These wireless devices are installed

to transfer electric billing information to utility companies,

relying on a energy efficient, multi-hop radio (920 MHz)

network. Such devices may be considered to be nodes of

a stable multi-hop radio network, as they are present all over

the country. In Japan, they were introduced in large quan-

tities between 2016 and 2018, and according to plan, will

be installed in all houses by 2023. We study to establish

a method allowing to navigate UAVs safely and automat-

ically based on the new multi-hop radio network between

these wireless device nodes (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Navigation based on a multi-hop radio network.

In this paper, we propose a route control protocol to build

a multi-hop radio network topology in a safe, scattered res-
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idential area rather than in a densely populated area. The

wireless device measures the value of radio transmission

loss of the received signals. Based on the radio transmis-

sion loss value, we are able to calculate the distance to the

node by applying the Friis transmission equation. The po-

sition of the UAV within the network may be determined

based on the distance between the UAV and the wireless

devices. We also propose a method for controlling UAVs,

so that they follow a specific route. Software has been de-

veloped to enable autonomous, distributed processing by

each node, without any centralized functionalities, in order

to account for the scalability of the number of nodes.

Although elderly people tend not to use the Internet as of-

ten, as they find it difficult to conclude a contract with

and to get the connection settings from their ISP, they

usually use electricity and have smart meters installed at

their homes. It is important that home delivery services are

available for each house. Using the location of a smart

meter is more practical than pinpointing the latitude and

longitude with the use of GPS. This method is suitable

not only for home delivery, but also for such services as

autonomous driving.

In addition, when location-related information based on

smart meters is available all over the country, even if a seri-

ous disaster, such as an earthquake occurs, and telephones

and the Internet cannot be used, the said information may

be expected to be used in various domains, such as search-

ing for a smart, wireless meter of a specific house, con-

veying its position to the city hall, or directing the rescue

services.

In Section 2 of this paper related work is presented and

problems related to autonomous navigation of UAVs are

shown. Three methods to solve the problems described are

identified in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain, in detail,

the autonomous navigation control procedure. Section 5

shows the implementation and validation results. Section 6

is devoted to a discussion and contains several suggestions.

2. Related Works

Amazon announced that it is planning a rapid delivery ser-

vice of lightweight commercial products using UAVs [2].

Google also revealed it had been testing UAVs for two years

now as part of the “Project Wing” [3] scheme, to produce

drones that are capable of delivering larger items. These

systems need a camera recording the surroundings all the

time, which means that the protection of privacy becomes

a big problem. Therefore, a method for navigating UAVs

without taking photographs is required. Indoor positioning

and navigating systems relying on radio systems (Wi-Fi)

were studied for accuracy [4]. But these are not suitable

for navigating UAVs outdoors.

The communication layer used to establish a link with nu-

merous wireless devices has been studied as well. It re-

lied on a radio mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) tech-

nique. The reactive type (AODV [5]) and the proactive type

(OSLR [6]) have established the shortest route between the

nodes of a network.

A mobile ad-hoc network is based on the two-layer model

with a node cluster. In the cluster, the network layer and

the upper layer are distinguished, established by the cluster-

by-cluster routing method [7]. Clustering is an effective

method for improving the capacity to deal with node mobil-

ity, and to limit long distance communications by cascading

short route messages.

3. Proposed Method

We propose a routing protocol to establish a safe route

along a network of smart meters. The solution may be used

for performing home deliveries with UAVs. We propose

a control method in which the UAV communicates with

the nodes, acquires information necessary for sensing the

position and navigates by following the route, as if the UAV

were a data packet within the network.

3.1. Network Topology for Routing of UAVs

The UAV route should be established with the principles

of safe air travel taken into consideration. A two-layered

network model has been adopted; a network of nodes in

a scattered residential area (relay node), which is a safer

navigation route (relay network), and an access network of

nodes in a densely populated area. The overview of the

network topology is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. UAV navigation network topology scheme.

3.2. Routing Protocol for UAV Navigation Network

Topology scheme

Because no single delivery route is reused within a short

period time for home delivery purposes, we investigated

our routing protocol based on AODV – a masterpiece of

the reactive type, creating a route list on demand. The route

establishment process is shown in Fig. 3.

At first, information about the densely populated or the

scattered residential area is set in all nodes. A parameter

counting the number of passage areas is added to RREQ

header of AODV. When a node transfers RREQ, the passage

area counter of RREQ is incremented.
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Fig. 3. Route establishment diagram.

When RREQ reaches the destination node, the number of

densely populated areas and that of scattered residential ar-

eas along the route are stored. The destination node trans-

mits RREP to the route with the smallest number of hops

within densely populated areas. That is how a route avoid-

ing densely populated areas is established. For calculating

the distance between nodes, each node shall store the radio

transmission loss value in the routing table, when the node

receives RREQ or RREP:

1. The source node sends RREQ.

2. The node which receives RREQ adds the area count

in RREQ header.

3. At step 2 above, the node which receives RREQ also

records and sends the best RREQ with a lower value

of densely populated area counts, compared with pre-

vious best RREQ (each node records RREQ, it re-

ceived the first time, as the most suitable RREQ).

4. When RREQ signal reaches the destination node, the

best route candidate is selected with the lowest num-

ber of densely populated area and residential area

counts, from the numerous RREQs received.

5. The destination node repeats step 4 until time out,

then it handles the elaborate route as the best root

at that time. The destination node transmits RREP

through that route.

6. RREP reaches the source node, and the most suitable

route is established.

3.3. Autonomous Navigation Control Method

The proposed method maps a physical navigation route onto

the virtual network model of nodes and links. UAV is con-

nected to the multi-hop radio network and identifies the

distance to each node based on the radio transmission loss

value. UAV acquires information about the route to the des-

tination node from the network, and proceeds to a position

above the next hop node. When the next hop node cannot

be detected due to instability of the wireless connection,

UAV sends a new route request to the destination house

node and another route is established. Thus, a network

that is most suitable for navigation purposes is constructed

based on the routing technology. Details of this approach

are presented in following section.

4. Autonomous Navigation Control
Processing

4.1. Conditions

The smart meter of each house is considered to be a node.

Each node compiles a routing table using a routing protocol

and performs home delivery based on that table. Using

the routing protocol shown in Section 3.2, each node may

choose the home delivery route based on the high priority

of a safe, scattered residential area. The value of radio

transmission loss experienced between nodes is stored in

a routing table (Fig. 4).

The node that received RREQ (node B) sets the address

of the RREQ sending node (node A) to next hop in the

column where the destination is the source node (node A)

in the routing table of the node itself (node B). The node

(node B) acquires the inter-node radio transmission loss

value (G from node A to node B) from the received RREQ

and sets it in that column. When the node receives RREP

(node A) transmitted by the destination node from the pre-

vious node (node B), the node (node A) sets the address

of the RREP transmitting node (node B) to the next hop

of the column where the destination is the destination node

(node C) in its own (node A) routing table. The node

(node A) acquires inter-node radio transmission loss value

(I from node B to node A) from the received RREP and

sets it in that column.

As UAV communicates with the smart meter based on the

routing table, it may complete the delivery without using

map information, by simply following the same delivery

route that would be taken by a data packet traveling along

the network. Vertical UAV movements are identified along
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Fig. 4. Routing table.

the z axis, horizontal movements along the y axis, while

back and forth movements along the x axis. The UAV shall

be given the address of the source node and the destina-

tion node beforehand and, it is assumed that the UAV flies

at a constant height ∆z. We call the source node S, the

destination node D, and the UAV M.

4.2. Navigation Control Flow

UAV acquires route information from the current node. It

receives information necessary for position sensing and in-

formation about navigating to the next node. UAV starts

moving to the next node while sending its position repeat-

edly. On the way to the next node, the UAV receives posi-

tion information from the current node, the next node, and

the previous node to obtain the movement direction. UAV

follows the route from the source node to the destination

node by repeating this process.

4.3. Proposed Signal Specifications

Route information request. UAV sends this signal to the

current node for collecting the address of the next node and

the radio transmission loss value between the current node

and the next node. The route information request signal

stores the address of the destination node that is necessary

for UAV to request information about the next node. The

ID of this signal is 1.

Route information response. The node receiving the route

information request signal checks the destination node’s ad-

dress from the route information request signal to establish

whether the specific node is the destination node or not. If

the node is not the destination node, it sends a response

signal to UAV, using the routing table data. The signal

includes, in the data section, the address of the next node

and the radio transmission loss value between the current

node and the next node. The ID of this signal is 2.

End of delivery. The node receiving the route information

request signal checks the destination node’s address in the

route information request signal, to determine whether the

node is the destination node or not. If the node is the

destination node, it sends the end of delivery signal to UAV.

The signal does not have a data section and the ID of this

signal is 3.

φφφ send. This is a signal that the UAV is transmitting to

the node requiring the radio transmission loss value. The

signal does not have a data section and the ID of this signal

is 4.

φφφreply. This is a signal by means of which the node which

is receiving the φsend signal is sending the radio transmis-

sion loss value to UAV. The signal does not have a data

section and the ID of this signal is 5.

4.4. Route Information Request

Data from the routing table of the current node is nec-

essary for UAV to acquire route information. Therefore,

UAV transmits the route information request signal to the

current node (Fig. 5). The current node, which received

the signal, transmits the route information response signal,

including information about the next node, to UAV. UAV,

which received the route information response signal, stores

Fig. 5. Route information request.
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the radio transmission loss value to the current node, as re-

trieved from the packet header, as well as information in

the received signal data.

4.5. Radio Transmission Loss Value Request

To obtain the radio transmission loss value, UAV sends the

φsend signal to the current node and the next node. Then,

UAV receives the φ reply signal from each node (Fig. 6).

When UAV does not move, it does not send information

about its position to the current node, after reception of the

route information response signal, UAV obtains the value

of radio transmission loss experienced while communicat-

ing with each node from the header of the φ reply signal

received.

Fig. 6. Radio transmission loss value request.

4.6. Calculating Distance from Radio Transmission Loss

Value

UAV converts the acquired radio transmission loss value

into distance. The radio transmission loss value changes

as the power rating becomes lower due to increasing radio

transmission distance. In free space, the radio transmis-

sion loss value is calculated using the Friis transmission

equation (1). At first, we determine free space transmis-

sion gain
( λ

4πd

)2
using the Friis transmission equation, and

( 4πd
λ

)2
, which is the reciprocal number of the free space

transmission gain, is the free space transmission loss LB:

PR = PDAR =

(

λ
4πd

)2

GT GRPT , (1)

where PR and PT mean electric power, AR means practi-

cal antenna area, GR and GT mean antenna absolute gain,

PD is power density, d is communications distance, λ is

wavelength.

The radio transmission loss LB is 10 log PT
PR

, where the

terms GT and GR of the equation for obtaining LB are zero,

assuming that an isotropic antenna (absolute gain = 1) is

used. Wavelength λ is represented by c
f using frequency f .

Distance may be established based on radio transmission

loss value by solving the expression after its conversion to

distance d (2):

d =
4π f

c
10

20
−LB , (2)

where c is speed of the electric wave and f is frequency. In

this way, UAV may calculate the distance between nodes,

as well as that between the UAV and each node.

4.7. Establishing Position Based on Distance

We use the Pythagorean theorem to find the length of side

AM’ and side BM’ from ∆z of UAV height, side AM is the

distance to the current node, and side BM is the distance to

the next node (Fig. 7). Then, we calculate ∆x, which is the

distance between point B and the current position of the

UAV, projected onto the ground, as well as horizontal gap

∆y from the lengths of side AB, side AM’ and side BM’

by using Eq. (3). In this way, we identify the position of

the UAV (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7. Establishing the position of UAV in network 1.

Fig. 8. Establishing the position of UAV in network 2.
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{

(c−∆x)2 +∆y2 = a2

∆x2 +∆y2 = b2 , (3)

∆x =
−a2 +b2 + c2

2c
, (4)

∆y =
√

b2
−∆x2 . (5)

UAV stores the ∆x and ∆y values as old x, old y until the

next measurement.

4.8. Navigation Control

After detection of the position has been accomplished, UAV

moves to the next node after time unit ∆t and detects

its position again. UAV adjusts the position and moves in

the right direction by comparing old x with ∆x and old y
with ∆y.

Movement control along y axis. The tolerance thresh-

old of ∆y (right and left movements) has been set in UAV

beforehand. When the ∆y calculated is higher than the

threshold value, UAV moves ∆y to the right or to the left,

until ∆y becomes lower than the threshold set, before sens-

ing its next position. The first movement is always to the

right, and then the value of ∆y is compared with the value of

old y. Where old y > ∆y, the value of ∆y is decreasing and

UAV is moving in the right direction. Where old y < ∆y,

the value of ∆y is increasing. This means that UAV is mov-

ing in the opposite way, and it should change the direction.

Movement control along x axis. UAV adjusts its move-

ment along x axis comparing the value of ∆x with the value

of old x, as it did in the scenario with y axis. If old x > ∆x,

the value of ∆x is decreasing and UAV is moving to the

right direction. If old x < ∆x, that means the value of ∆x
is increasing, therefore, the UAV is moving in the opposite

way. Then, UAV repeats position sensing, calculates the

movement and approaches the next node.

4.9. Updating Current and Next Node

When ∆x becomes “0”, UAV may arrive at the next node.

Then, the current node should be updated. At first, UAV

stores the current node’s address as the previous node’s

address, sends a route information request signal to the next

node, then receives the route information response signal

from the next node (Fig. 9).

With this procedure, UAV considers the node to route infor-

mation request signal has been sent as the new current node,

and then UAV finds the new next node based on the route

information response signal. After that, UAV measures the

radio transmission loss value, establishes its position based

on distance and moves to the next node.

4.10. Turns

After updating the current and the next nodes, UAV turns

toward the next node. At this time, UAV may receive radio

Fig. 9. Updating current and next node.

waves from the previous node, the current node and the

next node. At first, UAV moves from the position above

the current node to the inside of the angle between the

previous and the next node. UAV moves a little to the

left or the right (y axis direction), which is the direction

that the radio transmission loss value decreases, and then

moves the same distance backward along axis x. At that

position, UAV calculates the lengths of sides AM’, BM’

and CM’ using the Pythagorean proposition, with height

∆z and distances from UAV to the previous and the next

node taken into consideration (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Turns.

Then, UAV is capable of calculating ∠ABM’ using the Law

of cosines (6), based on lengths of side AB, side AM’, and
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Fig. 11. Calculation of the angle by the law of cosines.

side BM’ (Fig. 11). Similarly, UAV may calculate ∠M’BC

based on lengths of side BC, side BM’, and side CM’:

cosW =
t2 +u2

− s2

2tu
. (6)

The angle of rotation of UAV may be calculated by sub-

tracting the sum of two angles calculated above from

180 degrees, enabling UAV to make the turn autonomously.

4.11. Delivery End

When the route information request signal has been trans-

mitted to the next node and the node address matches the

destination address, UAV has arrived at the target destina-

tion. In this case the node transmits a end of delivery signal

to UAV and UAV descends to finish the delivery.

5. Implementation and Validation

5.1. Implementation

Before programming, we performed experiments con-

cerning radio transmission loss values in real world, de-

rive an expression to identify distances between UAV and

the nodes. We prepared two sets of a Raspberry Pi 3 and

a radio device and considered them to be UAV and smart

meters installed in the house. We moved UAV device away

from the house, 1 meter at a time, and recorded the ra-

dio transmission loss value LB, which UAV acquired at

Fig. 12. Radio transmission loss value and distance.

the reception of the signal. The calculated radio transmis-

sion loss value, the distance in the free space of Eq. (2)

presented in Section 4.6 and the value measured in real

world are shown in Fig. 12. It was confirmed that the radio

transmission loss differed from the theoretical value due to

the influence of the atmosphere that acts as the transmission

loss medium [8]. This time we measured it in fine weather,

but rainfall increases transmission losses even further [9],

so it is expected that the loss values will be higher. We as-

sume that UAVs will perform the home delivery service in

fine weather, so the effects of rain do not have to be taken

into consideration.

If the distance is short, the difference between the calculated

value and the measured radio transmission loss values is

small. The longer the distance, the larger the difference

between the calculated and the measured values. While

the results are inaccurate when UAV is far away from the

node, it has been confirmed that this distance measuring

method may be applied for the purpose of home deliveries

performed by UAV.

We derived an approximate curve from the measurement

data and defined an expression (7), where e is a bottom of

the natural logarithm:

d = e
LB+36.084
−12.69 . (7)

We wrote programs to implement the position sensing

smart meter radio devices, using Eq. (7) obtained in the

above experiment. For the UAV side, we handled send-

ing and receiving signals, programmed positioning and

movement control of mobile devices, and enabled the pro-

vision of results of navigation control calculations. As far

as radio devices of house node side are concerned, we im-

plemented functions enabling them to generate, send and

receive those signals.

5.2. Validation

We setup four sets comprising a Raspberry Pi 3 and a wire-

less device each. One set is considered to be UAV, while

three remaining sets are used as smart house meters (net-

work nodes). The question was whether UAV and the nodes

are capable of transmitting right signals to the specific ad-

dress. We also validated that the calculation results were

correct and that the movement control signals were gen-

erated and worked as intended. We run the program and

checked the output. In addition, a reverse calculation using

spreadsheet software was performed to check whether the

output results are correct. The reverse calculation was pos-

sible without acquiring the radio transmission loss value,

by setting it in each node beforehand.

The result shows that right signals were transmitted and

received between the designated nodes (Figs. 13 and 14).

The results of positioning and turning calculations were

almost the same as the forecast value. Because the dis-

crepancies originate from the difference in the number
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Fig. 13. Validation result 1.

Fig. 14. Validation result 2.

of significant digits, the result indicates that the program we

implemented is able to confirm that our proposal has

worked well.

6. Conclusion

We proposed a routing protocol to establish a safe route

for UAV navigation, using a smart meter network. We also

proposed methods for position measurement and movement

control, enabling UAVs to perform autonomous home de-

liveries. In the proposed method, distances between UAV

and nodes are calculated from the radio transmission loss

value. UAV is controlled by determining distance based

on the severity of radio transmission loss that occurs while

exchanging signals.

Some issues still exist that need to be solved before imple-

menting this system. For example, procedures applied in

a scenario in which no electric waves sent by nodes can be

detected must be worked out, as must be procedures relied

upon to reduce UAV’s altitude, track its position or search

for another route when no signal is received at all. Safe

take-offs and landings are a source of concern as well. We

will also establish a method that will change the route if

any abnormalities are detected, in order to avoid crashing

UAV. All those issues need to be addressed before an au-

tonomous home delivery service relying on UAVs is com-

missioned.

For future work, we will implement all functions of the

proposed method and will experimentally confirm power

consumption achieved while using the proposed method

and while relying on GPS and map-based navigation.
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Abstract—Progress in life, physical sciences and technology

depends on efficient data-mining and modern computing tech-

nologies. The rapid growth of data-intensive domains requires

a continuous development of new solutions for network infras-

tructure, servers and storage in order to address Big Data-

related problems. Development of software frameworks, in-

clude smart calculation, communication management, data

decomposition and allocation algorithms is clearly one of the

major technological challenges we are faced with. Reduction

in energy consumption is another challenge arising in connec-

tion with the development of efficient HPC infrastructures.

This paper addresses the vital problem of energy-efficient high

performance distributed and parallel computing. An overview

of recent technologies for Big Data processing is presented.

The attention is focused on the most popular middleware and

software platforms. Various energy-saving approaches are

presented and discussed as well.

Keywords—Big Data, cloud, cluster, energy-efficient computa-

tion, grid, HPC, software platform.

1. Introduction

A truly explosive growth in the volume, variety and speed

of digital data created and collected on a daily basis

may be observed from the very onset of the Internet era.

Big Data computing is a critically difficult challenge for

High-Performance Computing (HPC). The main goal is to

develop efficient technologies for transforming massively

large and often unstructured or semi-structured data - firstly

into valuable information, and then into meaningful knowl-

edge. Raw data that are gathered by numerous sources

including sensors, mobile devices, open and commercial

datasets and archives, social networks, etc. have to be

processed, often in the on-line mode. The challenge con-

sists in the ability to integrate, store and analyze such data

while satisfying fewer software and hardware-related re-

quirements that may apply to huge collections of data sets

generated by and gathered from distributed sources. There-

fore, Big Data problems require continuous improvement of

processors, servers, as well as storage and network infras-

tructure in order to enable the efficient processing of data

through remote data management applications. The main

challenge is to design and develop complete frameworks for

intelligent management and communication, data filtration,

aggregation, correlation and fusion. Moreover, reduction

in energy consumption is another technological challenge

arising with the development of computing infrastructures

for Big Data-related applications. The programming ab-

stractions and data processing techniques must therefore be

designed for:

• seamless implementation of applications with effi-

cient levels of virtualization of computing resources

such as servers, storage and networks,

• effective normalization, unification and merging of

various types of data into a consistent format,

• energy conservation in data centers and communica-

tion infrastructure.

Distribution transparency, reliability, scalability, informa-

tion sharing, fast and secure exchange of information orig-

inating from remote sources and efficient management of

energy consumption are the main requirements for HPC

systems. The idea behind distribution transparency is to

hide the distribution-related aspects of a system from its

users and applications, i.e. to provide a single system

view. Transparency is often described in terms of uni-

fication of the process, memory, distributed file systems

and input/output device space. A unified process space is

implemented by providing visibility of and control over

all processes running across the whole computing sys-

tem. Unification of memory space applies to globally

addressable shared memory and process-level distributed

shared memory. Distributed file systems are used to provide

an aggregated hierarchy of file collections stored across

the computing nodes. Unification of input/output devices

provides transparency and performance. Reliability and

scaling are achieved through distribution, replication and

caching techniques. Distributed file systems and non-re-

lational (NoSQL) databases, fast and secure data networks

aim to improve the efficiency of information sharing and

remote data exchange. Modern, energy-efficient hardware

components, mechanisms and methods relied upon to en-

sure energy-aware management of computation and com-

munication processes foster energy conservation.
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Numerous mechanisms, algorithms, computing infrastruc-

tures, software platforms and middleware for high perfor-

mance computing have been developed during the past

decades. Many surveys are available on recent technologies

for Big Data applications (e.g. [1], [2]). However, due to

their rapid development, reviews quickly become outdated.

In this paper we present and discuss the most popular in-

frastructures, platforms and middleware that may be used

for Big Data processing, modeling and simulation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A short

survey of infrastructure and middleware for Big Data-

related problems is presented in Section 2. Primary at-

tention is focused on computing clusters, grids and clouds.

A brief description of job scheduling and load balancing

methods and algorithms is presented in Section 3. Widely

used Big Data processing, visualization and machine learn-

ing platforms are discussed in Sections 4 and 5. Some

frameworks for modeling and simulating Big Data prob-

lems are described in Section 6. A general overview of

approaches to energy-aware computation is presented in

Section 7. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2. Infrastructure and Middleware

for Big Data Problems

During the past three decades, software for parallel comput-

ers focused on providing powerful mechanisms for manag-

ing communication between processors and environments

for parallel machines and computer networks. High Perfor-

mance Fortran (HPF), OpenMP, OpenACC, Parallel Virtual

Machine (PVM) and Message Passing Interface (MPI) were

designed to support communications for scalable applica-

tions. Application paradigms were developed to perform

calculations on shared memory machines and clusters of

machines. Moreover, the architecture of computing nodes

may be different (a single processor or a symmetric mul-

tiprocessor), and types of methods relied upon to access

storage devices may vary as well.

On the other hand, easy access to information offered by

the Internet has spawned a new idea, i.e. extending the

connection between computers. Thanks to such an ap-

proach, distributed resources, including applications, com-

puting power, storage, etc., can be accessed as easily as

information on Web pages. The idea was implemented in

various forms, but three computing environments have been

dominating recently: computing clusters, grids and clouds.

2.1. Computing Cluster

A cluster is a group of cooperating, off-the-shelf commod-

ity computers and resources that serves as one virtual ma-

chine [3], [4]. The efficiency of a cluster depends on the

speed of processors of separate nodes and the efficiency

of network technology. Each computing node may have

different characteristics, i.e. may be of the single proces-

sor or the symmetric multiprocessor design, and may offer

various types of storage devices. In advanced computing

clusters, simple local networks are substituted by very fast

communication channels – dedicated networks made up of

low latency and high speed switches.

Numerous software tools supporting cluster computing have

been developed. Most of them rely on the single system

image (SSI) computing paradigm, where a group of com-

puting and storage resources is aggregated and is seen

by the user as a single system. SSI technology involves

a broad variety of techniques, from custom hardware and

hypervisors to dedicated operating systems and user-level

tools. A survey of classification schemes and implemen-

tation techniques is provided in [1]. Notable hardware,

hypervisor and kernel level techniques are discussed. The

focus is on distributed operating systems, both dedicated

operating systems and adaptations of existing operating sys-

tems. MOSIX [5] is one of the oldest and most commonly

known SSI kernel patches that provides transparent process

migration and automatic load balancing within the cluster.

MOSIX does not provide full SSI. All processes which were

launched on a given node are displayed, even if they have

been moved to remote nodes. However, processes initiated

on other nodes are not displayed. The unique space of pro-

cess IDs is preserved in OpenSSI [6] and Kerrighed [7]

systems. OpenSSI allows the migration of transparent pro-

cesses and groups of threads and enables load balancing

within the cluster. Kerrighed provides transparent migra-

tion of processes, as well as single threads. All kernel-

level implementations mentioned above are accompanied

by a complementary suite of user-level software tools.

2.2. Computing Grid

A grid [8] is a collection of loosely coupled, geograph-

ically distributed, heterogeneous computational resources

and devices. Initially, the idea of a grid was to expand the

parallel computing paradigm from tightly coupled clusters

onto geographically distributed computing systems. How-

ever, in practice, grids are utilized more often as a platform

for integration of loosely coupled applications. Nowadays,

computational grids enable the sharing and the aggregation

of a wide variety of geographically distributed computing

resources. Moreover, they present them as a unified re-

source for solving large-scale computation problems.

The resources that are taken into account in these defini-

tions include the following: computer clusters, supercom-

puters, databases and storage systems, visualization devices

and dedicated software. To facilitate the creation and main-

tenance of grids, several features have been assumed. The

most important of them are: scalability, adaptability, data

transfer, process scheduling and allocation, use of open

standard protocols, interfaces, and often processes migra-

tion. The calculation and data space are in fact heteroge-

neous, but virtually they are homogeneous. A broad spec-

trum of grid computing activities and scientific projects

have been carried out, e.g. a uniform interface for comput-
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ing resources Unicore [9], Globus Toolkit [10] – a software

toolkit used for building grids and many others described

in literature [11], [12].

2.3. Computing Cloud

In general, both grid and cloud computing offer similar

functionalities and serve the same purpose. However, their

implementations are different. The cloud computing model

offers facilities and common resources, on an on-demand

basis, over the Web [13], [14]. A typical cloud comput-

ing provider delivers common business applications on-

line. The applications are accessed from a Web service

or a Web browser, while the software and data are stored

on servers. Most cloud computing infrastructures consist

of services delivered through common centers and are built

on servers. Cloud often appears as a single point of access

for the customers’ computing needs. Quality of service

(QoS) and service level agreements (SLAs) are generally

expected. Cloud computing provides three remarkable ser-

vices: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Ser-

vice (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). Resource

virtualization is generally at the heart of cloud architec-

tures. The concept of virtualization provides an abstract,

logical overview of the physical resources and includes net-

works, servers and data stores. The basic idea is to join

physical resources and manage them as a whole. How-

ever, it should be noted that in classic HPC applications,

some performance degradation may occur while working

in a virtualized environment.

2.4. GPU Computing

A Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is a specialized mas-

sively parallel graphics processor that may be used as

a general purpose computing accelerator that is a low-cost,

highly accessible alternative to supercomputers [15]. GPU-

enabled parallel computing has become extremely popular

over the past decade. The GPU-based model for parallel

computing has rapidly increased its advance into different

areas of technology and is currently used to solve com-

plex scientific and engineering problems. GPUs allow to

perform massively parallel computations. Therefore, those

computation tasks which may be divided into large numbers

of independent parts are of special interest.

This technology may be specifically exploited for massive

data processing purposes. Using CPU and GPU jointly,

along with CUDA or OpenCL parallel computing plat-

forms, many real-world applications may be easily im-

plemented and are capable of running significantly faster

than on multicore or multiprocessor systems. Nowadays,

GPU clusters are one of the most progressive branches of

HPC. However, problems associated with the optimization

of memory management are still experienced when it is

necessary to provide fast access to data chunks exceeding

the size of the local GPU’s memory.

3. Job Scheduling and Load Balancing

Job scheduling and load balancing are one of the most im-

portant characteristics of distributed systems. Techniques

such as checkpointing, as well as placement and migration

of processes allow for transparent load balancing across

computing nodes. An efficient load balancing algorithm is

triggered when loads of nodes are not balanced or when

local resources are limited. Numerous static and dynamic

load balancing techniques have been developed for clus-

ter, grid and cloud systems. A survey on load balancing

algorithms is provided in [16]–[18].

There are many software tools for supporting job schedul-

ing and management in distributed systems. Torque [19] is

a distributed resource manager that provides control over

batch jobs and distributed computing resources. Torque

allows also to work in an interactive mode. Torque ex-

pands the original PBS system [20] offering scalability,

fault tolerance and better functionality. It may be inte-

grated with the Moab Cloud smart workload manager that

is responsible for load balancing and for optimizing ap-

plication performance. Torque is customizable to match

the needs of the computing system and the specific appli-

cation. Slurm [21] is a fault-tolerant and highly scalable

open source cluster management and job scheduling system

for Linux clusters of various sizes. Slurm provides a frame-

work for starting, executing and monitoring allocated jobs.

Moreover, the Slurm system manages a queue of pending

tasks. MapReduce and YARN represent two different ap-

proaches to job scheduling and managing cluster resources.

MapReduce [22] is a framework that provides and imple-

ments a programming model. It simplifies the process-

ing of massive volumes of data by using two subsequent

functions that handle data computations. The MapReduce

processing scheme is composed of a map method, which

performs data filtering, sorting and splitting, and a reduce

method, which performs a summary operation - processes

intermediate output data. In fact, the idea is to design data

for easy scheduling and cluster management. The YARN

resource management and job scheduling technology [23]

is more generic than MapReduce. YARN allows multiple

data processing engines, such as batch processing, real-time

streaming, interactive SQL and data science to handle data

stored on a single platform. Unlike MapReduce, YARN

enhances efficiency by splitting two main functionalities of

the job tracker into two separate daemons responsible for

allocation and management of cluster resources, and for

task scheduling and monitoring, respectively.

4. Platforms for Big Data Processing

Various software platforms for supporting large scale and

massive data distributed processing have been developed

during the past decade. Apache Hadoop ([23], [24]), is

a framework that enables distributed, scalable processing

of large data sets across clusters of computers utilizing a

simple programming model. It is designed to scale up from
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single servers to many (thousands) machines, each offering

local storage and processing capabilities. The power of

the Hadoop platform is based on the Hadoop Distributed

File System (HDFS), the HBase distributed and scalable

non-relational database and programming models. Hadoop

delivers a highly-available service on top of a cluster of

computers, each of which may be prone to failures. The

failures are detected and handled at the application layer.

The Hadoop community has contributed to enriching its

ecosystem both with open source projects and a wide range

of commercial tools and solutions. Some of the best-known

open source examples include:

• Pig – a framework for the generation of a high level

scripting language (Pig Latin),

• Hive – a data warehouse system that is designed to

simplify the use of Hadoop frameworks,

• JAQL – a declarative language designed to convert

high level queries into MapReduce jobs,

• Sqoop – software that provides a command-line in-

terface and moves relational data into HDFS,

• Oozie – a workflow scheduler system,

• Mahout – a framework for scalable machine learning,

etc.

A variety of commercial tools can be used for specific

Hadoop development, production, and maintenance tasks.

Hadoop is designed for batch processing.

Apache Spark [25] is a unified engine for Big Data process-

ing. Spark can run in a standalone mode or with a Hadoop

cluster serving as the data source. It is both a programming

and computing model. Spark provides an alternative to

MapReduce that enables workloads to be executed in mem-

ory, instead of on disk, thus eliminating resource-intensive

disk operations that MapReduce requires. It processes data

in RAM. The implemented data model is based on the Re-

silient Distributed Dataset (RDD) abstraction. The Spark

framework consists of components for memory manage-

ment, fault recovery, data exchange, task scheduling, etc.

The main Apache Spark use cases include the following:

streaming data, machine learning, fog computing, etc.

Apache Storm [26] is a scalable, rapid, fault-tolerant and

easy-to-use platform for distributed computing that has, un-

like Hadoop, the advantage of handling real time data pro-

cessing. A Storm interface may potentially support any

incoming data, hence data from real time synchronous and

asynchronous systems can be downloaded. It can process

one million tuples per second using a simple programming

model and hiding the complexity of the Big Data applica-

tion. Typical use cases include real-time analytics, online

machine learning, IoT, continuous computation, etc.

Apache Flink [27] is a framework for batch and stream pro-

cessing, event-time processing and stateful computations. It

can run in all common cluster environments, perform com-

putations at in-memory speed and on a high scale. Simi-

larly to Storm, it may be successfully used to develop soft-

ware systems for fraud and anomaly detection, monitoring,

as well as real-time and discrete-event simulation.

5. Platforms for Big Data Visualization

and Machine Learning

A number of tools for Big Data analysis, visualization and

machine learning are available in the network. RapidMiner

Studio [28], Orange [29] and Weka [30] belong to this

group of solutions. Numerous novel applications have been

designed and developed for browsing, interpreting, visual-

izing and analyzing large-scale sequencing data. Several of

these, including Tablet [31] have been designed specifically

for the visualization of genome sequence assemblies. Other

tools, such as BamView [32] have been developed specifi-

cally to visualize mapped read alignment data in the context

of the reference sequence. Artemis is a freely available inte-

grated platform for visualization and analysis of large-scale

experimental data. It is an established genome annotation

tool [33] that has been used in many genome projects. It

is an effective tool for visualization, analysis, interpretation

and inspection of high-throughput sequence-based experi-

mental data [34].

Plenty of platforms and packages have been developed for

social network analysis and visualization. The survey of

most popular ones, which find a wide range applications,

including network theory, finance, biology, sociology, etc.,

is presented in [35].

6. Simulation Frameworks

Simulation of large scale systems is another issue requir-

ing attention. Simulation and Big Data analytics produce

the most value when used together. Methods for Big Data

analytics process simulation data, extract valuable informa-

tion and convert it into proper decisions or predictions of

future behavior – all in a short period of time. The com-

bination of efficient and reliable simulation software and

specialized (purpose-built) hardware optimized for simu-

lation workloads is crucial to fully exploit the value of

simulating Big Data problems. The simulation power can

be increased by deploying both HPC infrastructures and

computing models that enable fast job execution and de-

liver the highest possible computing performance for the

simulation workloads. Synchronous and asynchronous dis-

tributed simulation is one of the options that may improve

the scalability of a simulator, both in terms of application

size and execution speed, enabling large-scale systems to

be simulated in real time [36], [37].

Investigations conducted in the field the development of

modern simulation technologies have led to the design of

general-purpose and problem-oriented software tools for

Big Data systems simulations. ScalaTion [38] serves as

a modeling and simulation testbed. It provides compre-

hensive support for discrete event simulation, and offers
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an easy-to-use framework for Big Data analytics and many

optimization solvers that may be successfully used to solve

simulation-optimization problems. A software framework

for federated simulation of WSN and mobile ad-hoc net-

works is presented in [39]. Paper [40] reviews several

large-scale military simulations producing Big Data and

describes two software frameworks for simulation and Big

Data management, based on layered and service-oriented

architectures.

GPU-based simulation platforms are mainly dedicated

to massive data processing, e.g. high performance neu-

ral network simulators [41], [42], simulation of P sys-

tems – computational models that perform calculations us-

ing a biologically-inspired process [43], large scale volume

of data visualization [44], and more.

Some software platforms have been designed to simulate

large-scale distributed data centers and computer networks.

Jade [45] is a heterogeneous multiprocessor design simu-

lation environment that allows to simulate inter-chip net-

works, network-on-chips and intra-rack networks utilizing

optical and electrical interconnects. Jade supports mem-

ory hierarchy, cache coherence and low-power technologies.

SimGrid [46] can be used to simulate grids, clouds, HPC or

P2P systems, as well as to evaluate heuristics or prototype

applications. CloudSim [47], [13] is a Java framework for

modeling and simulating cloud computing infrastructures

and services. It is one of the most popular open source

cloud simulators in the research and academia community.

Multi2Sim [48] is a software platform for simulation of

CPU and GPU technologies, used to test and validate new

hardware designs before they are physically manufactured.

7. Energy-Aware Infrastructure for HPC

Computing

7.1. Energy Conservation and HPC Computing

Nowadays, energy efficiency in all sectors, including HPC

infrastructure, is a key part of European energy policies for

the upcoming decade [49], [50]. Energy awareness is an

important aspect of design and management processes in-

volving large-scale data centers. Over the past decade, the

amount of energy used by data centers has grown rapidly.

This stems primarily from the growing demand for HPC

services and computing clouds. Thus, progress in HPC

systems depends on energy-efficient data mining and com-

puting technologies.

Indeed, data centers, supporting both HPC applications

and cloud services, consume enormous amounts of energy.

Over the period of five years (2005–2010), the amount of

energy consumed by data centers has increased by 56%,

which accounts to 1.5% of the total electrical energy used

in 2010. Growing energy consumption increases operating

costs of data centers and contributes CO2 (carbon dioxide)

production. According to the analysis of current trends pre-

sented and discussed in [51], CO2 emissions generated by

the ICT industry are expected to exceed 2% of the global

emission levels [52], [53]. Data centers are very energy in-

tensive. Typical power densities in commodity data centers

equal 538–2153 W/m2 [54], and are even higher in the case

of classic HPCs, exceeding 5000 W/m2 [55]. High energy

consumption is attributed primarily to the computing and

networking demands and to cooling equipment. The cool-

ing system may use, on average, up to 40% of the energy

consumed by a given data center.

Energy efficiency (FLOPS/W) of ICT systems continues to

improve. However, the rate of improvement does not match

the growing demand for large scale computing. Unless new

energy-aware technologies are introduced, both in hardware

and software domains, it seems that it will not be possible

to meet DARPA’s 20-MW exaflop goal (50 GFLOPS/W)

by the year 2020 (50 GFLOPS/W) by the year 2020 [3].

Computational power improvements are, in fact, heavily

constrained by energy budgets that are necessary for driv-

ing computing grids, clouds and data centers. Limiting

power consumption and related thermal emissions has be-

come a key problem. Based on technology development-

related projections, it has been argued that the continued

scaling of the available systems will eventually lead to data

centers consuming more than a gigawatt of electrical power

(at Exaflop level), a value that violates the economic ratio-

nale for the provision of cloud or HPC services. Opti-

mization of energy consumption in data centers must be

addressed in response to environment protection and mar-

ket needs.

As an answer to the momentum that has been created, con-

siderable research efforts devoted to energy-efficient com-

puting and networking technologies have been undertaken

both in the research domain and on the ICT market. The

rapid increase in energy demand, generated by data centers

and network infrastructures, may be mitigated on software

and hardware levels. According to [56], the following in-

terrelated approaches and solutions can be distinguished:

• design and development of energy-efficient hardware

components (CPUs/GPUs, disks, memory units, net-

work interface cards, etc.),

• development of energy-saving systems for controlling

hardware components (servers, routers, etc.),

• introduction of energy-efficient control frameworks

for task scheduling and workload balancing.

New computing components, i.e. CPUs/GPUs, disks,

memory units, network line cards, have been developed

to operate in multiple (performance and idle) modes

and at differentiated energy consumption levels (ACPI).

Mode switching and high-frequency performance monitor-

ing functions have also been exposed by co-designed Ap-

plication Program Interfaces (API) [57]. Development of

APIs and management tools is essential for optimized use

of computing resources. On the other hand, system-wide

regulation of power consumption needs to be controlled

by a centralized management framework, capable of col-

lecting and processing energy consumption measurements,
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and taking, in real time, coordinated actions across the data

center infrastructure.

Fig. 1. Server utilization histogram [58].

According to [58], data center server utilization rate rarely

approaches 100% (see Fig. 1). Most of the time the servers

operate at 10–50% of their full capacity. This results from

the requirements of providing sufficient quality of service

(QoS) provisioning margins. The over-subscription of com-

puting resources is applied as a sound strategy to eliminate

potential breakdowns caused by traffic fluctuations or inter-

nal disruptions stemming from hardware or software faults.

A fair amount of slack capacity is also required for the

purpose of performing maintenance tasks. However, the

strategy of resource over-provisioning is clearly a source

of energy waste, i.e. the provisioned power supply is less

than the sum of the possible peak power demands of all

the servers [59]. This highlights the problem of distribut-

ing power throughout the entire data center. To keep the

total power consumption within the available power range,

servers are equipped with power (ACPI-based) budgeting

mechanisms capable of limiting their power use. The chal-

lenge of energy-efficient data center or cloud control is,

therefore, to design a control structure improving the uti-

lization of computing resources and reducing energy usage

in accordance with QoS constraints in a highly stochastic

environment, capable of providing fast responses to fluc-

tuations in application workloads. To reduce energy con-

sumption, the control system is required to dynamically

deactivate and reactivate (by switching between low-power

modes) physical computing elements (CPU/GPU, memory,

interconnect) to meet the observable resource demand.

Moreover, data intensive computing, and especially Big

Data processing, requires advanced methodologies to ef-

ficiently allocate resources (CPU, memory and network ca-

pacity) to user applications. In general, the idea is to reduce

the gap between the capacity provided by data centers and

networking environments, and the requirements of users,

especially during low workload periods. Nowadays, the

main challenge is to arrange and adapt all available meth-

ods and techniques to develop energy-efficient and flexible

power control systems encompassing all elements of clus-

ter, grid and cloud infrastructures.

7.2. Energy-Saving Technologies

Improvement of energy efficiency of data centers and net-

work infrastructures includes, as it has been already men-

tioned, optimization of performance of CPU units and net-

work interfaces. For an overview of recent design trends

and a detailed discussion on related technical issues con-

cerned with the energy conservation approaches and solu-

tions, see e.g. [56], [60]–[63]. A commonly used direction

is to apply novel measurement technologies and utilize as-

sessment of energy consumption characteristics exposing

power management functionality through APIs. A detailed

study of energy monitoring mechanisms for data centers

can be found in [64]. A discussion of power consumption

identification problems has been presented in [65], [66].

A survey of memory power management has been presented

in [67], [68].

The second approach focuses on control systems and mech-

anisms adjusting performance of devices to their short-term

workload. Two main technologies are distinguished in this

context, namely, low power idle and service rate adapta-

tion. They are discussed in [69], [66]. The first one allows

a device to switch off for a short period of time when-

ever there is no workload to be processed, while the other

one allows a device to lower its service rate – dynamic

voltage frequency scaling (DVFS) mechanisms can be used

whenever reduced workloads are observed. The 802.3az

Ethernet standard [4] is an example of the implementation

of the low power idle technology. The service rate adap-

tation of Ethernet links has been presented and discussed

in [70]. Two mechanisms implementing low power idle and

adaptive rate concepts to control the performance of CPUs

are delivered by Linux kernel:

• cpuidle governor [71],

• cpufreq governor [61], [56], [72].

In [73], a design of a feedback controller for solving

the problem of low utilization of servers in a data-center

running I/O-intensive applications is proposed. To adjust

CPU frequency, the controller relies on energy-related

system-wide feedback rather than on CPU utilization lev-

els. A technique to reduce memory bus and memory bank

contention by DVFS-based control of thread execution on

each core is presented in [74]. The process model iden-

tification technique applied for the purpose of designing

CPU frequency control mechanisms has been presented

in [61]. A feedback control design methodology that leads

to stochastic minimization of performance loss is described

in [75]. The optimal design of a controller is formulated

as a problem of stochastic minimization of runtime perfor-

mance error for selected classes of applications. A super-

vised learning technique is used to predict the performance

state of the processor for each incoming job and to reduce

the overhead of state observation (see [76]). A hardware-

level implementation and performance of power manage-

ment mechanisms, allowing for independent DVFS of the

cores of a multi-core processor that integrates 48 cores and

4 DDR3 memory channels is given in [77].
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Fig. 2. General control framework architecture.

A DVFS technique that makes use of adaptive update in-

tervals for optimal frequency and voltage scheduling has

been proposed in [78]. An optimized control strategy was

developed to meet the workload processing deadlines. Pa-

pers [61], [79], and [56] address issues concerned with the

structure of optimized energy-aware CPU frequency scaling

rules. A class of CPU frequency switching rules, exploiting

DVFS, is discussed. A benchmarking methodology derived

from the RFC2544 specification for identification of models

of CPU workload dynamics is proposed and discussed.

Next, it is demonstrated how the proposed models can

be applied in the design of customized energy-aware

controllers that dynamically adjust CPU frequency to

application-specific workload patterns. The numerous ex-

periments referred to above show that customized con-

trollers may outperform standard general-purpose governors

of the Linux kernel, both in terms of server performance

and power saving capabilities.

The third approach to energy conservation in HPC sys-

tems has been focusing on the development of mechanisms

for energy management in data centers and networks link-

ing computing nodes. Performance metrics for green data

centers have been discussed in [80], [64]. It is believed

that considerable energy savings may be achieved in this

scenario if only operations of computing and network de-

vices are coordinated and adjusted to workload and traf-

fic patterns observed. In some scenarios, the energy con-

sumed by clusters and network infrastructures may be min-

imized by switching off or idling servers, routers or line

cards [81], [82]. The ability to control the activity of com-

puting nodes is provided by various tools and platforms

described in Sections 3 and 4, for instance by Slurm.

Moreover, various efforts have been undertaken to develop

energy-efficient task scheduling, load balancing and green

routing protocols [83]–[85], [72]. However, optimized task

scheduling and allocation becomes much more difficult

with the classic makespan criterion with energy-efficiency

and user-perceived QoS [86], [87] taken into consideration.

Figure 2 shows an overview of a general computer system

for an energy-aware data center. The system introduces dy-

namic power and performance control technologies, based

on standby and performance scaling capabilities, improving

energy efficiency of computing devices. The idea is to com-

bine the ability of setting the adequate energy states of the

computing devices using CPU frequency switching rules,

exploiting DVFS implemented along with a control mecha-

nism for optimization of the allocation of resources used by

the central unit. The knowledge of the expected computing

workload and network traffic matrix leads to considerable

and comprehensive optimization problem formulations that

have to be solved by the central dispatcher.

A literature survey of green cloud computing is provided

in [88]. The paper demonstrates the main achievements in

energy-aware computing clouds. The recent developments

are summarized, as well as future research directions and

open problems related to green cloud computing are pre-

sented. Other novel solutions in the field of cluster, grid and

cloud energy use optimization are surveyed in [89], [90].

8. Summary and Conclusions

HPC facilities and technologies are required in a rapidly in-

creasing number of data-intensive domains – from life and

physical sciences to socioeconomic systems. Thus, the Big

Data era offers HPC striking opportunities to expand its

range and to strengthen its societal and economic impact.

A broad spectrum of activities concerned with the devel-

opment of HPC infrastructure and middleware for solving

Big Data problems have been undertaken. Much of the

research has been devoted to the development of methods,

algorithms and techniques for energy conservation in data

centers, grids, clouds and computer networks. To meet

the increasing demand for computing power, a holistic ap-

proach to energy-aware design of hardware, middleware

and data processing applications is proposed. This paper
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presents an overview of middleware, software platforms and

simulation platforms for solving Big Data problems. Par-

ticular attention is paid to techniques developed to improve

energy efficiency of HPC infrastructure. We have taken

a look at power-saving algorithms utilizing low power idle

and service rate adaptation mechanisms and algorithms for

task scheduling and energy-efficient load balancing. How-

ever, although numerous energy conservation strategies and

systems have been proposed and described in literature, de-

velopment of scalable, energy-efficient infrastructures for

HPC still remains a challenging task.
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Abstract—The number of data centers (DCs) used for storing

and processing data has evolved rapidly in recent years. How-

ever, the operations held by DCs may relate to a number of

disadvantages, primarily presuming in excessive energy and

power consumption due to the poor management standards

applied. This may lead to a situation in which many de-

vices within the DC operate at full capacity without any tasks

assigned for actual execution. A Software Defined Network

(SDN) is a network architecture where the control plane is an

independent entity from the data plane, yielding to a higher

controllability and flexibility over the network. Through the

utilization of SDN architecture, a highly functional energy

aware network may be established. In this paper, we pro-

pose a heuristic algorithm that monitors the current status of

an SDN network (in addition to all ingoing and outgoing traf-

fic), in order to dynamically and efficiently allocate network

resources by ensuring that only the necessary network devices

are active and by turning the idle ones off. The results show

that the proposed algorithm reduces energy consumption of

the network compared to existing solutions.

Keywords—computer network management, network servers,

software defined networking, virtual machines.

1. Introduction

The data center (DC) is considered to be the heart of any

organization or company, since it is responsible for all net-

working operations and for the handling of all ingoing and

outgoing data [1], [2]. The hardware that may be found

inside a data center includes servers, switches, routers,

storage devices, etc., with all of them interconnected via

a backbone network to create a comprehensive solution

enabling global information exchange [3], [4]. Thus, the

term data center often relates to an enormous area or an

entire building that houses networking equipment and in-

frastructure [3], [5]. The exponential increase in Internet

traffic calls for the construction of more DCs to ensure

that massive storage capacities and fast processing speeds

are guaranteed. However, building more DCs will increase

the operational costs due to increased energy consump-

tion [6]–[8].

Extensive research has been conducted to ensure energy

efficient operation of DCs [7], [9]–[11], taking into con-

sideration various, energy-intensive DC systems, such as

the cooling installation, for instance [5], [6]. Researchers

have proposed the use of renewable energy sources to power

DCs [6], [12], [13]. However, these sources do not of-

fer sufficient reliability levels due to their dependency on

weather conditions (sun or wind) [6], [14]. Others have

proposed creating a hybrid system that integrates non-

renewable and renewable energy sources to balance energy

expenses and pollution level [6], [12]–[14].

Excessive energy consumption of DCs may also be caused

by poor allocation of DC resources. For example, many

devices in a DC may be actively operating at full ca-

pacity without being assigned any tasks [5], [6]. There-

fore, optimized resource allocation algorithms are proposed

in order to handle traffic efficiently and to turn idle de-

vices off [7], [10], [15], [16]. However, switching off some

devices might cause degradation in Quality of Service

(QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE), especially dur-

ing the peak load periods. Thus, such algorithms must

consider maintaining acceptable QoS and the QoE le-

vels [8], [10], [11].

The primary aim of this paper is to highlight and resolve the

underlying consequences of the failure to manage DC re-

sources in an efficient manner – a phenomenon that leads to

high energy consumption, loss of packets, delays, as well as

degraded QoS and QoE levels. The solution focuses on op-

timizing resource allocation and traffic routing procedures

within the DC. The proposed network topology is based

on Software Defined Networking (SDN) which separates

the control plane from the data plane. By doing so, SDN

offers good programming flexibility and enables dynamic

adjustment based on the current network state and on the

network’s incoming traffic.

The network will function in the following manner. The

main server will be used as a controller unit to manage

and supervise all network operations, while other servers

will be used to process the traffic and execute the appro-

priate actions based upon the commands that they receive

from the host controller. The controller is responsible for

monitoring and analyzing the network’s status, in order to

take optimized decisions on managing the data flow and

alternating the on/off state of the network devices. Physi-

cal servers are consolidated and reconfigured into multiple
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virtual machines (VMs). This is done for the purpose of

reducing the number of active devices within the network

and, therefore, decreasing the amount of energy and power

drawn by the DC. Servers are able to host multiple VMs to

make full use of their capacity, where each VM represents

a process/task requested by a client. The capacity of each

VM is adjusted based on the volume of traffic emerging

from the client. Likewise, the controller prioritizes incom-

ing traffic by providing more resources to the client with

a higher traffic volume. This approach is used to assure

that no overload is encountered for the purpose of mini-

mizing the chances of experiencing packet loss or delays,

and to maintain satisfactory QoS and QoE levels. To avoid

overload, the controller will not route traffic to a network

device if its load exceeds a specified threshold value.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

discusses different research papers addressing the proposed

issue. Section 3 presents detailed information about the

methodology used while developing the proposed energy

saving system. Section 4 focuses on the results retrieved

from the emulated network, to prove the successful opera-

tion of the proposed solution.

2. Literature Review

The cost of electricity used by DCs is expected to ap-

proach 8% of the overall cost of electric power used world-

wide by 2020 [5], [7]. Therefore, energy saving techniques

have evolved, with main advances achieved in the area of

chip-, infrastructure- and system-level energy saving tech-

nologies [17].

The chip-level energy saving approach highlights a dynamic

adjustment of CPU frequency and voltage supply to de-

crease overall power consumption [17]. The infrastructure-

level energy saving technology consists in installing effi-

cient cooling and heat dissipation systems to avoid high

temperatures in DCs [17], [18]. Moving forward, the

system-level energy saving method consists in dynamically

arranging and distributing workload and tasks between the

available devices [17]. However, the underlying question

is whether those methods would compromise QoS or QoE

offered to end users. The answer would be positive in some

cases. However, novel solutions have appeared to address

the issue of low QoS and QoE [4].

2.1. Minimizing Cost While Going Green

Going green refers to consuming the minimum amount

of energy and reducing carbon dioxide emissions. Experts

suggest that renewable energy should be used as source

of power for data centers [6]. However, renewable energy

systems, e.g. those relying on the sun, require clear skies

in order to operate efficiently. Wind is another source

of renewable energy, yet its prevalence cannot be guaran-

teed [6]. To use both renewable and non- renewable energy

sources increases the cost of data centers. In addition, the

issue of overloads caused by massive traffic waves has not

been addressed, resulting in low levels of quality experi-

ence by end-users, as well as in packet loss, delays and

high latency levels.

2.2. Traffic

Statistics reveal that the amounts of power drawn by data

centers during peak traffic loads are staggering [19]. How-

ever, since traffic intensity fluctuates between day and night,

some of the network devices may be turned off to save

power during light traffic conditions [20]. On the other

hand, if some of the devices are to be turned off, this may

cause serious issues and complications affecting data pro-

cessing. For example, in the case of a traffic strike, the

data center will be unable to handle the surge due to some

of its devices being inactive [1], [20]. To resolve this mat-

ter, the controller should continuously monitor traffic loads

and make decisions to switch devices on or off accord-

ingly [10], [20], [21]. This process should be dynamic, in

order not to affect ongoing operation of the center [20].

2.3. Routing Algorithms

It is important to maintain an approach that unravels how

each task should be transmitted through the ideal path, in

the sense of going through the minimum number of devices

to get to the final destination that possesses the appropriate

capacity to execute the task at hand. Ideal capacity refers

to CPU and memory demands that are to be preserved ac-

cording to the amount of traffic. Such an approach allows

to use the resources rapidly to avoid packet loss and de-

lays [4]. To achieve this, a mechanism should be available

in the network to enable it to calculate the CPU power

and other requirements of a given task, and to prioritize

it accordingly [4]. A high priority task is provided with

relevant resources and is given priority over other tasks, so

that it may be processed faster. In addition, the algorithm

that searches for the shortest path to direct traffic to the

appropriate server for execution, should make sure that the

server is unoccupied [21], [22]. For instance, when a server

is overloaded, the SDN controller uses another node to mi-

grate the traffic to an unoccupied server for processing.

2.4. QoS and QoE

QoS and QoE are two important factors when considering

end user satisfaction and when rating DC capacity. QoS

is determined by diminishing packet loss, delay and high

latency levels [8], [23]. When subjected to any of those

factors, the service offered to the end user subject to dete-

rioration, due to the distorted or damaged nature of infor-

mation received [23]. Delay, especially when receiving any

type of visual information, may occur easily if the trans-

mission time is not synchronized between the source and

the client. High latency occurs mainly when the data cen-

ter suffers from traffic overload and is unable to process

data in an efficient and rapid manner. This causes late re-

sponses experienced by the end user. QoE depends on all
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three factors listed pertaining to QoS. However, delay and

packet loss play a huge role in affecting QoE [8]. Two

experiments in [8] were conducted to prove how packet

loss and delay negatively affect the quality of a video

stream.

2.5. Network Function Virtualization

In network function virtualization (NFV), hardware com-

ponents are replaced by a software algorithm [8]. Such

an approach results in less hardware being used in data

centers. Hence, the reduced amount of energy consumed.

Cost is also cut down, as DCs are no longer required to

purchase expensive hardware, and providing maintenance

is no more a consideration [8], [10]. Unlike traditional

data centers, NFV technology enables easy control and

surveillance of the execution of processes and facilitates

the routing of traffic, especially when integrated with SDN

technology [8], [10].

2.6. Software Defined Network

Software Defined Network (SDN) offers infrastructure

providers (InPs) better control over the network. It en-

ables easy modification of all components present within

the network using a software algorithm [8], [10], [24]–[26].

The control plane offers full control over all components

within a given network. It is able to monitor traffic, ana-

lyze work loads, migrate traffic, turn off idle servers and

prioritize tasks in a dynamic manner using SDN technol-

ogy [4], [27]. Statistical data about traffic load and analy-

ses of the work processes are updated periodically in order

to make dynamic decisions and to identify the necessary

network changes accordingly [4], [7], [27], [28]. The con-

trol plane calculates CPU and bandwidth requirements of

the tasks/requests in order to route them to the appropri-

ate server that has the required capacity to process them

rapidly. The requirements of various tasks are sorted based

on priority. The higher the CPU and bandwidth require-

ment, the higher the priority granted to the task in order to

process it quicker [4], [7], [27], [28]. This helps decrease

latency within the data center, and also facilitates dealing

with workloads in a dynamic manner. Interaction between

the control plane and the data plane and the sending of

control signals are based on the standard SDN protocol

known as Open Flow, where cooperation with the forward-

ing plane is established to manage the data as per the main

controller’s instructions [8], [10], [24].

What distinguishes SDN technology from other existing

network architectures is the flexible programmable inter-

face. It may be effortlessly upgraded by updating the algo-

rithm to suit the changing needs of the data center. This is

in contrast with existing networks, where numerous changes

need to be introduced on hardware and software levels if

the data centre acquires an upgrade [7], [8], [10], [24]–[26].

SDN and NFV are two technologies that are highly similar.

The main difference lies in the scope of responsibility of

each technology. SDN is liable for global control, resource

allocation, routing decision making and work flow process

within a network, while NFV is an algorithm that executes

those processes instead of having a hardware device to per-

form the task [8], [10], [26].

Implementing both technologies together creates a hybrid

data center with flexible control over a network that is pro-

grammable [7], [27], [29], and conserves energy.

2.7. CPU Frequency

In [30] extensive research and tests have been conducted to

construct a dynamic mechanism that changes the router’s

CPU frequency on single-core and multi-core processors,

based on incoming traffic intensity. With low traffic in-

tensity, CPU frequency is lowered to reduce power con-

sumption. When incoming traffic intensity increases, CPU

frequency is increased dynamically to meet the network’s

demands. This mechanism allows to save power while en-

suring efficient traffic handling and management [30].

CPU frequency may be manipulated via hardware- or

software-based methods [12]. In hardware, the logical pro-

cessor’s request to achieve a specific frequency rate is stored

in a register, and then the processor with the highest re-

quired frequency will be chosen. The main drawback of

the hardware method is the frequency difference between

the processors, where one processor may experience a high

load while running on a low CPU frequency, because the

decision of other lightly loaded processors to maintain the

low CPU frequency has been complied with. The solution

is to implement software that utilizes the hardware-provided

information about the load and provides the appropriate

CPU frequency to each processor independently. Alterna-

tively, it may balance the running load of the applications

in a manner that evenly distributes them amongst the pro-

cessors to provide an equivalent dynamic frequency rate for

all processors [12].

3. Methodology

The factors that cause excessive energy consumption may

be divided into two categories: internal and external. Exter-

nal causes include poor placement of network components

inside the data center, where many active devices are pur-

chased and used to accommodate the incoming traffic and

to avoid overload. Internal causes related to inefficient re-

source allocation inside the network, leading to overloads.

This may cause glitches, where some network devices stop

responding, yielding to delays, high latencies and packet

loss. Here, we focus on internal resource allocation, with

its purpose being to evade overload and to ensure maxi-

mized use of all network device resources. This ensures

that no energy is dissipated without being used. The num-

ber of physical active devices inside the DC network is

minimized as well.

3.1. Proposed Energy Saving System

The proposed energy saving approach consists in employ-

ing an optimized dynamic resource allocation heuristic
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algorithm that controls the flow of traffic and manages it

in a dynamic manner. Dynamic management refers to cre-

ating a system that has the ability to monitor traffic and

analyze the workload inside the DC based on information

collected and processed, with traffic being then routed to

the appropriate destination.

The network system will be designed and created using

C++, relying both on SDN and NFV technologies. The

system will have the form of a small network for demon-

stration purposes; however, the heuristic may be incorpo-

rated into large scale networks as well. The aim is to attain

results that reveal a huge reduction in energy consumption,

while accomplishing a network resource utilization rate.

The results may be verified by monitoring statistical data

available after the programs were executed multiple times,

as the process of the users’ arrival to the system is ran-

dom. The success of the algorithm heuristic will also be

confirmed through the comparison of the amount of energy

consumed in the proposed approach and in other solutions

found in traditional DCs. The network has a main server,

which will be considered as the controller shown in Fig. 1.

The other servers in the network are responsible for execut-

ing and processing data based upon the command signals

that they receive from the controller. The controller has the

privilege of supervising all of the network devices, such as

switches, hosts and virtual machines. The network has two

switches, each connected to two servers or hosts, where

each host has a number of virtual machines (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The proposed network architecture.

The switches are of the Cisco Catalyst 4948 WS-C4948-S

variety. When in the idle state, the power drawn by the

switch is 176 W, which equals approximately 58.6% of the

full load power of 300 W. To avoid unnecessary energy

dissipation, idle switches are dynamically turned off when

they are not in use. However, when a huge wave of traffic

enters the network, they are turned back on. To avoid over-

load on the switches and to reduce the power consumed by

them, a maximum threshold for power and capacity is set

at 95% of the original power and capacity, translating to

285 W at 253 MHz. The controller will take into consid-

eration the threshold as the highest permitted capacity and

power consumption value which should not be exceeded

when calculating and routing traffic towards the designated

switch.

The servers (hosts) are based on Intel Xeon Quad Core pro-

cessors, and operate at 2.27 GHz. The power consumed by

idle servers amounts to 100 W a piece, which equals 71.4%

of the full load power of 140 W. To avoid energy dissipa-

tion, idle servers or servers with no traffic are dynamically

turned off. Similarly, when a huge wave of traffic enters

the network, those servers are turned back on to accom-

modate the workload. The maximum power and capacity

threshold for the servers is set at 95% of the original power

and capacity level, translating to 133 W at 2.16 GHz. This

allows to avoid overload and surges in energy and power

consumption.

3.2. Algorithm Insights

The controller maintains the maximum threshold values for

the switches/servers and ensures that they are not exceeded

by continuously monitoring the available capacity and the

incoming workload, and by calculating the power of the

server/switch k as:

Pk = r Pmax +(1− r)PmaxUk(t)bk , (1)

where 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 is the percentage of time in which

the server is idle, Pmax is the maximum power of the

server/switch at full load, Uk(t) denotes the utilization of

server/switch k, and bk is a Boolean number that is zero if

server/switch k does not have any assigned tasks and it will

be set to one if switch/server k has been assigned a task for

execution. The utilization, Uk(t), is calculated as:

Uk(t) =
C bk

Original capacity
, (2)

where C represents the utilized capacity of switch/server k.

The number of the incoming clients is preset. However,

the amount of traffic that each client conveys is random.

Fig. 2. Users with random bitrates initially enter at random times

and are then sorted in an ascending order.
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In addition, the arrival time of each client is also random.

After completion of the network analysis process, the con-

troller monitors the incoming traffic and sorts the users

according to their arrival times, as shown in Fig. 2, and

then calculates the remaining available capacity on each

switch/server through Eqs. (1) and (2) to assure that the

capacity is sufficient for all users arriving at the same time.

If the bitrate of all users arriving at the same time is greater

than the available capacities of all the switches and servers,

the controller will allow the entrance of only some of the

users, which the network components can accommodate

without getting overloaded for the purpose of processing

them, while other users will be terminated/blocked to avoid

overload. Users who have been blocked/terminated may es-

tablish a new connection request later.

The aim of sorting the users’ arrival times in an ascending

order is to apply the FIFO management technique, where

users who arrive first get served first, which is a crucial

step towards assuring that the clients will not experience

significant delays. Eliminating the overload problem eradi-

cates session timeouts that lead to delays and loss of pack-

ets by the network. Figure 2 is a simple representation

that deliberates the processes going on inside the network,

assuming that eight random users with random bitrates

ranging from 10 to 99 Mbps are generated with random

arrival times ranging from 1 to 4 s. The algorithm will pri-

marily sort the users in an ascending order based on their

arrival time and will then determine the number of users

entering at the same instant. It then starts with the sec-

ond one and observes how many users arrived at that time

(in Fig. 2, it is only one user). It compares the bitrates of

those users against the available capacity on the switch. If

the switch has enough capacity, the user is allowed to enter

and is served. The user processing time will be calculated

and when the traffic is processed inside the switch, the

users exit and are be transported to the appropriate host

destination, down to a virtual machine inside the host,

where appropriate capacity is provided based upon the

user’s demands.

3.3. Power and Energy Saving

To reduce the number of active devices and energy con-

sumption, servers are consolidated into VMs. This en-

sures maximum utilization, while keeping the rest of the

servers/hosts off. When traffic comes from multiple clients,

the controller will observe which client has the most vol-

Fig. 3. Network stages of the proposed algorithm.
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ume of traffic to move the data to the appropriate VM,

granting it a higher CPU rate and providing priority over

others to assure that no packet loss or delays occur. If the

network faces a low traffic wave, it will direct the traffic

through one of the switches while keeping the other switch

off, and the same applies to the hosts. Subsequently, if the

network components are finished with processing traffic and

become idle, the controller will dynamically turn them off

to decrease energy and power consumption. However, they

will get turned back on if a huge amount of traffic enters

the network. A feasible representation of the individual

stages of the algorithm applied to incoming users is shown

in Fig. 3.

3.4. Testing Procedure

The assessment of the proposed heuristic algorithm is an

essential measure for revealing the reliability and the suc-

cess of the new algorithm. Results may be observed as

the program is executed, presenting a clear map of all pro-

cesses going on inside the network at each stage. Starting

from the moment the users enter the network at each time

instant, until the time they exit. Statistics are also provided

throughout the execution process to reveal how much ca-

pacity was used by each user on each switch and host.

Furthermore, the algorithm displays the capacity left after

each user has entered and exited the network device con-

cerned. Likewise, at the end, the algorithm indicates the

number of users that were terminated for the purpose of

avoiding overloading the network. It also previews how

much power has been consumed in each second and on

each switch/host, as the users enter at different times.

4. Results and Findings

In this section, we disclose the results and findings based

on the examination of the algorithm concerned. The emu-

lated proposal employs random inputs, such as traffic and

arrival times for each of the users. To validate functionality

of the heuristic algorithm, a mapping representation may

be drawn up showing user’s progress through all routing

stages inside the network, as shown in Fig. 3.

4.1. Resource Allocation and Mapping

In stage one, when the incoming traffic is processed and

enters stages 2–4, the outcome may be clearly seen in Fig. 4.

The program output is based on a sample of 108 different

users who enter at random times ranging from 1 to 4 s.

The observation that can be made is concerned with how

the users are served the moment they enter the network

and how the switches are turned on and off based upon the

number of users and the amount of their traffic.

Primarily, the number of users and their traffic amount en-

tering at each time instant are noted and then the available

capacity on the network devices is computed. As a result,

each user’s traffic is routed to the device which has suffi-

cient capacity to serve the user and the total time required

to serve the user is calculated. For example, as depicted

in Fig. 4, the users entering in second one are served by

a switch and then they are directed out of the switch before

the new users arrive at second two. The algorithm goes on

until all users have been served and have exited the switch

towards the hosts.

Fig. 4. Traffic handling and routing inside the network.

Fig. 5. Illustration of traffic with overlapping intervals between

exit time and new arrival time are guided.

Another example is concerned with a situation in which

the exit time of the current user(s) overlaps with the arrival

time of new incoming user(s), as illustrated in Fig. 5. The

controller took the users arriving at 0.5 s and guided them

to switch one, after it has realized that their exit time is

beyond second one, which is the arrival time of the next

incoming user(s). The controller granted access to switch

one to the user(s) arriving at second one and it has also

turned off switch two because it state is idle. Notice that

the controller keeps track of the available capacity of each

switch on a continuous basis, after each arrival or exit of
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a new user. another observation may be made in Fig. 5,

showing that as one user exits switch one at 0.5 s, it imme-

diately enters host one, while keeping idle hosts 2–4 off.

After the user has entered host one, it will be assigned to

a virtual machine, where appropriate CPU capacity will be

dynamically provided to accommodate the workload and to

process it efficiently. This process continues until the traf-

fic of all users has been processed and guided out of the

network.

Fig. 6. Blockage rate.

The number of blocked users who were not served inside

the network due to network capacity constraints and the

threshold set to avoid overload, are displayed at the end, as

shown in Fig. 6. QoS is maintained through the illustra-

tion on how the users are served. As shown in Fig. 5, all

users who have been served by the network have not expe-

rienced any delays. That is, they have exited the network

as per the expected exit time calculated initially when they

entered the network. For the considered simulation parame-

ters, the network has also not experienced any overload, and

the blockage constraint in the proposed algorithm is incor-

porated for the purpose of avoiding bottlenecks, overload

and delays. As these issues are evaded, it can be confirmed

that the proposed algorithm does not compromise QoS.

4.2. Confirming Energy and Power Conservation

A test was conducted on the designed network with 204

random users and random incoming bit rates. Figure 7

unveils energy consumption, in J/s, after the users have

passed through all network stages and have exited the net-

work. Since switch two was turned off (energy is zero)

throughout the entire test, due to the fact that no incoming

traffic has entered it as switch one was able to accommo-

date all incoming traffic, it may be clearly noted how the

system is able to save energy in an efficient manner thanks

to the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 7. Amount of energy consumed by the users entering the

network after being sorted.

4.3. Comparison with Traditional Data Center Networks

Traditional data centers, such as [8], are mainly concerned

with processing data in an efficient manner to guarantee

good QoS and QoE levels experienced by the end user,

while neglecting the extensive amounts of power and energy

being dissipated. Another proposal that suggests a dynamic

resource allocation approach but neglects QoS and QoE

rates is [7]. However, the algorithm proposed in this paper

aims to assure that both problems arising in [7] and [8]

are resolved at once. QoS and QoE are dependent upon

packet loss rate, delays and high latencies. The proposed

algorithm proves that quality may be maintained (unlike

in [7]) through avoiding overload and dynamically allocat-

ing traffic while granting it with the resources required to

accommodate the workload. The problem with [8] is that

the network devices remain active at all times. To prove

the distinct nature of the proposed algorithm, the following

values retrieved from Fig. 8 are compared against a sys-

Fig. 8. Statistics concerning the power consumed at each instance

after all clients have been served and directed out of the network

switches (network components are turned back off).

Fig. 9. Energy consumed by switch one by the proposed algo-

rithm and the algorithm described in [8].
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tem that relies on principles similar to those of [8], mean-

ing that it employs an optimized resource allocation plan

to avoid overload but fails to conserve energy. Since the

switches are turned off when they are not in use, switch

two dissipates zero watts, while switch one handles all of

the incoming traffic. A simple graph representation may

be seen in Figs. 9 and 10, where a comparison between [8]

and the proposed algorithm has been shown.

Fig. 10. Difference in energy consumption between the proposed

algorithm and the solution proposed in [8], for switch two.

Fig. 11. Total energy consumed by the proposed algorithm and

the algorithm described in [8].

Assuming that both solutions proposed in this paper and

in [8] are tested on the same network devices chosen for

simulation purposes, the following results may be observed.

Both proposals are concerned with avoiding overload and

routing traffic within the network in a studied manner. As

shown in Fig. 9, energy consumption is hypothetically sim-

ilar in both scenarios. However, in Fig. 10, with observa-

tions focused on switch 2, [8] consumes more power, as

illustrated in Fig. 11, since it is always on.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed heuristic algorithm has been proved to attain

the expected outcomes discussed in the earlier sections,

with energy consumption confirmed to decrease drastically

and with quality maintained due to the fact that no packet

loss or delays are experienced within the network. Future

work may be concerned with incorporation of a mechanism

that is able to save the data and reallocate them in the

case in which a physical host from the data center suffers

a failure.
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Abstract—The article tackles the problem of improving math-

ematical communication in a group of students with differ-

ent visual impairment levels, under the guidance of a group

leader or a teacher. Visually impaired persons face a problem

while learning mathematics. The said problem results from

the specific nature in which mathematical content (formulas,

function graphs, geometrical figures and projections of solids)

is recorded and presented. The effectiveness of learning math-

ematics is boosted when students work in a group moderated

by a leader. This requires them to share documents, with

the leader being able to keep track of the individual work of

each participant, and with the group discussing specific solu-

tions. In order for a visually impaired student to be able to

participate in and contribute to the work of the group, either

remotely or locally, all participants must use universal IT tools

that support visually impaired students without complicating

the work of others. This paper presents interactive multime-

dia solutions developed under two research projects carried

out by the author. The said solutions support communica-

tion in mathematics. Results of qualitative surveys on new

solutions are presented, confirming their usefulness and the

measurable impact they exert on the efficiency of the group’s

work concerning mathematical problems.

Keywords—efficiency of communication in learning mathemat-

ics, mathematical formula notations, semantic readout of for-

mulas.

1. Introduction

The problem of communication-related capabilities in

mathematics that are necessary for transferring, acquiring,

consolidating and using mathematical knowledge in every-

day life, was tested on a group of secondary school stu-

dents and is described in paper [1]. Low percentage results

were obtained with regard to the following: (i) ability to

described a situation, an idea or a mathematical correla-

tion using algebraic expressions, graphics, images (35%),

(ii) use of mathematical language in everyday life (35%),

(iii) use of images or diagrams to express a mathematical

concept (53,3%). The results confirmed existence of the

low level of communication skills in the field of mathe-

matics. The surveyed consisted of students without sight

impairments. Visually impaired students (particularly blind

ones) encounter even more serious problems concerning

mathematical communication. This is mainly due to such

spatial elements as formulas, function graphs, diagrams and

geometric objects.

As shown by research presented in [2], one of the effective

forms of teaching and learning mathematics is by working

on a project, a problem or a mathematical task in a group

of several people. The conclusions from these studies in-

dicate a positive effect of, inter alia, the factor of mutual

assistance of the group members, and of individualized as-

sistance. Similar, individualized assistance is provided to

a student in a two-person teacher-student group, e.g. during

compensatory, additional classes or during remote, online

consultations. A problem appears when a group learning

mathematics, either on its own or with the help of a teacher,

comprises visually impaired students. Such groups are, by

definition, the norm in inclusive education. The problem

of the students’ poor mathematical communication skills

overlaps with the problem of the efficiency of communica-

tion with a visually impaired member of the group who is

often using a different user interface, e.g. Braille technol-

ogy and other mathematical tools, such as equation editors.

For a diverse group to be able to cooperate efficiently and

for the student’s self-help factor or the teacher’s assistance

to work, the group must be equipped with IT tools that fa-

cilitate communication concerning mathematical problems.

The tools that may be helpful in creating, presenting and ex-

ploring mathematical content, as well as in communicating

by exchanging mathematical documents, include chats and

remote voice conversations. A set of such software tools

supporting the teacher or the group leader, as well as vi-

sually impaired and blind students, known under the name

of PlatMat OPTY, has been developed under two research

projects.

The paper presents selected solutions that have been de-

veloped and implemented in the tools comprising the Plat-

Mat OPTY platform, used to enhance efficient communica-

tion concerning mathematical content containing formulas,

within a group of students that is diverse in terms of the

visual capabilities of its members. The users may create

and share their math-related texts and audio content relying

on audio-visual and tactile senses. The users may create

and control a new way of communication using this sys-

tem, in addition to conducting traditional, single medium-

based conversations. In order to overcome interaction lim-
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itations, we have proposed, in PlatMat OPTY, the use of

integrated senses. Solutions enabling quick recognition of

mathematical graphics have also been developed1, as have

been tools allowing to perform arithmetic calculations in a

written form [3]. They are intended for students with visual

impairments but are not discussed in this paper.

2. Accessibility Problems in

Mathematical Communication

The problems whose solutions have been sought through

research and development activities include the following:

1. compatibility of various interfaces used for edit-

ing and presenting mathematical formulas, enabling

a group made up of sighted and visually impaired

people to cooperate while working on mathematical

issues;

2. creating a single version of electronic mathematical

documents – accessible both to sighted persons and to

those with visual impairments, simplifying the pro-

cess and shortening the time devoted by the author

to creating e-documents, and avoiding stigmatization

of visually impaired persons cooperating within the

same group with sighted persons;

3. sharing information and e-mathematical documents

in a group that is diversified in terms of visual acuity,

working remotely via the Internet or locally, with or

without access to Wi-Fi networks.

A special case of a group that is diversified in terms of

visual acuity of the participants, is one made of students

and a teacher of an integration class in a public school im-

plementing the idea of inclusive education. Another case

is a two-person group: a sighted teacher and a visually im-

paired pupil, working locally during compensatory classes,

or remotely, via the Internet.

2.1. Various Mathematical Notations and User Interfaces

The first problem concerns various notations (languages)

used for writing formulas, and various user interfaces ap-

plied to save and read them, by means of which sighted,

blind and low vision persons create and present formulas.

Sighted people use spatial and graphical visualization of

formulas, and usually write formulas with the help of pop-

ular formula editors available in MS Word, Open Office,

Libre Office, offering spatial formula structures to be filled

by the user, for example:
√

��

�
, ∑�

� �
�.

While preparing scientific publications with a large number

of formulas, academics use the LaTeX system [4]. For writ-

ing and reading formulas, blind and low-vision persons with

serious visual disability can use the linear Braille mathe-

matical notation, based on the 7-bit, 128 character ASCII

1 Paper under preparation.

standard available via a QWERTY keyboard, for example

AsciiMath (AMS) notation [5], Wiskunde Notatie Dedicon

(WND) [6], or an extended notation using multi-byte char-

acters, such as Lambda notation [7], as well as Unicode-

Math notation developed in PlatMat, based on AsciiMath.

The difference between the latter and the AsciiMath nota-

tion is that the mathematical symbols not accessible from

a QWERTY keyboard, and are entered using a keyboard

shortcut or a mouse click on the symbol displayed in the

formula editor. These symbols are saved using Unicode,

not ASCII. In Poland, non-digitized, tactile convex printing

Braille Mathematical Notation (BNM) is used [8]. In other

countries, due to the lack of standardization, other mathe-

matical Braille notations are used. It is worth mentioning,

however, that such an approach hinders the interoperabil-

ity of documents and prevents international cooperation of

visually impaired people in the field of mathematics. In

Poland, linear mathematical notations, other than BNM, are

not widely used. The educational system for blind students

is based on Braille notation and technology. The problem

with linear notations, both of the Braille and ASCII vari-

ety, lies in the fact that the formulas in these notations are

longer and require more characters than in spatially visual-

ized forms.

An exemplary expression of a fraction with a root in the

numerator, presented in a spatial form, looks as follows:

x =
−b±

√
b2 −4ac

2a
.

While the same expression presented in selected linear no-

tations looks as follows:

BNM: x=;-b!-CbO;"-#d ac 8 #b a< (29 characters),

Lambda: (19 characters),

LaTex: $$x=\frac{-b+-\sqrt{b∧{2}-4ac}}{2a}$$ (37 characters),

AsciiMath: x=(-b+-sqrt(b∧2-4ac))/(2a) (26 characters),

WND: x=(-b+-sqrt(b∧2-4ac))/(2a) (26 characters),

UnicodeMath: x=(-b+-
√

(b∧2-4ac))/(2a) (23 characters).

It is worth noting that in some linear notations, for exam-

ple in Lambda, operating systems include fonts developed

specifically for marking the structure of the formula. These

fonts are accessible via a keyboard shortcut or a mouse click

in the formula editor of a given notation. In Lambda, these

characters are marked in red, indicating the beginning and

the end of the fraction and the end of the numerator. As

it may be noticed in the examples provided, the formulas

are lengthy, both in Braille and in other line notations. The

advantage that non-Braille linear notations (hereinafter: lin-

ear QWERTY notations) have over Braille, especially when

the form of the formula is not, for printing purposes, con-

verted to a mathematical Braille notation, consists in the

possibility of editing and reading formulas using commonly

available computer hardware with a QWERTY keyboard.

Formulas in QWERTY linear notations, unless otherwise

programmed, are read character by character, using assis-

tive software, such as screen readers, e.g. NVDA or Jaws
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installed at the operating system layer. This method of

reading is not friendly for a blind user and makes it dif-

ficult for them to recognize the structure of the formula

and its transformation. However, it is often used by per-

sons with seriously impaired vision, who find structural

editors, for example MS Word, too difficult to use. Never-

theless, in the Netherlands, at schools teaching blind stu-

dents, the WND linear notation (an example of a WND

record is shown above), similar to the AsciiMath notation

standard, has been used for 20 years, and the Braille math-

ematical notation is not used at all. Formulas are read

by a screen reader, character by character, while convex

printouts are created with Braille fonts whose codes corre-

spond to the characters in the linear formula record. This

way of teaching mathematics to visually impaired students

does not require the teacher’s and the pupil’s knowledge of

complex the Braille mathematical notation system, and does

not require expensive specialist Braille equipment, such as

Braille lines and notebooks. This technology is adapted to

inclusive education purposes in accordance with the basic

assumption stating that mainstream schools should be pre-

pared to teach visually impaired students (and those with

other disabilities). However, students using linear formula

notations cannot work at the same pace as their sighted

peers.

To recapitulate, quick conversion of formulas (e.g. during

group discussions) commonly used by sighted persons into

the Braille line notation used by blind persons is a prob-

lem that is partly solved by semantic formula reading and

AsciiMath notation, used by low vision students.

2.2. Universality and Availability of Mathematical

E-documents

The second problem that we tried to solve, taking into ac-

count the first challenge of various user interfaces relied

upon while creating and exploring formulas, is the rapid

exchange of information and electronic documents contain-

ing formulas, occurring on a continuous basis during the

work of a group made up of persons with various visual

acuity. These needs have to be addressed in educational set-

tings – in the classroom, during supplementary activities,

remote e-consultations and e-tutoring, and in publishing

houses during cooperation concerning mathematical docu-

ments, e.g. in the preparation of mathematical textbooks.

Problems faced in the last of the scenarios above are de-

scribed in detail in [9]. An electronic document containing

formulas, projected spatially on a screen, is not accessible

to blind people, unless it has been specifically processed. In

general, formulas in electronic publications have the form

of raster images, inaccessible to the blind, or are saved in

the form of structural MathML notations, based on XML.

The MathML standard may be supported by most browsers

(based on Gecko and WebKit engines), which means that it

displays the formula spatially (graphically), which is inade-

quate for people with a high level of visual impairment. A

semantic readout of the formula may be of assistance here.

This solution is easier to implement for formulas written

in MathML than for linear notations. Semantic formula

readers operating in many native languages are available,

based on plug-ins for browsers, e.g. for Firefox and Internet

Explorer (MathPlayer) but they do not operate in the Polish

language.

As textbooks assume the form of apps and electronic ex-

ams replace traditional their paper predecessors, the de-

mand for ICT tools is growing. We observe a continuous

development of multimedia e-publications, also those of

mathematical character, but no measurable development of

supporting IT technologies that facilitate the absorption of

mathematical content users with a serious visual impair-

ment may be observed in Poland. Educational publications

and auxiliary materials, especially in the field of mathe-

matics, require user’s interactivity in solving problems and

mathematical tasks. This applies, for instance, to note-

books, work sheets, examples in textbooks and tests. The

level of interactivity offered by e-books is insufficient in

relation to the needs of mathematical education, not only

in the case of visually impaired students, but also in the

case of sighted users. Interactivity of e-books boils down

to navigating the document, selecting fragments of content,

making tabs and notes. Few e-publications use MathML

notation, due to the poor rendering of formulas saved in

MathML by browsers other than Firefox. An example of

misinterpretation of entries in MathML is presented below:

• the cube root in the expression x+1: 3
√

x+1,

• the root of minus one-third degree of x+1: −13
√

x+1.

It is safer for the publisher to place a raster image of a spe-

cific formula in an e-book. The effect is that it is not

possible to edit the formula or navigate the structure of the

formula to better understand it or to reach the element of

the structure that is to be modified.

To ensure that a group of visually impaired people may

operate efficiently, facilities are necessary that increase

the accessibility of formulas, such as semantic reading of

a formula or of its selected fragments, quick selection of

a fragment of the formula and its edition by means of a pre-

ferred method (Braille or QWERTY notation), in combi-

nation with a readout. The possibility of creating a math-

ematical e-document in one universal version which may

be used by both sighted and visually impaired persons, and

which may also be relied upon for transferring their e-work

between them, is a condition that needs to be fulfilled for

ensuring efficient work, within a group, of its sighted, vi-

sually impaired and blind members. All that is related to

the need of solving a third problem, namely efficient ex-

change of universal mathematical e-documents and infor-

mation.

2.3. Efficient Exchange of Mathematical e-documents

and Information

The exchange of information and documents within the

group should be ensured regardless of the environmental
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conditions related to the availability of the network or its

lack. The first example may be the work of students in

the classroom, performed under the guidance of a teacher,

where it is necessary to monitor both the workflow of each

student and the exchange of documents between the teacher

and students. The teacher should be able to remotely mon-

itor the work of each pupil, in order to be able to react

quickly to any mistakes made by students. Students should

be able to pass, to the teacher, their work along with any

comments. The teacher should be able to send back, to

the student, the corrected work with mistakes pointed out

and described, and with guiding and explanatory comments

included. The teacher should be able to show selected solu-

tions to the students and to discuss them. But this is where

specific problems need to be tackled.

In a classroom which is not, for example, an IT room, ac-

cess to a network and/or the Internet may not be available,

as the author of the paper has experienced while pursuing

various projects. Teachers should have the tools to carry

out these educational operations without barriers caused by

the diversity of the group (visual acuity of the participants

or limitations concerning access to the network). In or-

der to implement these educational operations, the teacher

needs to be able to organize an ad-hoc Wi-Fi network, lo-

cally in the room, and to connect all computers used by the

teacher and students, including an interactive whiteboard.

In the case of an interactive whiteboard, there is a need

of connecting the whiteboard to the teacher’s computer, as

this will provide the teacher and the students with access to

tools required for creating and exchanging universal math-

ematical e-documents.

Online assistance provided to students working at home,

in a dormitory or in hospital, ensuring that they are not

left behind in their schoolwork or are able to make up

for any losses as soon as possible, is another example. To

offer this type of help, in addition to the Internet, there is

a need for a remote method of viewing the pupil’s work, ex-

changing e-documents and conversing via written or spoken

mediums.

The problems discussed above are related to the provision

of efficient classwork communication means, i.e. those be-

tween the teacher and students. Internet-based systems fa-

cilitating the provision of teacher-student communication

exist and are used, as it transpires from research con-

ducted within the EuroMath project under the Erasmus+

program [10]. Google Classroom [11], Impero [12] and

Desmos Classroom Activities [13] are systems used in Ire-

land and the Netherlands, for example. According to re-

search conducted, they have not been used in Polish schools

for teaching visually impaired students. The authors’ anal-

ysis of the accessibility of these systems intended for vi-

sually impaired users, the results of which were included

in paper [14], showed that only Google Classroom is fully

available to this group of users. However, in relation to the

three problems discussed above, it only partially solves the

third problem by enabling the teacher and the students to

share documents.

3. Development of Accessible

Communication Media

This section of the paper presents solutions that have been

developed within PlatMat OPTY, addressing the three prob-

lems discussed in the previous section: the use of various

languages and mathematical interfaces; creation of univer-

sal and accessible mathematical e-documents; efficient dis-

tribution and exchange of e-documents and mathematical

information.

3.1. Media for Editing, Reading and Exploring Formulas

Each participant of the group may edit a given formula

using their preferred formula editor, and may use an acces-

sible user interface. Five different formula editors that may

be deployed by teachers and students have been developed:

• for teachers and sighted students – a structured editor

similar to the MS Word (Fig. 1a),

• for teachers and sighted students – a customized ver-

sion of a Windows-based editor for manual edition

of formulas (Fig. 1b),

• for low vision students as well as for teachers and

sighted students – UnicodeMath editor, based on the

AsciiMath notation, with a shortened linear visu-

alization of the formula, e.g. instead of “sqrt”, the

square root symbol
√

is displayed (Fig. 1c),

• for blind students – AsciiMath notation editor

(Fig. 1d),

• for blind students – BNM notation editor (Fig. 1e).

The interfaces which may be used to edit formulas include

the following:

• QWERTY keyboard and mouse,

• keyboard shortcuts for entering mathematical sym-

bols,

• keyboard shortcuts for navigating the formula struc-

ture,

• touch gestures with one and two fingers to navigate

the formula structure while editing the formula (at

the beginning/end of the formula, by one character

to the right/left, one step up/down in the hierarchy

structure),

• Braille keyboard emulated on a QWERTY keyboard

(f, d, s, l, j, k, l keys for the six-point edition in

BNM),

• physical Braille keyboard and keyboard shortcuts,

• aural reading of the formula characters (and text char-

acters) entered.
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Fig. 1. Five editor formulas available in PlatMat OPTY for sighted users and users with a sight dysfunction.

The interfaces that may be used while reading formulas

include the following:

• a screen where formulas are always visualized spa-

tially for the teacher’s needs and, depending on

the user’s needs and preferences, also linearly in

AsciiMath, UnicodeMath and BNM,

• Braille line (also known as Braille monitor), on which

BNM or AsciiMath characters are activated by touch,

by moving pins,

• semantic reading of a formula or of a selected frag-

ment of a text including the formula, in Polish,

• keyboard shortcuts and touch gestures with one and

two fingers for reading and detailed exploration of

a given formula.

The record of the formula obtained in a notation that is

different than the one used by the original user must be –

without a noticeable delay – converted into the notation

which he/she uses. The following five converters cooperat-

ing with each other on an on-going basis via programming

interfaces (API) have been developed:

• BNM into MathML,

• MathML into BNM,

• MathML into AsciiMath,

• UnicodeMath into AsciiMath,

• AsciiMath into UnicodeMath.

In addition, a ready-made library in the JavaScript language

for converting AsciiMath to MathML was used.

In order for a formula, regardless of the editor and notation

it was written in, to be spatially displayed by a browser

for the needs of sighted users and to be semantically read

out for the needs of visually impaired users, it must be

saved in MathML notation. Other notations (AsciiMath,

UnicodeMath, BNM) are converted to MathML. For the

purpose of editing formulas, the inverse conversion from

MathML to the required notations is performed. As men-

tioned above, some browsers have trouble with correctly

displaying formulas saved in MathML. The MathML nota-

tion is correctly interpreted by Firefox. It is worth noting

that this set of converters cooperating with each other on

an on-going basis, has been developed for the first time;

although many attempts have been made in relation to con-

version of various mathematical notations, and despite the

fact that their results are available in the form of online

services [15], [16] and local solutions [17], [18], they fail

to include the Polish version of BNM notation.

Automatic translation covering four methods of express-

ing mathematical language (BNM, AsciiMath, Unicode-

Math and MathML) is a rather complex problem. The

development of BNM converters poses a particularly major

research challenge due to the problem of semantic inter-
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Table 1

Mathematical communication based on exchanging .epub files between users relying on various mathematical notations

and user interfaces

Participants
Direction of Participant Participant’s Mathematical

Conversioncommunication interface notation notation

W, S

W→S
W Structural editor MathML MathML→epub

S UnicodeMath editor UnicodeMath epub→MathML/AsciiMath/UnicodeMath

S→W
S UnicodeMath editor UnicodeMath UnicodeMath/AsciiMath/MathML→epub

W Structural editor MathML epub→MathML

W, N

W→N
W Structural editor MathML MathML→epub

N Ascii editor AsciiMath epub→MathML/AsciiMath

N→W
N Ascii editor AsciiMath AsciiMath/MathML→epub

W Structural editor MathML epub→MathML

W→N
W Structural editor MathML MathML→epub

N BNM editor BNM epub→MathML/BNM

N→W
N BNM editor BNM BNM/MathML→epub

W Structural editor MathML epub→MathML

S, N

S→N
S UnicodeMath editor UnicodeMath UnicodeMath/AsciiMath/MathML→epub

N BNM editor BNM epub→MathML/BNM

N→S
N BNM editor BNM BNM/MathML→epub

S UnicodeMath editor UnicodeMath epub→MathML/AsciiMath/UnicodeMath

S→N
S UnicodeMath editor UnicodeMath UnicodeMath/AsciiMath/MathML→epub

N Ascii editor AsciiMath AsciiMath/MathML→epub

N→S
N Ascii editor AsciiMath AsciiMath/MathML→epub

S UnicodeMath editor UnicodeMath epub→MathML/AsciiMath/UnicodeMath

Key: W – sighted user, S – low vision user, N – blind user

Table 2

Examples of rules applied while translating formula elements into texts of their semantic readout

Item Formula elements Readout rule

1 Integers
The integers are read as they are pronounced in Polish, e.g. 121 ‘sto dwadzieścia

jeden’ (English: hundred twenty one)

2
Floating-point numbers

Numbers with a coma (point in English notation) e.g. 5,26, are read as ‘pięć

przecinek dwadzieścia sześć’ (English: five coma twenty six)

3 Letters – vowels The vowels are read unchanged

4 Letters – consonants
The consonants are read phonetically, e.g. b as beh. Big letters are preceded by

the word capital

5 Greek letters Greek letters are read phonetically, e.g. α as alpha

6 Subscripts

The subscripts are read, e.g. ‘. . . with subscript end of subscript’. If the subscript

contains only one element, then the text ’end of the subscript’ is omitted. Area

subscripts such as Pb are read (in Polish) as pe be (English pronunciation: peh

beh) and Pp as pe pe (English pronunciation: peh peh)

7 Superscripts

The superscripts are read, e.g. ‘. . . to the power . . . end of superscript’. If the

superscript contains only one element, then the text ‘end of the superscript’ is

omitted. If the superscript is 2, and it is the only element, then the text read is:

„. . . kwadrat (English: square). If the index is 3 and it is the only element, then

the text read is ‘. . . sześcian’ (English: cube)

8 Fractions
The fractions are read as follows: a fraction numerator . . . denominator . . . end

of a fraction. Numeric fractions are read literally, e.g. 1/6 – one sixth
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pretation of particular symbols, which often depends on

the context (appearing in connection with other symbols,

a space place before or after the symbol etc.).

The set of converters developed enables instant, on-going

communication between people using various mathema-

tical notations and different user interfaces. The term

“on-going communication” relates to three communication

scenarios:

• an .epub file being generated (in the EPUB 3 stan-

dard discussed below) by one of the users and sent

to another user or to other users, containing formu-

las recorded in MathML notation, regardless of the

notation in which the formulas were edited,

• transferring them to the interactive whiteboard, dis-

playing them spatially on the group leader’s screen,

regardless of the notation used in the edition phase,

• displaying on the screen of the leader, and possibly

on the interactive whiteboard, the content of the re-

mote screen of the selected group member, editing

the formulas in the preferred notation, with the said

formulas being then saved in MathML and visualized

spatially.

Table 1 shows the conversion processes taking place when

exchanging .epub files, depending on the notations pre-

ferred by the the sender and recipient of mathematical con-

tent. In the remaining two situations, the conversions are

similar, as in each case the conversion leads to creating a

MathML notation, or a user-preferred notation based on

MathML notation. It is worth noting that in order for

a blind user to see the content on the interactive white-

board receiving data from another user’s screen, the screen

contents must be sent to the blind user as an .epub file that

will be unpacked, and then the MathML notation of the

formulas included in the content will be converted to BNM

or AsciiMath.

In order to increase the chances of blind and low-vision stu-

dents working in a group at a pace that would not interfere

with the work of the entire, in addition to the ability to read

formulas by sight or by touch on the Braille line, another

option to improve mathematical communication has been

introduced. It allows a formula or its fragments to be read

in Polish, semantically, in a manner adopted in Poland for

that specific purpose. To offer this functionality, Poland’s

semantic formula reader relying on synthetic speech has

been developed. The basic module of the reader has the

form of a translator of the formula structure recorded in

MathML notation, converting it into the text to be read out.

The MathML notation is based on XML tag language [17].

With the introduction of HTML 5, MathML has super-

seded, in the browsers, the AsciiMath notation, which was

used on the Internet at that time. The structured, hierarchi-

cal nature of MathML enables reliable spatial visualization

of formulas. An example of a fraction with the root in

the numerator, which was shown above in several linear

notations, saved in MathML, is presented in Listing 1.

Listing 1. MathML example

<math mode="display "
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1998/ Math/MathML">

<semantics >
<mrow >

<mi>x</mi>
<mo >=</mo>
<mfrac >

<mrow >
<mo form="prefix" >&#x2212;<!-- ? --></mo>

<mi>b</mi>
<mo >&#x00B1;<!-- &PlusMinus; --></mo>
<msqrt >

<msup >
<mi>b</mi >

<mn >2</mn >
</msup >

<mo >&#x2212;<!-- ? --></mo>
<mn >4</mn>
<mo >&#x2062;<!-- & InvisibleTimes; --></mo>

<mi>a</mi>
<mo >&#x2062;<!-- & InvisibleTimes; --></mo>

<mi>c</mi>
</msqrt >

</mrow >

<mrow >
<mn >2</mn>

<mo >&#x2062;<!-- &InvisibleTimes; --></mo>
<mi>a</mi>

</mrow >
</mfrac >

</mrow >

<annotation encoding ="TeX">
x=\frac{-b\pm\sqrt{b^2-4ac}}{2a}

</annotation >
<annotation encoding ="StarMath  5.0">

x={-b plusminus sqrt {b^2 - 4 ac}} over {2a}
</annotation >

</semantics >

</math >

A table used for translating formula templates into texts to

be read out has been developed based on predetermined

readout rules. Texts and readout rules have been devel-

oped for formulas introduced by primary and secondary

school curricula. The readout texts have been agreed upon

with mathematics teachers. The translator, the rules devel-

oped and the problems encountered during translation were

presented in [20]. Some examples of translation rules are

presented in Table 2.

For example formula

yabc 6= ybb
·c

is read as ‘igrek do potęgi a do potęgi be z indeksem dol-

nym ce koniec wykładnika koniec wykładnika nie równa

się igrek do potęgi a do potęgi be koniec wykładnika ce

koniec wykładnika’ (In English: wai to the power ei to the

power bi end of superscript with a subscript si end of sub-

script end of superscript is not equal to wai to the power

ei to the power bi end of superscript si end of superscript).

Figure 2a shows the structure of this formula (and the text

of the readout) visualized in the formula navigator, while

Fig. 2b,c shows the structure of selected fragments of the

formula during navigation and the texts of their readouts.

The texts of the readouts which do not appear in real con-

ditions on the screen, have been included in the drawings

for illustrative purposes.

The texts of readouts from the translation tables are passed

to the NVDA screen reader synthesizer, which PlatMat co-

operates with in its part intended for blind users.
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3.2. Universally Accessible Medium for Recording

Mathematical Content

In search of an electronic medium recording mathematical

content and enabling its distribution and exchange within

a group of participants with diverse visual acuity, the in-

creasingly popular EPUB e-publication standard has been

chosen over its competitor – Amazon’s commercial AZW

standard (an extension of the MOBI standard). EPUB is an

open standard for the distribution and exchange of digital

publications and documents that is based on the structured

XML markup language [21].

EPUB version 3.1 (EPUB3) relies on the following stan-

dards: HTML5 – content, CSS3 – style, SVG – vector

graphics, MathML – formulas, MPEG4 – video and sound,

OTF – fonts, JS – scripts. The EPUB3 container, which is

a ZIP file, integrates various types of files that can create

multimedia, interactive, mathematical content. The features

and properties of individual formats may be effectively used

to increase the accessibility of EPUB3 content. In particu-

lar, MathML for writing formulas and SVG vector graphics

standards, based – just as EPUB3 – on the structural lan-

guage of XML markups, are essential for improving the

accessibility of mathematical content. The structure of the

recording allows detailed exploration of an EPUB3 docu-

ment and of the formulas and graphics contained therein,

in a manner accessible to people with visual impairments.

Active elements – JS scripts, which may be included in the

EPUB3 container, can be used to increase the accessibility

of a mathematical document, e.g. to read, using synthetic

speech, a part of the formula and also to support the user’s

interactivity, for instance by means of a touch gesture or

a keyboard shortcut. JS scripts improve the interactive ca-

Fig. 2. Visualization of the formula structure and texts of its read-
outs (a), and formula fragments while navigating the formula (b)
and (c).

pability of a user working with an EPUB3 document, be-

yond the typical interactivities available in e-publications,

such as note taking, selecting text fragments, creating tabs

or navigating the document structure.

The ability to enter formulas into an e-document, or to edit

formulas contained in the text using the user-preferred no-

tation, as well as to convert them to MathML notation, with

the prospect of subsequent conversion when the document

reaches a user whose preferred notation differs from that

of the original one, is a good example of enhanced interac-

tivity. These types of interactivities are very much needed,

for example in mathematical education (solving tasks/tests,

improving student’s work) or in cooperation on publish-

ing mathematical e-publications. Scripts may also be used

for additional navigation, beyond navigation functionalities

offered by browsers, among such elements of the mathe-

matical e-document as formulas, text or voice comments,

test questions, and mathematical graphics.

Conversion of mathematical notations specified in Table 1,

as well as exploration of the entire e-document and the for-

mulas contained therein, handled by JS scripts, enables the

creation of a universal, mathematical EPUB3 e-document

that is accessible to every participant of the cooperating

group, regardless of the level of their visual acuity. It

should be emphasized that universality is a useful feature

for the creator of a mathematical e-document, because it

means that the document may be created once, in one ver-

sion, for all group members, and accessibility is a useful

feature for the e-document recipient who receives the same

e-document as other group members and may read, modify

and explore it in a manner tailored to his/her needs.

Theoretically, browsers would be the most convenient way

to handle EPUB3 documents. There are browser add-

ons (plug-ins) extending their functionalities, so as enable

them to tackle e-documents, e.g. EPUBReader for Firefox,

but these are typical readers of documents not containing

mathematical content and they do not or only partially sup-

port the MathML standard. They play the role of typical

e-publication readers and offer, as mentioned above, a lim-

ited scope of interactive support.

Due to the lack of interactive software supporting mathe-

matical content stored in EPUB3, the installable PlatMat

software that is based on the Gecko engine, was and still

remains the only software for creating, reading, modify-

ing and exploring mathematical EPUB3 e-documents. It

is also a tool for disseminating, exchanging and collecting

e-documents and mathematical information – functionali-

ties that are discussed in the following part of this paper.

4. Media for Sharing Mathematical

E-documents and Information

The third problem discussed earlier, which was taken up in

the works on PlatMat, is the question of an efficient, on-

going exchange of EPUB3 mathematical e-documents and

information in a group that is diversified in terms of visual
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acuity of its members, in various environmental conditions

concerning the availability of local Wi-Fi and Internet con-

nections.

4.1. Mathematical Communication in a Wi-Fi Network

Each member of the group, equipped with the PlatMat soft-

ware, can create an EPUB3 document and save it locally.

The leader can also save the document in a remote repos-

itory on the www.platmat.pl portal, so as to have it gen-

erally available. In order for the document placed in the

repository to be published, it must undergo a verification

process. The verification process takes place between the

verifier and the author of the document. After successful

verification, the portal administrator places a positive ver-

ification flag in the document’s metadata. Then, the doc-

ument becomes public, visible to the users and available

for download. Each group participant may download the

document published in the repository to his/her own local

disk. In the local network the leader may send a document

to each member of the group. Each group member may

send/send back a document to the leader.

The applications of the leader and those of group members

communicate with each other via the local Wi-Fi network.

The group is connected forming the topology of a star, with

the leader’s computer serving as the central node. Group

members do not communicate with each other directly. The

exchange of documents between group members is possi-

ble through the leader. The star topology was adopted,

in consultation with teachers, as the most suitable for the

working conditions of a school group – with the teacher

and the students in a classroom.

To connect the group members’ applications with the leader

and to enable them to exchange documents, it must be

made sure that both applications operated on the same sub-

net. The subnet is identified by the first 3 digits of the

IPv4 address – they are identical within the same subnet.

After launching the application on the leader’s computer

and starting up the applications of the group members, the

latter begin to actively search for the leader’s application.

When the searching process comes to an end (after about

10–20 s), the application of each group member will con-

nect to leader’s application it has identified, or it will ask

the user to select the appropriate leader if more than one

leader application has been found in a given network. If no

leader has been found, the search will continue indefinitely.

The same will occur in the event of a loss of connection.

Where no local Wi-Fi network is available, it is possible

to set up a hot spot on the leader’s computer, provided

that the network card supports such a functionality (it must

operate in the AccessPoint mode). Some classrooms have

no access to a Wi-Fi network, and the option of becoming

unrestricted by this limitation while communicating within

the group is very useful. In addition to exchanging docu-

ments, a local Wi-Fi network allows the leader to activate

the remote desktop of a selected group member, for exam-

ple a student in a classroom, and to monitor the student’s

work by displaying a picture of the student’s screen on the

leader’s computer to support the student if any problems in

solving tasks are encountered. The leader may display, on

the interactive whiteboard, the content of their own screen

Fig. 3. Mathematical communication in a diverse group of participants, relying on a local Wi-Fi network.
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Fig. 4. Mathematical communication of a leader and a group member via the Internet (chat, Braille, voice, EPUB3 documents exchange,
remote desktop).

Table 3

Mathematical communication via a Wi-Fi network and the Internet

Role in the group Network

Item Operation Group leader Group
member

Local Wi-Fi Internet

1 Creating/modifying EPUB3 e–documents + + – –

2 Collecting locally EPUB3 e–documents + + – –

3 Publishing EPUB3 e–documents in a remote repository for publication + – – +

4 Downloading published EPUB3 e–documents from a remote repository + + +

5 Sending an EPUB3 e–document to a group member + – + +

6 Sending an EPUB3 e–document to the group leader – + + +

7 Initiating a chat – + – +

8 Chat with a group member + + – +

11 Remote desktop of a group member viewed by the leader + – + +

or of the screen of a group member, received via the remote

desktop function. The Wi-Fi based communication model

is illustrated in Fig. 3.

4.2. Mathematical Communication via the Internet

PlatMat-based online communication was developed for

the purpose of remote consultations and is useful for mathe-

matics as it offers the following functionalities: chat (also

in Braille), voice calls, exchange of documents, remote

desktop monitoring. Examples of educational activities

that require remote assistance include the following: help-

ing a student who is behind in his/her work, one who is poor

at maths or is home-schooled. Another example involves

editorial cooperation concerning a mathematical document,

with the blind person using Braille technology. Chat typed

in six-point Braille font is received by the sighted person

in the form of plain text, a mathematical .epub document,

while formulas edited in mathematical Braille notation are

received by a sighted person in MathML notation and are

displayed spatially (graphically). On the remote desktop

of a blind person working in Braille technology (BNM ed-

itor) or in ASCII technology (Ascii editor), the formulas

are visualized spatially thanks to the conversion process

presented in Table 1. Such an approach ensures there are

no problems in communication between two people using

different mathematical languages, whether they cooperate

via the Internet or within a group, using a local network.

Mathematical communication via the Internet is presented

in Fig. 4.

Table 3 presents communication-related operations carried

out in PlatMat by the leader and by group members in

a local Wi-Fi network and via the Internet.

5. Surveys on the Usefulness of New

Solutions

Research on the impact and usefulness of the solutions pro-

posed in PlatMat was conducted at three different points

during the process of developing the new technology. We

shall focus on the most recent surveys conducted in 2017

among math teachers and their students at 3 educational in-

stitutions in Warsaw, Kraków and Siedlce (Poland) attended

by sighted, low-vision and blind students. 5 mathematics

teachers and 11 students took part in the qualitative sur-

veys that were combined with individual interviews. The

aim of the survey was to determine the measurable benefits

enjoyed by mathematics teachers, blind students and low-

vision students, resulting from the use, both in the class-
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room and at home, of the PlatMat tools with new ICT

solutions. The research was carried out after pilot phase

under which PlatMat tools were implemented at those facil-

ities over a period of several months. Because not all stu-

dents had access to laptop computers in the classroom, the

pilot-phase classes were conducted primarily as compen-

satory lectures, one a one-on-one basis or in small groups

with 2–3 students. The compensatory activities were also

carried out via the Internet. Similarly to the compensatory

classes, on-going consultations concerning homework were

also offered remotely. The questionnaires were divided into

three parts, concerning: the teacher’s work, the blind stu-

dent’s work and the low-vision student’s work. The fourth

part presented the criteria and assessment methodologies

used. The questionnaires covered all new solutions imple-

mented in PlatMat, including those supporting the work

performed by a group of students diversified in terms of

their visual acuity, as described in this paper.

The opinions about formula editors were not focused on

any particular editor. Teachers, depending on their prefer-

ences and needs, used a structured editor, a UnicodeMath

editor or a handwriting editor. Low vision students pre-

ferred the UnicodeMath editor. Blind students preferred

the BNM Braille editor. No attempt was made to work

on the AsciiMath editor, which is a functional option avail-

able in software for blind students. Students participating in

the survey studied in upper grades of technical schools and

high schools, were well skilled and experienced in using

Braille. An opinion has been reached that the new tech-

nologies replacing Braille must be introduced at the very

early stages of education.

The primary measurable benefits offered by the presented

solutions, as identified in the survey, are as follows:

• improvement of IT efficiency of younger students,

which shortens the time required for performing

mathematical operations (mastery of keyboard short-

cuts),

• less time spent on mathematical operations by low-

vision students,

• increased self-reliance of students, inter alia thanks

to the semantic reading of formulas, recognizing the

structure of a formula, own records that are clear for

their author (low-vision students),

• the number of mistakes made by students was not

larger, and it was clearly lower in ‘pairing’ tasks and

tasks with a narrative containing parameters for cal-

culations,

• better ability to communicate, grater level of stu-

dents’ comfort while working and higher effective-

ness of the teacher’s support, as the student’s screen

could be monitored by the teacher,

• greater capacity for providing support to a student

and for making it more precise,

• time needed by teachers to prepare worksheets, espe-

cially with tasks involving fractions, roots, equation

systems and special characters, the writing of which

is quite troublesome while using Word.

The research – surveys, criteria, measures and results –

is described in detail in the Research Report submitted to

PFRON [22].

6. Conclusions

The paper presents a selected range of new solutions pro-

posed in the PlatMat system. Their aim is to support work

in the field of mathematics, performed in a group of par-

ticipants with diverse visual acuity. The groups for which

PlatMat is primarily intended include groups of students

at regular or special needs schools, attended by blind and

low-vision students. The solutions discussed, aimed at fa-

cilitating the work and communication in the field of math-

ematics include the following: a sequence of conversions,

performed on an on-going basis, of various mathematical

notations (languages), enabling the use of mathematical no-

tation and formula editing tools preferred by users, as well

as on-going cooperation; universal, accessible and interac-

tive mathematical documents in the EPUB3 e-publication

standard, enabling the exchange of mathematical content

and information; setting up the exchange of mathematical

documents and information via a Wi-Fi network and via

the Internet, in various environments and between users

using different math languages and interfaces. Qualitative

research/surveys listing the opinions of mathematics teach-

ers and their students on the usefulness of the presented

solutions, were conducted among groups of 2–3 students

having personal computers. The ability to create a single

version of lesson materials in the form of an epub docu-

ment – an interactive document for all students, and the

ability to monitor students’ work via a Wi-Fi network or

via the remote desktop function, was very well received

by teachers. Among students, the greatest satisfaction was

expressed by low-vision students who could now edit for-

mulas using the UnicodeMath editor. Previously, they had

been using the MS Word formula editor – a feature that

is difficult to operate due to the precision of movements

required when entering values into formula template fields.

In order to assess the usefulness of the discussed solutions

in large groups (meaning, under real-world conditions, that

a lesson needs to be conducted in a classroom), the first re-

quirement that has to be met is that all students need com-

puters. Research performed in 2018 as part of the above-

mentioned EuroMath project and concerned with ICT tools

used to support teaching maths, showed that few students

use laptops or any other computer equipment (apart from

smartphones) in the classroom. It would be worthwhile

to organize, for experimental purposes, a class of students

equipped with laptops and PlatMat tools for teaching math-

ematics, to carry out research on the effects of computer-

ization of mathematical education and to disseminate the
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positive results that are likely to be obtained. This will

create an incentive for other schools and will contribute to

the promotion of PlatMat technologies.
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